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Abstract 
 
This dissertation offers demonstrations of autonomous catalytic microtubes (microjet 
engines) with tunable diameters ranging from micro- to nanoscale and lengths from 50 µm 
to 1 mm. These results open the door to effective microengines and represent the entry in 
the Guinness Book of World Records for “the smallest man-made jet engine.”  
Several attractive methodologies of machine-based functions at the micro- and na-
noscale are shown. For instance, catalytic Ti/Cr/Pt microjets, which are integrated on a pla-
nar substrate, can operate as “on chip” chemical micropumps by decomposition of hydro-
gen peroxide fuel into oxygen bubbles and water. When released from a substrate, micro-
jets self-propel autonomously in solution. The incorporation of ferromagnetic layer (Fe) into 
the rolled-up geometry enables their remote control using external magnetic field. Such 
microjets were used to load, transport, deliver and assemble multiple cargo particles, in-
cluding biological cells in bulk solutions and microfluidic channels. Furthermore, it is 
demonstrated that for microjets that are fixed to or self-propelled above a platinum-
patterned surface, the microengine power/speed can be controlled using a white light-
source. A change in intensity of the white light leads to a controllable switching “off” and 
“on” of the microengine power on demand. Light degrades a local concentration of the hy-
drogen peroxide fuel and surface tension and subsequently suppresses the generation of 
oxygen microbubbles. 
In the next step, the diameter of the microjets was rigorously reduced to 250 nm by 
using hybrid heteroepitaxial/catalytic InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt nanotubes. Due to asymmetry of 
the rolled-up layers, these nanojets move in corkscrew-like motions and act as “self-
propelled nanotools,” which were used in the next step to transport yeast cells and drill 
into fixed cancer Hela cells. Although it is well-known that hydrogen peroxide cannot be 
used to sustain viable cellular function, it is however conceivable that alternative fuels, such 
as glucose, might enable operation of such nanotools under biologically compatible condi-
tions. As a first step to achieve this goal, demonstrations were made using metal-enzyme 
biocatalytic Ti/Au/SAM/Catalase microengines. 
Synthetic components with competing interactions are well-suited to study the 
emergence of their collective behavior, such as swarms of large numbers of individuals. Mi-
croengines’ self-organization in bistable swarms is shown at the air-liquid interface of the 
mixture of propylene carbonate and hydrogen peroxide. Microengines act as “water strid-
ers.” Buoyed by oxygen bubbles, they self-propel via the microbubble recoiling mechanism 
and, depending on the bubbles’ sizes, self-organize into swarms due to the meniscus-
climbing effect. These reversible swarms depend on the microengine power, which com-
petes against attracting surface tension force. 
The demonstrated microjet engines show great promise for emerging applications, 
including biomedical, on-chip, environmental, and robotic micromachines. Furthermore, a 
key method discovered, entitled “rolled-up nanotechnology on polymers,” allowed for the 
fabrication of highly parallel arrays of microtubes with multiple functionalities and aimed 
for different purposes. 
 
Keywords: microjet engine, micromachine, catalyst, autonomous, remote control, mi-
crobubble, hydrogen peroxide, nanotechnology, self-organization. 
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Introduction 
 
The development of man-made synthetic micro- and nanomachines was foreseen by 
Richard Feynman in his 1959 talk entitled “There is Plenty of Room at the Bot-
tom.”[1] Currently, macroscopic man-made machines are well-developed – they can 
be fabricated using state-of-the-art materials science and engineering methods. Since 
the beginning of the 20th century, platinum metal has been used as a perfect catalyst 
for the catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide into oxygen and water. It found 
many applications where high-powered engines were required, e.g. in first rockets, 
submarines, cars, and other powerful machines.[2] A jet engine is a reaction engine 
that discharges a fast-moving jet of fluid or gas to generate a thrust force via the jet-
propulsion principle, consistent with Newton’s laws of motion. Since the start of the 
era of machine miniaturization, it was found that for smaller engines, a viscous force 
causes the performance of microengines to drop off rapidly at engine diameters below 
a millimeter.[3] This situation is even more extreme if an engine is placed in a fluid 
and scaled down to microscale. In such a case, the Reynolds number, i.e. the non-
dimensional number that measures the ratio of inertial to viscous forces, decreases 
several orders of magnitude. Thus, for a micromachine with a size of several microm-
eters, the viscous force dramatically increases and in most cases, inertia can be ne-
glected.[4] On the other hand, notably biological micromotors solved the problem of 
high viscosity at very low Reynolds number. Interestingly, nanojet engines are used 
by some biological cells. For instance, bacteria m.xanthus sculptured biological nan-
onojet-like pores, where a hydration of extruded polyelectrolyte or “slime gel” drives 
cells over surfaces.[5, 6] However, the lifetime of bio-nanomotors is rigorously lim-
ited to biocompatible environments and they are difficult to adopt for technological 
applications in vitro.[7, 8] 
Recent progress in the field of nanoengineering and the construction of artificial 
micro- and nanomachines led to demonstrations of synthetic catalytic nanomotors ca-
pable to self-propel in fuel solutions.[9] Particularly, recent attention has been con-
centrated on state-of-the-art bimetalic nanorod-based nanomotors driven by self-
electrophoresis.[10] These nanomotors are capable of self-propelling up to 100 body 
length per second,[11, 12, 13] and can compete with the fastest bacteria driven by 
flagellum.[14] Although such impressive progress has been made, the pow-
er/efficiency of the latter system was found too low for desirable practical applica-
tions.[15, 16] In contrast, biological nanomotors not only convert chemical energy 
into motion, but they also perform useful work in supporting viable cellular func-
tions,[17, 18] i.e. kinesin transport cargo within cells.[19] Up to now, it has remained 
a challenge to construct effective synthetic micro- or nanomachines that can accom-
plish tasks.   
In this dissertation, demonstrations of effective tubular micro- and nanojet en-
gines are given. Microjets operate using the catalytic decomposition of hydrogen per-
oxide fuel into oxygen microbubbles and water and overcome effectively high viscos-
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ity levels of fluids at very low Reynolds numbers.[20] First, demonstrations of chem-
ical micropumps based on microjet engines with diameter from 5 to 10 µm and tuna-
ble lengths in the range 20 – 1000 µm are given.[21] Previously magnetic remote 
control was used by nanorod based electrophoretic nanomotors,[22] however a low 
power limited their functions. After microtubes were release into the solution, mag-
netic remote control over microjets, which contained ferromagnetic (Fe) layer, was 
used for the transportation and direct assembly of cargo micro-objects,[23] as well as 
the capture and delivery of biological cells.[24] Additionally, a novel method to con-
trol the propulsion power of catalytic microjets was used by employing an external 
white light-source.[25] The rigorous reduction of the diameter of microjets to 250 nm 
was achieved by using hybrid catalytic/heteroepitaxial nanotubes. It allowed for find-
ing new corkscrew-like motions, which were applied to a mechanized drilling of 
fixed cancer cells.[26] Swarming behavior of catalytic microjets, which was found to 
be similar to biological water striders, was reported at the air-liquid interface of the 
hydrogen peroxide fuel in organic solvent.[27] These demonstrations represent a solid 
platform to explore effective and collective micro- and nanojet engines for a variety 
of applications. Later Wang’s group exploited other advantages of microjets, for in-
stance, the group showed that microjets can detect DNA hybridization,[28] capture 
and remove cancer cells in complex media,[29] and isolate bacteria using lectin-
modified microjets.[30] 
A novel method of angular electron-beam deposition of inorganic thin films on 
patterned polymers, i.e. "rolled up nanotechnology on polymers", is introduced in this 
dissertation. The method helped to integrate highly parallel arrays of strained-
engineered microtubes with multiple functionalities on planar substrates.[31, 32] In 
contrast, the fabrication of previously used hetero-epitaxial micro- and nanotubes of-
ten required chemically harsh solutions, e.g. hydrofluoric acid,[33] which rigorously 
limited a choice of functional materials. The described method (Chapter 2) helped to 
construct several prototypical devices, like magnetic micro-oscillators,[34] swiss-roll 
supercapacitors,[35] optical micro-resonators and metamaterials,[36] matrices for 
biological cells,[37] metallic waveguides to enhance atom-light interactions [38] – all 
of which were demonstrated in our group and collaborators.  
 
 
 
Outline of the Dissertation 
Chapter 1. Basic Principles 
Basic principles of motion at the microscale are discussed. Examples of biological 
micro- and nanomotors are described and compared to the demonstrated microjet en-
gine. An overview of the main principles of catalysis, materials, fuels, and different 
propulsion mechanisms of micro- and nanomotors and engines – powered by the de-
composition of hydrogen peroxide or glucose – are given, with a particular emphasis 
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on the bubble-driven microjet. The chapter concludes with a discussion about the me-
niscus-climbing effect at the air-liquid interface, which is used to realize self-
organized system of microjet engines.[27] 
Chapter 2. Materials and Methods 
A novel method of rolled-up nanotechnology on polymers is introduced to produce 
catalytic microtubes from stacked nanomembranes and integrate them on a planar 
substrate.[31] It is described how photolithography and the method of angular elec-
tron/thermal deposition of materials can be used to prepare catalytic microjet engines. 
Furthermore, in this chapter are described the protocols of materials choice, bio-
chemical preparation methods, setup for the remote control of microengines using a 
magnetic field and light-sources, the fabrication of Poly-Di-Methyl-Siloxane (PDMS) 
microfluidics, and the effect of surfactants on the generation of microbubbles for sev-
eral projects (shown in chapters 3–9). 
Chapter 3. Chemical Pumps Based on the Micro-Jet Engines 
A chemical pump has an advantage that it does not require any external source of 
power – it operates using the conversion of chemical energy into autonomous pump-
ing of fluids.[39, 40] This chapter demonstrates how integrated Ti/Cr/Pt catalytic mi-
croengines with diameters ranging from 5 to 10 µm and tunable lengths from 20 to 
1000 µm function as “on chip” catalytic micropumps.[21] Optimal parameters re-
quired for an efficient and unidirectional pumping of fluids are found for different 
lengths of micropumps and different concentrations of the hydrogen peroxide fuel. By 
using longer micropumps, a threshold concentration of the peroxide fuel can be re-
duced by 100 – 1000 times, i.e. as low as 0.009 % v/v H2O2 is sufficient to generate 
microbubbles and hence, start the pumping of fluids. This threshold concentration 
was found to be two orders of magnitude lower in comparison to the conventional 
micropumps driven by the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. 
Chapter 4. Autonomous Motion of Catalytic Micro-Jet Engines 
Autonomous motion of catalytic microjet engines is demonstrated in the solution of 
hydrogen peroxide.[20] Here, the length of all self-propelled microjets was fixed to 
50 µm. It allowed operating of microjet engines by unidirectional bubble-recoil in a 
wider range of hydrogen peroxide concentrations (discussed in chapter 3). The step-
wise propulsion of microjets is caused by the recoil of bubbles from a larger tubular 
opening of microjets. It is shown that the velocity of a microjet can be approximated 
by the multiplication of the average bubble radius and the frequency of bubbles. Such 
deterministic speeds indicate the regime of a low Reynolds number, whereby the drift 
of a microengine due to inertia can be neglected. Trajectories in straight, circular and 
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three-dimensional helical motions are well-visualized via long microbubble tails gen-
erated by microjets. 
 
Chapter 5. Autonomous Motion of Biocatalytic Micro-Jet Engines 
Micromachines powered by biocompatible fuels, like glucose, are attractive for pos-
sible applications in medicine. As the first step to achieve this goal, a novel hybrid 
biocatalytic Ti/Au/SAM/Catalase microjet engine is shown. These microjets are 
based on a catalytic enzyme catalase, which is specifically bounded to SAM (Self As-
sembled Monolayer), i.e. immobilized in the inside wall of microtubes. This approach 
leads to more powerful microjets, which require a lower concentration of the peroxide 
fuel in comparison to Pt-based microengines.[41] Although it is well-known that the 
lifetime of an enzyme is limited in non-biological environments, these results show 
that it is possible to reduce the threshold concentration, and thus the toxicity of hy-
drogen peroxide fuel if hybrid biocatalytic microjets are used. 
Chapter 6. Magnetic Control of Micro-Jet Engines and the Delivery of Cargo 
Remotely controlled microengines are of interest when trying to conduct specific 
tasks using microjets. Particularly, such tasks consist of the transportation, delivery, 
and direct assembly of microcargo objects.[15, 23, 24, 29] State-of-the-art electropho-
retic nanomotors either suffered from low power or an extra functionality (chemical, 
magnetic) of the cargo-motor system was required.[15] This chapter shows that by 
incorporating a ferromagnetic layer (Fe) into the catalytic microtubes, the direction-
ality of Ti/Fe/Cr/Pt microengines can be controlled by an external magnetic field.[20, 
23] Using the pumping mechanism, a facile method was demonstrated to load, 
transport, and deliver up to 65 polysterol microparticles. It is in contrast to the 
transport of one microparticle previously shown using electrophoretic nanomotors. 
Next, a high propulsion power of microjets was used for the direct assembly of thin 
metallic films, i.e. nanoplates, located at the air-liquid interface. Furthermore, it was 
shown that microjets can transport microparticles in microfluidic channels.[42]  
Chapter 7. Light-Controlled Power of Micro-Jet Engines 
Full control over the power of micromachines is crucial for real applications. In this 
chapter, a novel method for controlling the power of Ti/Cr/Pt microjet engines by 
means of a white light-source is described. A white light-source was used to control 
the generation of microbubbles and, hence, the propulsion of microjet engines.[25] 
The control was achieved through the degradation of hydrogen peroxide fuel, i.e., by 
locating a platinum-patterned silicon surface underneath self-propelled microengines. 
Influences of light-wavelength, light-intensity, degradation of surfactant, change of 
surface tension, and peroxide fuel concentrations are determined to control – and sub-
sequently switch “off” and “on” – the propulsion of microengines. 
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Chapter 8. Self-Propelled Nanotools Based on the Nano-Jet Engine 
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) was used to prepare hybrid catalytic/heteroepitaxial 
InGaAs/GaAs/(Cr)/Pt nanojet engines with diameters as small as 250 nm. This result 
represents the entry in the Guinness Book of World Records for the smallest man-
made jet engine ever demonstrated. Nanojets have a tendency to form sharp tips due 
to asymmetrically rolled-up layers. A new corkscrew-like motion was found for nano-
jets. Conceptual realization of “self-propelled nanotools,” based on the nanojets that 
were able to move and drill into fixed cancer cells, was exploited.[26] 
Chapter 9. Self-Organization of Micro-Jet Engines at the Air-Liquid Interface 
The development of synthetic micromachines, which can act collectively based on 
principles of self-organization, pose a challenge.[43] Biological water striders adopt 
during the evolution of the meniscus-climbing effect at the liquid-air interface, they 
climb onto solid edges or self-organize into colonies. This chapter shows how 
Ti/Cr/Pt catalytic microjet engines with diameters from 5 to 10 µm – powered by the 
catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide and buoyed by oxygen microbubbles – 
mimic the behavior of biological water striders.[27] Microengines self-propel and 
“sense” a liquid meniscus due to attracting lateral capillary force, change the direc-
tionality of their motion, and land on immersed objects at the air-liquid interface or 
on islands. Furthermore, when several microjets approach each other more closely 
than the capillary length, the menisci overlap and interact, and the micromachines at-
tract each other. The balance between the microengines’ attractive capillary and re-
pulsion thrust forces determines their self-organization state, which is either swarm-
ing behavior or independent propulsion. The attracting force is determined by the liq-
uid surface tension and the repulsion force is set by the driving power of microen-
gines. A controllable and reversible self-organization of catalytic microengines was 
achieved. 
Chapter 10. Outlook 
What can be done next with catalytic microjets is considered in this chapter. One ap-
proach consists of the miniaturization and integration of other functional units with 
microjets. Several visionary ultimate goals where microengines can be potentially 
applied are described. For instance, can microjets be more effective and powerful? 
Can technology lead to smaller microjets? Can more complex “intelligent” microm-
achines be made from microjets?[32] Can microjets sense chemical gradients? Can 
microjets self-propel without microbubbles? Can microjets self-propel in environ-
ments other than fluid ones? Can microjets be useful in medicine? 
 
1  BASIC  PRINCIPLES 
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1  Basic Principles 
 
The motion of objects in a fluid are described to provide an understanding of the de-
sign of effective microjet (Chapters 2 – 7) and nanojet engines (Chapter 8). An over-
view of the importance of the Reynolds number, Brownian diffusion, the application 
of catalysis, and forces originating from catalytic reactions on surfaces of micromo-
tors and engines are given. It is considered how the meniscus-climbing effect of mi-
crobubbles at the air-liquid interface can be used to explore self-organization of mi-
crojet engines (Chapter 9). 
 
1.1 Challenges of Micro- and Nanoscale Machines 
 
Biological micro- and nanomotors show high levels of sophistication and efficiency, 
while operating in highly viscous environments at a very low Reynolds number. Alt-
hough bio-nanomotors are too complex to fabricate using current chemical or techno-
logical methods, they represent the working examples of functional nanomachines. 
Recently developed synthetic micro- and nanomotors and engines consist of homo-
geneous solid particles with no moving parts and have a simple spatial geometry, like 
micro-spheres, -rods, or -tubes containing catalytic layers or segments. It is discussed 
how different dimensions from micro- to nanoscale and shapes of micromotors, ma-
terials, fuel compositions and concentrations lead to different propulsion mechanisms 
of catalytic micromachines. Recent efforts have been concentrated on the under-
standing of these mechanisms divided mainly into self-electrophoresis, self-
diffusiophoresis, recoil of microbubbles, and dynamic surface tension. 
 
1.1.1. Motion at a Very Low Reynolds Number 
 
The achievement of motion is crucial for survival of biological organisms on differ-
ent scales. Different swimming objects in nature have different body sizes and thus 
they operate within a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Figure 1.1 shows maximum 
speeds of different swimming objects in nature in comparison to the maximum speed 
achieved by the microjet engine at room temperature. For instance, the blue whale, 
with its body length ~ 33.6 m, can achieve speeds up to 13 m·s
-1
 (0.4 bl·s
-1
); the fast-
est man can swim up to 2.4 m·s
-1
 (1.3 bl·s
-1
); 2 mm length copepod – 25 mm·s
-1
 
(12.5 bl·s
-1
); 5 µm length vibrio comma – 400 µm·s
-1
 (200 bl·s
-1
).[44] If some object 
is stopped propelling forward in a fluid, the distance it coasts during deceleration is 
determined by the fluid Reynolds number. For instance, a blue whale uses the ad-
vantage of inertia, and even after it stops moving it continues drifting, i.e., “coast-
ing,” for a substantial period of time and distance. In contrast bacteria, due to the 
1  BASIC  PRINCIPLES 
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small size and the regime of a very low Reynolds number, are almost immediately 
stopped by their environment. 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Relative and absolute speeds of natural swimming objects with different body 
lengths in comparison to the catalytic microjet engine developed throughout 
this dissertation. At room temperature, microjets move at speeds as high as 
2100 µm s-1.[20] The Reynolds number for a swimming man is on the order 104; 
for animals and objects in the micrometer scale, the Reynolds number is on the 
order of 10-1 to 10-5. 
 
 
The Reynolds number determines the ratio of inertial and viscous forces acting 
upon the body [4] 
 
  
η
ρLv
=Re
               
(1.1) 
 
where v  is the velocity of the body, L  the characteristic size of the body, η  the 
dynamic fluid viscosity, ρ  the fluid density.[4] The regime of Reynolds numbers 
(Re) below 2100 is known as the regime of low Reynolds numbers.[45, 46, 47] Ac-
cording to Purcell [4] the coasting distance of an object can be well approximated by 
the following relation Re⋅= Ld . For instance, if bacterium with a size of 50 µm 
moves at speed 200 µm s
-1
 in water, Re is on the order of 10
-3
. Thus, the coasting dis-
tance is around 50 nm. Consequently, for the non-stoppable movement of an object, 
a motive force must be continuously generated.  
Microjet engines with a body length of 50 µm and diameters ranging from 5 to 
10 µm can reach speeds above 2 mm·s
-1
 (55 bl·s
-1
) at room temperature.[20] Recent-
ly, in our group there was report of a dramatic acceleration of microjets up to 10 
mm·s
-1
 (200 bl·s
-1
) at physiological temperature.[48] Wang’s group reported acceler-
1  BASIC  PRINCIPLES 
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ations of microjets above 375 bl·s
-1
.[49] These kinematic characteristics make micro-
jet engines the fastest in absolute speed of any bacteria known and the fastest auton-
omous microengines of all synthetic micromotors known to date. 
 
1.1.2. Biological Micro- Nanomotors and Engines 
 
Biological motors operate both within cells and self-propelling cells by converting 
chemical-free energy, such as energy released by the hydrolysis of Adenosine-5’-
TriPhosphate (ATP).[50] Several examples of biological micromotors are exhibited 
in Fig. 1.2 and compared to the demonstrated microjet engine. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2:  Right-hand sketch shows schematic of different mobile biological cells and the 
microjet engine. Left-hand sketch shows schematic and SEM image (inset) of 
biological nanojet-propelled bacteria m.xanthus. Left-hand sketch was copied 
from Wolgemuth and Oster.[51] 
 
 
Figure 1.2 shows that some mobile cells use the analogy of a “nanorocket” en-
gine driven by an assembly and elongation of actin filaments, e.g. listeria monocyto-
genes. Some cells use the analogy of a “nanojet” engine driven by a hydration of 
polyelectrolyte, e.g. myxococcus xanthus. Other cells use the analogy of an “electric 
nanomotor” driven by a transfer of protons/ions to induce rotation of flagellum, e.g. 
euglena gracilis; “multiple micromotors” driven by oscillations of multiple cilia, e.g. 
paramecium multimicronucleatum; stepwise translation of helical body, e.g. borrelia 
burgdorferi. 
 
Biological micro- nanomotors and engines 
“Nanorocket”: actin is a protein unit of cells with multiple functions. Particularly, it 
is used for the cellular motility. Actin self-assembles into filaments, leading to cell 
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protrusion via “comet tails.”[52] Some intracellular pathogens, such as listeria mon-
ocytogenes, shigella flexnery, rickettsia rickettsii, and vaccinia viruses, move 
through the polymerization of cell host actin.[53 , 54] Listeria move at a relatively 
low speed of 0.072 µm·s
-1
. However, the power of nanomotors is sufficient to over-
come a distance of a single biological cell and subsequently to infect neighboring 
cells.[55] Besides, pathogens self-propel “at no cost” because they use the cells host 
actin as a fuel. 
“Nanojet”: polyelectrolyte hydration is a secretion of slime that provides a suf-
ficient force to push some bacteria, like m.xanthus. This bacteria uses an advantage 
of the Junction Pore Complex (JPC), known as “nanojet engines,” to glide over sur-
faces.[51, 56] The secretion of cationic polyelectrolyte in around 200 pores with 20 
nm the diameter of an individual pore creates a thrust force that drives bacteria at 
speeds of up to 3 µm·s
-1
. Similarly, nanojets use cyanobacteria, flexibacteria, and 
myxobacteria. The demonstrated synthetic nanojet, developed throughout this disser-
tation, consists of only one nanotube. The diameter of the tube is 12 times larger in 
comparison to one individual pore of m.xanthus. However, the maximum speed of 
the demonstrated nanojet is 40 times higher than that of the m.xanthus. 
“Nanomotor”: flagellum is a tail-like filament that protrudes from the cell body 
of certain prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells and one of the most powerful biological 
nanomotors.[57] The bacterial flagellum is driven by a rotary engine made up of pro-
teins, located at the flagellum’s anchor point on the inner membrane.[58] This na-
nomotor is powered by the proton (some nanomotors use sodium) motive force, i.e. 
through the flow of protons across the cellular membrane due to a concentration gra-
dient.[59] The rotor transports protons across the membrane and during an operation 
it increases up to 17,000 rpm, but a nanomotor with the flagella filament can reach 
up to 1000 rpm. Cells with a flagella motor can reach a speed of several hundred mi-
crometers per second. Some cells transform their bodies into a helical shape and 
move through the linear translation of their helixes, e.g. b.burgdorferi moving at a 
speed of up to 5 µm·s
-1
.[60] 
“Multiple nanomotors”: Cilium is a motile multi-motor organelle in eukaryotic 
cells that is used by some microorganisms for motion.[61] Several thousand dynamic 
cilia filaments are located on the cellular wall and usually beat in a coordinated fash-
ion. Ciliates, like paramecium, self-propel faster than flagellates because of multiple 
cilia motors located on each cell. The maximum speed reached by paramecium is 
2 mm·s
-1
.[62] 
“Molecular motors and nanomachines”: Motor proteins are related to a class 
of molecular motors that move along surfaces to accomplish different tasks. For in-
stance, motor proteins can transport vesicles in the cytoplasm.[63, 64, 65] Muscle 
protein myosin is responsible for decreasing the size of muscles. Kinesins and 
dyneins are a group of motor proteins that play major roles in intracellular 
transport.[66] Dyneins are microtubule motors capable of sliding, helping in the 
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movement of cilia and flagella.[19] Nucleic acids nanomotors include RNA poly-
merase, which transcribes RNA from a DNA template. DNA polymerase turns sin-
gle-stranded DNA into double-stranded DNA.[67, 68] Helicases separate double 
strands of nucleic acids. Topoisomerases regulate winding of DNA. Viral DNA 
packaging motors inject viral genomic DNA into capsids as part of their replication 
cycle, packing it tightly.[69] 
 
 
1.1.3. Micro-objects and Brownian Diffusion 
 
Micro- and nano-objects immersed in a fluid move erratically due to their collisions 
with molecules in fluid. Nature in many cases utilizes Brownian diffusion for mi-
crosystems rather than competing against it. For instance, reaction-diffusion process-
es are involved in the sculpture of protein assemblies.[70] On the other hand, biolog-
ical molecular motors, considered in previous paragraph, solved the diffusion prob-
lem by operating at the interfaces. It is challenging to construct synthetic micro- or 
nanomachines that can overcome Brownian diffusion. 
The theory of Brownian diffusion was developed by Langevin, Smoluchowski, 
and Einstein, who showed that Brownian motion is a consequence of scale and not 
the nature of an environment.[71, 72] Hence, if the diffusion is known, it is possible 
to determine the squared value of the displacement of an object tDx 22 = , where 
t  is the time and D  is the diffusion coefficient. In essence, an object undergoes 
Brownian motion with the kinetic energy that corresponds to the surrounding tem-
perature. Einstein described the theoretical analysis, relating the molecular motion to 
the macroscopic measurement of diffusion, defined by the diffusion coefficient. It 
relates the diffusion of the particle to the friction coefficient using 
 
    
r
kT
f
kT
D
πη6
==
                   
(1.2)
 
 
 where k  is the Boltzmann constant, T  is temperature, η  is fluid viscosity. 
Here f  is Stokes’s friction for a spherical particle. A spherical particle with a radius 
of 1 µm suspended in water has a diffusion coefficient 0.24 µm
2
·s
-1
.[45] Hence, col-
loidal particles can utilize Brownian motion to move with a mean kinetic energy pro-
portional to the surrounding temperature 2/3 Tk . However, this non-direct move-
ment is effective only in small volumes; at larger volumes or longer distances, 
transport by diffusion takes a substantial period of time. A condition of bacteria to 
overcome diffusion was considered by Purcell.[4] A typical hydrodynamic transport 
time, i.e. the time to transport anything by distance l through advection, is about dis-
tance divided by an object speed [45] 
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                 (1.3) 
 
 where l
 
is the characteristic length scale and v  is a typical speed. Whereas, 
the time to transport via diffusion is represented by 
 
  
2
2
~~ l
D
l
dτ
         (1.4) 
 
The ratio between aτ  and dτ measures the Peclet number 
 
             
D
lv
Pe =
                (1.5) 
 
 This equation shows the effectiveness of advection versus diffusion for any 
given distance and diffusion constant. The Peclet number measures the relative im-
portance of advection with respect to diffusion.[77] The transport for the situation 
when the Peclet number is below one is primarily controlled by the diffusion. Subse-
quently, Purcell estimated that to overcome Brownian motion and achieve the direct 
motion, bacteria such as e-coli, must overcome a certain distance.[4] It can be found 
from the following relation vDl /≥ . Similarly, to achieve straight motion, a mi-
cromachine that has the size of a bacterium and moving at the speed 130 −⋅= sµmv  
must overcome a minimum distance of l  ≥ 30 µm. 
 
 
1.2  Synthetic Micro- Nanomotors and Engines 
 
In recent years a large amount of catalytic particles have been engineered for applica-
tion as micromotors and engines.[15, 17, 28, 29, 31, 32, 43, 73, 74] These particles 
contain heterogeneous catalysts, and once immersed in a fuel solution they start self-
propelling due to the catalytic conversion of fuels. Principles of heterogeneous catal-
ysis are considered. Different propulsion mechanisms of catalytic micromachines are 
described. 
 
1.2.1. Heterogeneous Catalysis for Microengines 
 
Heterogeneous catalysis is of great importance in many industries and it represents a 
strategy exploited in recent years for the design of synthetic micro- and na-
nomachines. Catalysis is the process in which the rate of a chemical reaction is either 
increased or decreased by means of a chemical substance known as a catalyst.[75] 
Catalysts are not consumed during the reaction itself, and thus such materials are 
suited very well for the design of synthetic nanomachines. In heterogeneous cataly-
sis, a catalyst phase is different from the reactant, particularly this phase is a solid 
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state.[75] Although many reactions can be potentially applied to power microm-
achines, recent research has been concentrated on the catalytic decomposition of hy-
drogen peroxide in the presence of platinum catalysts into oxygen and water, i.e., 2 
H2O2 → 2 H2O + O2.[9, 20, 76, 77, 78]. One reason for this materials choice – plati-
num catalyst can work without degrading for substantial periods of time. The other 
reason consists of the environmentally clean fuel products of microengines, which 
are oxygen and water. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3:  Potential energy diagram, reproduced from ref.[75], showing the effect of a 
catalyst in an exothermic chemical reaction X + Y to give Z. The presence of the 
catalyst opens a different reaction pathway with lower activation energy.[79] 
Here, E is activation energy with and without catalyst; ∆ G is enthalpy change. 
 
 
Many reactions can be blocked or slowed due to the existence of kinetic energy 
barriers and catalysts enable such reactions to occur.[75] Catalysts form a transition 
state of lower free energy and even small decreases in the potential energy barrier 
can increase the reaction rate significantly. The process of hydrogen peroxide de-
composition is spontaneous and exothermic and depends mainly on temperature, 
concentration of molecules, pH, and impurities. The decomposition of hydrogen per-
oxide results in an overall process of energy release for H2O2. Details of energy dia-
gram of hydrogen peroxide and its application as an energy source are discussed in 
ref. [79]. 
 
1.2.2. Propulsion Mechanisms  
 
Different mechanisms of propulsion are observed for synthetic catalytic micro- na-
nomotors and engines powered by the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide or glu-
cose fuels. By better understanding different forces acting on the micromachines, a 
powerful and energy-efficient mechanisms of motion can be designed. Different pro-
pulsion mechanisms originated mainly from microbubbles, self-electrophoresis, self-
diffusiophoresis, and interfacial tension are described. 
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1.2.3. Micro-Jet driven by Bubbles 
 
Whitesides’ group pioneered with the movement of millimeter-scale boats powered 
by oxygen bubbles. These boats contained catalytic Pt segments and were powered 
by the catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, Table 1.1(a).[80] The ad-
vantage of bubble-propelled micromachines consists in their high power and ability 
to operate in salt-rich environments, in which state-of-the-art catalytic electrophoret-
ic nanomotors fail to work.[81] Groups of Ozin, Sen, and Mallouk discovered inde-
pendently the propulsion of bimetallic catalytic nanorod-based nanomotors, which 
self-propelled in solutions of hydrogen peroxide. Ozin’s group added surfactant to 
the solution of Ni/Au nanomotors and observed the movement of nanomotors by 
bubbles.[12] Sen’s and Mallouk’s groups did not use surfactant and found that main-
ly electrophoretic mechanisms were responsible for the movement of similar Pt/Au 
nanomotors, self-propelled with the Pt end forward (where the generation of O2 bub-
bles was not reported), Table 1.1(i). Other examples of propulsion by microbubbles 
include Pt/SiO2, Table 1.1 (j) [82] and a surface-bound Mn catalyst on SiO2 particles, 
Table 1.1 (g).[83] Since insulator/catalyst materials were used for these micromotors, 
the electrophoretic mechanism of motion can be excluded. To date, maximum re-
ported speed of bubble-driven autonomous micro- and nanomachines was in two or-
ders of magnitude lower than that of the microjet engines. 
 Figure 1.4 shows a model of the microjet engine driven by the thrust of bub-
bles. Experimentally, it was determined that microbubbles migrate mainly towards a 
larger tubular opening. It is important to not that the conical shape is a result of 
asymmetric rolling of layers and it was not designed by fabrication. Although, in 
some cases one cannot distinguish a clear conical shape we believe that the differ-
ence in diameters of openings is at the micro- to nanoscale.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4:  Forces acting on a microbubble-driven microjet engine. Empty arrows indicate 
the direction of microjet motion due to the bubble-induced pumping of fluid 
and the bubble recoil. (a) Microbubble migrates towards larger tubular open-
ing. (b) Forces acting on the microbubble at the moment when it leaves the 
microjet. The weight of the microjet located in a fluid and the skin-drag forces 
experienced by microjets are neglected. 
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Motion of microjets can be divided into two steps. Firstly, the microjet moves during 
the migration of bubbles in the tube, shown in Fig. 1.4 (a). Secondly, the microjet 
moves during the recoil of bubbles, Fig. 1.4 (b). Bubble migration, Fig. 1.4 (a) can be 
understood in the following way. The bubble has different boundary contact angles 
between the liquid and the solid wall ( RL ΘΘ , ) due to the conical shape of the mi-
crojet. It causes differential pressure, which can be described by the following for-
mula 
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 where td  is the microtube diameter, σ  is the surface tension. The surface 
tension differential force can be written as )coscos( LtLRtR ddF Θ−Θ=∆ πσσ . In 
the case of LR Θ>Θ  the bubble migrates from left to right. The bubble reaches the 
end of the tube and recoils. 
According to Snabre and Magnifotcham,[84] one can write down forces acting 
on the bubble, which leaves the capillary immersed in a fluid in the following way 
σFFFFFF idpgl ++=++ , where inertial force ( iF ),  gas momentum force ( gF ), 
liquid momentum force ( lF ), pressure force ( pF ), drag force ( dF ), surface tension 
force ( σF ), buoyancy force ( bF ). It is described [84] that the gas momentum force 
equals 22 ggjg rF υρπ= , liquid momentum force 
22
lljl rF υρπ= , pressure force 
)(2 PPrF gp −= π , buoyancy force gVF gb )( ρρ −= , inertial force 
( ) γρρρα VF lgi /+= , and Stokes drag force  
 
bd rF υηπ6=                  (1.7) 
 
in these relations, jr  is the bubble radius, gρ  the gas density, gυ  the gas veloc-
ity (velocity of gas flow rate, not the migration speed of the bubble), lρ  the liquid 
density, lυ  the liquid velocity in the microjet, gP  the gas pressure, P  the surround-
ing pressure in the liquid, g  the gravity acceleration, V   the bubble volume, and γ  
the average bubble acceleration. Inertial term ( iF ) can be neglected for the regime of 
very low Reynolds number (Re << 1). Buoyancy is acting in a vertical direction and 
in some cases the weight of micromachines can be neglected. Microjets, buoyed by 
bubbles, can self-propel at the air-liquid interface (see Chapter 9).  
 Gibbs and Zhao developed a model of a bubble-drivel micromotor and dis-
cussed the results of self-propelled Pt/SiO2 microparticles. They showed that at the 
moment of microbubble detachment, a momentum change creates a net driving 
force.[82] Interestingly, the microjets developed throughout this dissertation, can 
reach speeds of 350 times higher than the bubble-driven spherical micromotor of 
Gibbs and Zhao. It is of interest to estimate whether the momentum force in case of 
microjets is significant. From the experimental data, microbubble migration speed in 
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microjets is estimated roughly 2 mm·s
-1
. One can calculate that for a microjet with a 
radius of 5 µm, the liquid momentum force is on the order of 10
-13
 N. Note that the 
speed of microbubble recoil (accepted by Gibbs) can be higher than the speed of the 
migrating microbubble through the microtube. The Stokes drag force experienced by 
bubbles is on the order of 10
-10
 N. Subsequently, the liquid momentum force is 10
3
 
times lower than that of the drag force. Because bubbles have contact with the micro-
jet opening during their recoil, the speed of the microjet can be well estimated from 
the Stokes drag force experienced by bubbles, i.e., the speed is a product of bubbles 
size and frequency (see also Chapter 4). Interestingly, since the bubble migrates it 
pumps fluid in and out of the tube. If microjet would be driven only via liquid mo-
mentum force this could lead to stationary or oscillatory motions of microjets. The 
volume of a fluid that comes out of the tube is equal to the volume of fluid that 
comes in the tube (personal discussion with Prof. V. Fomin, IFW Dresden). One can 
think of an analogy to a macroscale “bottle water rockets” which can fly by the mo-
mentum transfer of the expelling liquid from the bottle. Such macro-rockets could 
not fly in case if the same amount of water (which comes out) would come into the 
mouth of the rocket, because this would balance the momentum force. The situation 
with microjets is different, here the value of the momentum force is in two orders of 
magnitude lower (at the bubble speed of 2 mm s
-1
) than the drag force which experi-
ences by microbubbles. This drag force acts only in one direction, that is opposite to 
the direction of moving bubble. Subsequently, this force drives the microjet. It can 
explain a high propulsion power of microjet engines. A detail model describing 
speeds of microjets is the subject of current research in our group.  
 
1.2.4. Other Propulsion Mechanisms 
 
Self-electrophoresis, self-diffusiophoresis and dynamic interfacial tension are ac-
cepted mechanisms of motion, which can be used to self-propel catalytic micro- na-
nomotors and engines. Table 1.1 (b, e, f, i, j) shows several non-bubbling propulsion 
mechanisms.[98] 
 
Self-electrophoresis  
Self-electrophoresis is the movement based on the electro-osmotic flow on the sur-
face of a particle with a self-induced electric field. Self-electrophoretic nanomotors 
were described by Sen's and Mallouk's group.[85, 86, 87, 88] Bimetallic nanomotors 
with diameters of 370 nm and optimized length of 2 µm were self-propelled in a so-
lution of hydrogen peroxide. A self-induced electric field occurs as a result of an ox-
idation-reduction reaction. Table 1.1 (i) illustrates examples of electrophoretic na-
nomotors consisting of Au/Pt mobile nanorods. In details, hydrogen peroxide is oxi-
dized to oxygen and on the Pt segment, electrons are withdrawn from the hydrogen 
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peroxide to the nanomotor.[89] On the Au segment, the hydrogen peroxide is re-
duced to water. Subsequently, during the transfer of electrons in a bimetallic junc-
tion, the hydrated protons and H3O
+
 ions move along the surface of nanomotor.[89] 
These ions create an electro-osmotic flow, which drives electrophoretic nanomotors. 
Nanomotors are self-propelled with the platinum end forward. This mechanism was 
well-described by Paxton [85, 90] and Pumera.[89] Wang’s group designed faster 
nanomotors by changing the conductivity of nanorods (or increasing the nanorods’ 
surface areas), such as modification of Pt segment with carbon nanotubes (CNT)-
Pt/Au as a dopant. It led to speeds as high as 200 µm·s
-1
 upon an addition of hydra-
zine to the fuel solution,[91] and up to 150 µm·s
-1
 for catalytic alloy Ag-Pt/Au nano-
motors.[92] These speeds are comparable to nanojet engines being moved by bub-
bles, demonstrated in Chapter_8. 
 
Dynamic Surface Tension 
 
Some motors can move by the dynamic surface or interfacial tension force. One clas-
sic example is millimeter-scale object filled with camphor molecules, i.e., a "solid 
fuel", which decreases a surface tension of water. Camphor dissolves, and as a result 
such motors can reach speeds as high as tens of cm·s
-1
. Previously, it was considered 
that surface tension can play a role in the motion of electrophoretic nanomotors.[93, 
94, 95] Table 1.1 (f) shows one example of autonomous microgear driven by interfa-
cial tension force. However, since the microgear consisted of bimetallic parts, it is 
likely that an electrophoretic mechanism contributed significantly to the motion. A 
direct motion of catalytic motors which have micro- or nanoscale dimensions and are 
driven only through surface tension force has not been reported. In our group we 
tried to demonstrate the non-catalytic camphor based microjets engines. However, 
the difficulty consists in the immidiate consumption of the "solid fuel" contained in 
the tubular microjets.  
 
Self-Diffusiophoresis  
Gradients of soluble or non-gaseous reaction products are known to create motion of 
colloidal particles in solutions. Golestanian’s group reported about self-
diffusiophoresis of non-conducting colloidal polysterol particles coated with plati-
num.[96, 97] During the process of diffusiophoresis, the speed and the direction of 
motion depend on the interaction between the particle surface and the solute, as well 
as on the magnitude of the solute gradient. This effect would occur when a particle 
with a catalyst on one side creates an asymmetric distribution of reaction products 
around the particle. It generates a motive force for the motor particle. One example 
of micromotors moving by self-diffusiophoresis is shown in Table 1.1 (j: case b), at 
speeds up to 6 µm·s
-1
. Although this mechanism is interesting to consider, the power 
of self-diffusiophoretic micromotors was found too low for practical application. 
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Schematic 
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Mechanism 
 
Catalyst 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
2 cm/s 
(a) 
 
 
1 cm/s 
(b) 
 
 
 
 
2-8 mm/s 
 (c) 
 
 
 
2.1 mm/s 
 (d) 
 
 
 
200 µm/s 
 (e) 
 
 
 
18.8 rad/s
 
(f) 
 
 
 
 
 
35 µm/s 
(g) 
 
 
 
 
6.6 µm/s 
(i) 
 
 
3 µm/s
 
6 µm/s 
      (j) 
 
L = 1 cm 
 
 
 
D = 7 µm 
L= 0.5–1 cm  
 
 
 
 
L=0.5– 5 µm 
D=20–80 nm 
 
 
 
L=20–100 µm;  
D=0.3–5 µm 
 
 
 
L = 2 µm 
D=220 nm 
 
 
 
D = 300 µm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D=40-80 µm 
 
 
 
 
 
L = 2 µm 
D=370 nm 
 
 
 
a) D= 2 µm 
b) D=1.6µm 
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a) H2O2 
b) H2O2 
 
 
 
Bubble recoil 
 
 
 
Self electro-
phoresis 
 
 
 
 
Bubble recoil 
 
 
 
 
Bubble recoil, 
Fluid pumping 
 
 
 
 
Self electro-
phoresis 
 
 
 
Interfacial 
tension, elec-
trophoresis 
 
 
 
 
Dynamic inter-
facial tension 
 
 
 
Self-electro-
phoresis 
 
 
a) Bubble re-
coil 
b) Self-diffu-
siophoresis 
 
Pt 
 
 
 
Glucose oxi-
dase and Bili-
rubin oxidase 
 
 
 
Glucose oxi-
dase and cata-
lase 
 
 
Pt /Catalase 
 
 
 
 
Pt-CNT(ca-
thodic reaction 
at Au) 
 
 
Pt 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Synthetic cata-
lase 
 
 
 
Pt(cathodic  
reaction at Au) 
 
 
a) Pt 
b) Pt 
 
 
Table 1.1:   Several illustrative examples of state-of-the-art catalytic micro- nanomotors and 
engines. Table is modified according to ref. [98], here the microjet engine is in-
cluded. These chemical micro- and nanomachines are powered by the catalytic 
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide or glucose fuels. Although similar fuels 
and materials are used, the propulsion mechanism can be different due to dif-
ferent shapes of particles, concentration and composition of fuel molecules 
leading to the interplay between the reaction and diffusion processes. In some 
cases, microbubbles can be generated and supply a motive force for the mi-
cromachine. 
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1.3  Self-Organization through the Meniscus-Climbing Effect 
 
Exploring Self-Organization (SO) of autonomous objects can help to better under-
stand biosystems and to design materials and devices with emerging properties.[80, 
99, 100, 101, 102] For instance, recently one approach has been reported towards the 
development of more complex micromachines by taking multiconstituent nanomo-
tors.[43] In a contrast to static self-assembly, which represents a kind of “crystal-
lized” particles, SO systems form time-reversible structures and depend on the sup-
ply of energy.[103, 104] One interesting observation in nature is the meniscus-
climbing effect, which was adopted by biological water striders to reach solid edges 
and self-organize into colonies.[105] Similarly, the meniscus-climbing effect induces 
static self-assembly of bubbles located at the air-liquid interface. However, bubbles 
form static structures due to existence of lateral capillary force. To date, it was not 
known how to induce SO of synthetic micromachines through bubbles.  Experi-
mental results of this finding are discussed in chapter 9.[27] In this case, microjets 
not only attract each other by bubbles, but they repel using motive forces. This inter-
play has a characteristic length at the micrometer to millimeter scale,[106] and it is 
used to demonstrate SO of microjet engines. 
Qualitatively, the meniscus-climbing effect can be understood by consider-
ing surface tension and the environment of molecules in a fluid. It is well-described 
by Pelesko [107] that, for a situation where a molecule is located in the interior of a 
fluid, forces are equal from its neighboring molecules in all directions. However, if a 
molecule is located at the surface of a liquid, it experiences less force from the air 
than it does from the fluid. Consequently, molecules near the surface experience a 
net force that pulls them back into the bulk. As a result, when liquid meniscus form, 
it causes lateral capillary forces to appear. Similar, when the liquid wets a physical 
object, it distorts the planar liquid surface and attracting meniscus is formed. It is 
known as the meniscus-climbing effect. On the other hand, if meniscus is negative, it 
can cause repulsion.  
Biological water striders are able to walk on the surface of water and use 
meniscus climbing effect to climb on islands or edges. Fig. 1.5 A shows a water 
strider that is attracted to the solid edge through the meniscus-climbing effect (note: 
strider put front leg in a static mode to create positive liquid meniscus). Fig. 1.5 B 
shows schematic of bubbles attracted to edge and to each other B (i-ii). Bubbles rise 
to the surface of fluid because they are buoyant due to their lower density. Even 
when bubbles are constrained at the liquid surface, the upward buoyancy force is still 
acting and bubbles can move only along the meniscus, Fig. 1.5 B. As a consequence, 
if two or more bubbles are close to each other, they clump together. Notably, for the 
bubble-bubble system, meniscus between the bubbles is usually curved upwards. 
When the bubbles move toward one another, they move down the menisci overall 
and reduce the gravitational energy in such a system.[107]  
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Figure 1.5:  Meniscus-climbing effect observed in animate biological and inanimate synthet-
ic systems. (A) Water-walking strider (i-iii), which approaches edge (copied 
from ref. [105]), and its schematic (iv). It is accepted that water wets solid 
walls. (B) Schematic of a bubble located at the air-liquid interface (i) and bub-
bles located nearby and attracted each other (ii). Blue arrows show the direc-
tion of moving bubbles caused by the meniscus-climbing effect, according to 
Pelesko.[107]  
 
 
Fig. 1.6 A–C shows schematic of moving microjets with competing attract-
ing and repulsing interactions at the air-liquid interface. Microjets are indicated 
schematically by empty arrows. It follows that interplay between the size of the bub-
ble and the microjet power/speed is crucial for SO to occur (this discussion provides 
understanding of results concerning meniscus-climbing microjets and their self-
organization, reported in Chapter 9). The capillary length can be defined as 
gc ργλ /= , where g  is the acceleration due to gravity, ρ  is the density of the flu-
id, and γ  is the surface tension of the fluid-fluid interface.[105] For hydrogen perox-
ide one can estimate mmc 7.2≈λ .  
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.6: Principles of self-organization require time-reversible assembly of objects to oc-
cur. SO system can be engineered by considering competing interactions be-
tween objects (suppose here that a motive force is defined by the power of 
bubble-driven microjets). (A) Independent motion of objects, (B) self-
organization of objects, (C) objects return to their independent motion. 
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Grzybowski described that in the case of the radii of the objects at the air-liquid in-
terface, R , and the distance between objects, L , are smaller than the capillary 
length; the capillary force can be simplified to the following relation 
LRFattractive /
2γ∝ .[99] The capillary force competes against the motive force and 
SO occurs if these forces are balanced. Thus, the condition motiveattractive FF ≈  sets the 
desired length scale at which the SO system must operate. Accepting that the speed 
jν  and the motive force motiveF  of microjets can be approximated by the Stokes drag 
force experienced by spheres/bubbles jmotive RF νµπ6= . It follows from the above 
condition that the radii of the spheres and the characteristic distance, L , between 
them should obey the relation  LRR j /6
2γνµπ ∝ . From here it is possible to de-
termine the characteristic length scale jRL νµπγ 6/= . Taking values for hydrogen 
peroxide ( mm, /74=γ , cP245.1=µ ), accepting object radius for calculation 20 
µm and its speed 100 µm·s
-1
, the characteristic length is around 650 µm. More pow-
erful micromachines require shorter distances for their interactions to overlap and 
thus for SO. On the other hand, once a size of generated bubbles decreases, the cap-
illary force drops down and colonies of micromachines decay.  
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2  Materials and Methods 
 
In the following pages, a novel, versatile method of multifunctional microtube fabri-
cation on sacrificial polymer layers, which helped to integrate microtubes on a planar 
substrate, is described. This key method allowed a highly parallel and large produc-
tion of catalytic microjet engines on planar surfaces. The setup for the control of mi-
croengines using a magnetic field and light-sources and the fabrication of microfluid-
ic channels for microengines is described. Theory and experimental data of mi-
crobubble nucleation in a solution of hydrogen peroxide and the effect of the surfac-
tant on microbubble size are considered to optimize working conditions for the cata-
lytic microjets. 
 
2.1 New Method – Rolled-up Microtubes on Polymers 
 
Scheme 2.1 shows a new method entitled "rolled-up nanotechnology on polymers". 
Thin metallic films rolled-up into compact multimetallic microtubes by under-
etching the sacrificial polymer (photoresist) layer. Depending on materials composi-
tion microtubes with diameters from one to ten micrometers can be obtained by this 
method. Tailoring of polymer patterns using photolithography enabled the fabrica-
tion of microtubes with tunable lengths and a desired number of rotations. 
 
 
 
Scheme 2.1: Scheme of a novel method to roll-up microtubes by under-etching of sacrificial 
polymer layer. As example, a nanomembrane consists of Ti/Fe/Au/Pt layers. In 
this case, Ti stabilizes tubes, Fe is used for the magnetic control, Au is used for 
a better adhesion between layers, and Pt has a function of a catalyst to power 
the microjet engine. 
 
2.1.1. Angular Deposition of Materials 
 
Angular deposition of materials is used to create shadow window for underetching of 
sacrificial layer and integrate microtubes on a substrate. Photoresist patterns are pre-
pared on silicon or glass substrates. During the fabrication of microtubes, the sam-
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ples are tilted to a certain angle (60–75
o
) with respect to the direction of materials 
electron beam or thermal deposition, i.e., the technique named “angular deposition” 
is used. Figure 2.1 (A–C) shows a schematic of this process, here for the fabrication 
of catalytic microjets  square photoresist patterns are used. However, depending on 
applications, other geometries of patterns can be used as well. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1:  Schematic of a novel method "rolled-up nanotechnology on polymers". The fab-
rication process consists of the (A) preparation of polymer patterns using pho-
tolithography, (B) materials deposition (thermal, electron-beam), which fix na-
nomembranes to the surface, and (C) underetching of sacrificial polymer layer. 
Due to the created shadow window, the solvent underetches sacrificial layer 
starting from this side (note: solvent also underetches two sides that are per-
pendicular to the shadow window side. However, the layers do not roll-up from 
these directions because they are fixed to surface on the perpendicular side). 
Subsequently, microtubes are rolled-up and self-integrated on a planar sub-
strate. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 shows several illustrative examples of rolled-up microtubes with 
tunable lengths of 20, 100 and 1000 µm, which are used as catalytic micropumps 
(see Chapter 3). It is noteworthy to mention that many microtubes with the same 
thickness of layers can have slightly conical shapes (due to asymmetry of rolled-up 
layers). Although the conical shape can help to achieve the unidirectional recoil of 
microbubbles and propulsion of microjet engines, however, the controlled fabrication 
of microtubes with conical shapes was not the aim in this dissertation. Here, other 
parameters responsibe for the unidirectinal recoil of microbubbles were investigated. 
For instance, how tubular length (20–1000 µm) influence an activation of microbub-
bles, uni- and bidirectional recoils (Chapter 3). The length of self-propelled microjets 
was fixed to 50 µm (Chapters 4-7, 9) due to their ability to operate in a broader range 
of hydrogen peroxide concentrations.  
Patterned 
photoresist 
Rolled-up 
tubes Melting of 
materials 
Deposition of 
materials 
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Figure 2.2:  Examples of the fabricated microtubes. (A) Optical microscopy image of 100 µm 
long Ti/Cr/Pt microtube. Inset (a) shows schematic of the rolled-up layers with 
internal Pt layer. Arrays of microtubes are shown for circular (b) and square 
patterns (c). (B-D) SEM images which show microtubes with tunable lengths of 
20, 100, and 1000 µm prepared for the application as "on chip" chemical mi-
cropumps (Chapter 3). 
 
 
 Determination of the thermal strain that affects the diameter of non-epitaxial 
microtubes is not a trivial task. However the diameter of microtubes from one to tens 
of micrometers can be controlled simply by changing the thickness of deposited lay-
ers. These thicknesses are typically several nanometers and they have to be calibrated 
for every e-beam machine. Dr. Mei determined that there are three major parameters 
influencing the strain state and thus the diameter of the rolled-up nanomem-
branes;[31] they include (i) difference in the thermal expansion between sacrificial 
layers and deposited films, controlled by substrate temperature, (ii) deposition rate, 
and (iii) stress evolution during the deposition. These parameters are not fully decou-
pled from each other, and advanced strain engineering is required for different mate-
rials combination in non-epitaxial films.[31] After the fabrication of microtubes, a 
supercritical point-drying machine was used to avoid the collapse of thin tubular 
walls during the drying process. Alternatively, microtubes were stored in liquid (for 
details see Appendix). For the reduction of jet engine diameter to nanoscale hybrid 
heteroepitaxial/catalytic InGaAs/GaAs/(Cr)/Pt layers were used (Chapter 8 and Ap-
pendix). 
 
 
2.2 Measurements Setup and Data Analysis 
 
In all experiments, microengines were investigated using optical microscopy with an 
integrated high-speed video camera. It allowed the in situ investigation of microjets 
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motion. The setup to control the motions of microjet engines (directionality and 
power) is described in this paragraph. 
 
2.2.1. Setup for the Control of Microjets Motion using Magnet-
ic Field 
 
Microengine images were taken using a Zeiss Axiocam MRc camera and live videos 
were recorded using the high-speed Photonic Science Limited camera generating 50–
900 fps. Video analysis was done using the free software Image J, Virtual Dub.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Setup for the observation and the remote magnetic control of microjets. Left 
image shows Zeiss microscope with integrated high-speed camera, where a 
magnetic stirring plate was used to confine the motions of microjets into circu-
lar trajectories. Right image shows examples of magnetic control of microjets. 
Optical microscopy images show individual microjets moving in straight (static 
magnetic field) and circular (rotating magnetic field) motions. It was found that 
the majority of microjets are aligned along the magnetic B-field. Microjets are 
synchronized with an angular velocity of a rotational magnetic field. An option-
al manual control was available using a steering-wheel with a magnet bar (if a 
strong magnet is used, the distance of the remote control can be as high as 
several tens of centimeters); joystick/gamepad interfaces with computer by 
Labview software (for details see Appendix). 
 
 
 Figure 2.3 shows optical microscope with integrated video camera and mag-
netic control method of catalytic microjet engines (Chapter 6). Microengines with 
integrated ferromagnetic (Fe) layers were controlled remotely using external magnet-
ic field. Such control was achieved through a direct positioning of the mechanical 
actuator containing a permanent magnet (10×7×5 mm, which produces a field of 
around 50 Gauss around microengines), located underneath the sample. Alternative-
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ly, a program was written to control a mechanical stepping motor, that was connected 
to a gamepad or joystick. Sen’s group described previously the remote magnetic con-
trol of catalytic Au/Ni/Au/Ni/Pt nanorod-based nanomotors, which were aligned per-
pendicular to magnetic field lines.[22] Due to a high aspect ratio of microjets (ratio 
of the length to diameter) and a homogeneous magnetic layer in the rolled-up micro-
tubes, it was observed that the majority of microjets are aligned parallel along mag-
netic field lines. Notably, no magnetization of layers was performed before the tubes 
were rolled-up. Magnetization of self-propelled microjets was realized directly in 
working solutions. A detailed investigation of magnetization was recently reported 
for tubular microhelix-like structures.[108] Such understanding can allow, in the near 
future, for the design of microjets with well-controlled magnetization for specific 
applications. 
 
2.2.3. Setup for the Control of Microjets Power using Light 
 
For the controllable power of microjet engines a white light source was used (Chap-
ter 7). First of all i) a white light-source consisting of a halogen bulb 12 V, 100 W 
Phillips, which was the light-source of an optical microscope. Subsequently, micro-
scope oculars with magnification of 5x-20x times were used for the simultaneous 
observation of microjets and their remote control by decreasing (dimming) and in-
creasing intensity of light. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4. Laser setup for the control of microbubble frequency (microjet power) using la-
ser source. Microjets were immersed into the solution of hydrogen peroxide 
[this setup was developed by Dr. E. J. Smith]. Intensity and spectral dependency 
investigations were performed using a supercontinuum light-source and mono-
chrometer. A 50:50 beam-splitter was used to monitor the intensity with a 
power meter. Insets show optical images of microengines integrated on Si sub-
strate and immersed in a solution of hydrogen peroxide illuminated at different 
light-wavelengths from 500 to 650 nm. 
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Secondly, a detailed investigation of bubble generation and the influence of light-
power and wavelength was done using ii) a supercontinuum light-source generated 
by laser. For this purpose, a supercontinuum laser source in conjunction with a mon-
ochrometer was used to determine the spectral and intensity influence of visible light 
on the frequency of microbubbles (shown in Fig. 2.4). For this purpose, a defocused 
laser spot, emitted from a fiber running from the monochrometer, was directed onto 
the sample surface. Figure 2.4 shows the experimental setup consisting of the laser, 
the monochrometer, and a 50:50 beam splitter, which was used to monitor the inten-
sity of the beam illuminating the sample with a power meter (optical resolution ≈ 2 
nm full width at half maximum). Additionally, a flow of nitrogen gas was used in 
this experiment to remove accumulating microbubbles, which could block the laser 
beam. To eliminate a rapid consumption of the hydrogen peroxide with the catalytic 
reaction, a larger volume of solution was used, i.e., a Petri dish with a diameter d ~ 
50 mm. 
 
 
2.3 Fabrication of Poly-Di-Methyl-Siloxane Microfluidics 
 
PolyDiMethylSiloxane (PDMS) is an important material utilized mainly in fabrica-
tion of microfluidics for lab-on-a-chip devices and rapid parallel testing and analysis 
in biotechnology.[109] The PDMS formula is CH3[Si(CH3)2O]nSi(CH3)3, where n is 
the number of repeating monomer [SiO(CH3)2] units. PDMS has additional ad-
vantages of easy preparation, optical transparency, high elasticity, thermal stability 
up to 150
o
 C, and resistance to many chemicals. PDMS contains molecules with flex-
ible polymer chains due to their siloxane linkages.[110] The fabrication steps of mi-
crofluidic channels are shown in Fig. 2.5 (details are provided in the Appendix). Mi-
crofluidic channels were used for the investigation of microengine motion in micro-
fluidic channels (Chapter 6). For easy injection of microjets, a reservoir was cut-off 
for addition of a solution with microjets. Pumping of fluid into the inlets transports 
microjets into the working area of chip, which contains several channels. Cargo con-
sisting of microparticles were usually added into the same reservoir together with 
microjets and the hydrogen peroxide fuel. It was determined that a high concentra-
tion of surfactant (more than 10 % v/v) must be used to stabilize microbubbles in mi-
crochannels. Once microengines were injected into the microfluidic channels, a slow 
flow was introduced that delivered the fuel into the working area and removed accu-
mulated microbubbles. At the same time, microengines motion along and against the 
flowing fluidic streams was studied. Since ferromagnetic catalytic Ti/Fe/Cr/Pt micro-
jets were used, they were controlled to pick up and transport cargo polysterol micro-
particles.  
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Figure 2.5:  Procedure for the fabrication of PDMS microfluidics. (I) Fabrication of SU-8 mas-
ter stamp using spin-coating, layer exposure to UV light, development and bak-
ing; (II) pouring of PDMS in a casting mold with the SU-8 structure at the bot-
tom, baking, peeling off, and surface activation through treatment of PDMS and 
glass substrate in oxygen plasma; subsequently (III) the bonding of PDMS to the 
surface of glass is done. Finally, the reservoir is cut off for easy injection of mi-
croengines into microfluidic channels [the procedure was developed in collabo-
ration with S. Harazim]. 
 
2.4 Optimization of the Fuel Solution 
 
Nucleation of Bubbles in Gas-Collecting Cavities 
 
Microengines represent tubular gas-collecting cavities. Understanding the mecha-
nisms of bubble nucleation, growth, and recoil at the microscale helps to define 
working conditions for microjet engines driven by the catalytic reaction of hydrogen 
peroxide decomposition into oxygen bubbles and water. Fig. 2.6 A shows a growth 
of bubbles from the rolled-up catalytic microtubes in aqueous solution of hydrogen 
peroxide (solution without surfactants). According to Jones, Evans, and Galvin 
[111], nucleation of bubbles usually occurs at nucleation sites on surface cavities or 
defects. In the absence of solid cavities, a nucleation of bubbles requires high levels 
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of gas saturation. In case of surface cavities, the nucleation energy barrier is reduced, 
i.e., less interfacial free energy is needed for the bubble to grow to a nucleus of criti-
cal size. At low levels of gas saturation, bubbles can only nucleate in solid cavities. 
In general, for a complete understanding of nucleation, a broad range of parameters 
must be met, including molecular diffusion of gas molecules, which leads to “em-
bryo” growth, indicated schematically in Fig. 2.6 B. In a gas cavity, the pressure ele-
vation is described by the Laplace equation, which can be used to estimate the criti-
cal radius of bubble curvature.[111]  
 
   
Figure 2.6:  Catalytic microtubes in aqueous solution of hydrogen peroxide (without surfac-
tants). (A) Bubbles, indicated by red arrow, grow in the solution of hydrogen 
peroxide and water from Pt microtubes, indicated by yellow arrow. Such bub-
bles reach diameters of over 100 micrometers and do not detach; (B) schematic 
of surface defect with nucleated bubble “embryo” on this defect; (C) schematic 
of bubble nucleation in an individual catalytic platinum microtube, which plays 
the role of gas-collecting cavity.  
 
 The generation of bubbles starts at a high level of gas saturation. When con-
sidering catalytic microtubes, it was found that microbubbles nucleate from the same 
points within rolled-up microtubes, indicating that cavities/defects exist on the sur-
face. The origin of surface defects in catalytic microtubes has not yet been deter-
mined. It is hypothesized that these defects can originate from the rolled-up layers or 
they may be present due to the materials’ preparation methods. In general, catalytic 
tubular cavities limit diffusion of gas molecules due to solid boundaries and thus, the 
concentration of gas molecules is higher within the microtubes. This effect leads to 
an activation of bubble growth from catalytic microtubes at lower concentrations of 
hydrogen peroxide in comparison to bubble generation on a planar surface. The 
length of catalytic microtubes has a critical influence on the generation of microbub-
bles, i.e., much lower concentrations of peroxide fuel is required to generate mi-
Saturated O2 
H2O2 + H2O 
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crobubbles in longer microtubes (see Chapter 3). Figure 2.6 A shows catalytic micro-
tubes in hydrogen peroxide without surfactants. In this case bubbles grow without 
recoil and reach millimeter-scale size. Such big bubbles cannot be used to propel mi-
crojet engines. Furthermore, it was found that most catalytic microtubes unroll when 
released from a surface due to a high surface tension of water and hydrophobic effect 
of thin rolled-up nanomembranes.  
 
Effect of Surfactants on the Generation of Bubbles 
It is well-known that surfactants play an important role in solutions for stabilization 
of bubbles.[112] Generally, a surfactant is a molecule made of two parts, each part 
having a different affinity. The hydrophilic part shows affinity to water, and the hy-
drophobic part repels water. Three types of surfactants are exemplified in Fig. 2.7. 
The surfactant molecule can be divided into non-ionic, anionic, and cationic, classi-
fied by the presence of charged groups in its head. A non-ionic surfactant has no 
charge groups in its head and the head of an ionic surfactant carries a net charge. An 
addition of surfactant, which can be a common soap or specific agents, reduces sig-
nificantly surface tension and the size of microbubbles. Surfactants reduce high sur-
face tension of water (71.97 mN/m) by several factors. Benzalkonium Chloride (BC) 
cationic surfactant [113] or a common soap (Fit Gmbh) were used throughout this 
dissertation to prepare the fuel solution for microjet engines. The structure of BC is 
shown in Fig. 2.7 (A). In some cases, a common soap was used containing 5–15 % of 
anionic tenside, amphoteric tenside (< 5%), bronopol, benzisothiazolinone, and me-
thylisothiazolinone. Application of common soaps showed that no degradation of 
thin Pt catalytic films occurred during several hours of microjets operation. In the 
case of biocatalytic catalase-based microjet engines, Sodeum Dodecyl Sulphate 
(SDS) surfactant was used. Influence of BC concentration on the generation of bub-
bles and the propulsion of microjet engines is shown in Chapters 3 and 4. However, 
in some cases, it is possible to avoid the addition of surfactant and reduce surface 
tension using organic solvents (described in Chapter 9). When a concentration of sur-
factant is increased, the micelles can form, as shown schematically in Fig. 2.7 (B). 
Micelles, which appear above a critical concentration of amphiphilic molecules, are 
called the Critial Micelle Concentration (CMC). For concentrations below the CMC 
(for SDS CMC is around 0.045 w/v % [114]), molecules are present in the bulk sepa-
rately; for concentrations above the CMC, surfactants self-assemble into micelles. At 
higher concentration of surfactants, the interfacial tension decreases and the interface 
coverage is increased using surfactant molecules, causing the decrease of interfacial 
energy. Fig. 2.7 (C) shows this effect – the decrease in surface tension continues until 
the interface is saturated, i.e., at the indicated CMC point. After this, the interfacial 
tension continues to decrease but more slowly. Fig. 2.7 (D) shows a dramatic effect 
of surfactants: the generated microbubbles have much smaller size than in Fig. 2.6.  
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Figure 2.7:  Effect of surfacants on the generation of microbubbles. (A) Examples of differ-
ent surfactant types (non-ionic, anionic, and cationic). (B) Schematic diagram of 
a steric micelle, where the hydrophobic tails are in the center and hydrophilic 
heads are located outside. (C) Graph showing typical dependence of surfactant 
concentration and micelles on the liquid surface tension. (D) Effect of surfac-
tant addition (here a common soap "Fit-waschmittel" is used) indicating a dra-
matic reduction of the bubbles size.  
  
2.5 Materials for the Biocatalytic Microjets 
 
Biocatalysts, like catalase enzymes, are well-known to have one of the highest intrin-
sic turnover rates. This property makes them excellent candidates for the design of 
biocatalytic microengines. Biocatalysts can help in finding more efficient mecha-
nisms to convert chemical energy from hydrogen peroxide or allow glucose as a fuel 
source. Mano and Heller reported on biocatalytic nanomotors, which move via glu-
cose–oxygen reaction.[115] A functionalized carbon fiber (1 cm long) was fabricated 
with bilirubin oxidase (oxygen-reducing enzyme) and Glucose Oxidase (GOx), 
which catalyzes the oxidation of glucose to δ-glucono-1.5-lactone. Enzymes were 
immobilized on carbon using redox polymer bridges to achieve efficient electron 
transfer between the enzymes and the fiber. When such fibers were placed on the sur-
face of glucose solution, they started to move with the GOx end forward. It was hy-
pothesized that the main mechanism of propulsion is gradient of protons, which can 
change a surface tension. Feringa’s group showed glucose-powered nanomotor by 
coupling GOx and catalase on the same carbon nanotube.[116] The GOx converts 
glucose and oxygen to gluconolactone and hydrogen peroxide. In the next step, the 
hydrogen peroxide is decomposed by catalase to oxygen and water. Biocatalytic 
Ti/Au/SAM/Catalase microjet engines, shown in Chapter 5, represent an effective 
alternative to achieve direct motion. Ti/Au microjets were modified with thiol groups 
H2O2 + H2O + surfactant 
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to enhance catalase linkage (biofunctionalization experiments were done by Dr. S. 
Sanchez, for details see Appendix). This step allowed an operation of enzymes for 
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. Next step requires an application of glucose as 
a fuel and it is currently under development in our group.  
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3  Chemical Pumps based on the Micro-Jet 
Engine 
 
 
This chapter reports about catalytic Ti/Cr/Pt tubular micropumps.[21] Micropumps 
are integrated on a planar silicon substrate. Micropumps have diameters from 5 to 10 
µm and tunable lengths in the range 20–1000 µm. When immersed into a solution of 
hydrogen peroxide with surfactant, the micropumps are activated by the catalytic de-
composition of peroxide into oxygen microbubbles and water. Fluid pumping is re-
vealed by the movement of polystyrene particles through the catalytic micropumps, 
shown in Scheme 3.1. A concentration of 0.06 v/v % H2O2 was determined to be suf-
ficient to generate microbubbles and, thus actuate the micropumps. Different lengths 
of micropumps and concentrations of peroxide fuel are investigated (parts of this 
Chapter were adapted from ref.[21]). 
 
 
Scheme 3.1: Catalytic tubular micropumps integrated on a planar substrate. Left side sketch 
shows schematic of individual micropump. Right side sketch represent optical 
microscopy images of micropumps with different lengths.  
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Efficient pumping, mixing and moving of fluids at the microscale are essential for 
miniaturization of dynamic devices and machines. For instance, micropumps have 
numerous applications and are widely used in ink-jet printing,[117] drug deliv-
ery,[118] fluid transportation on a chip [119] and in remotely powered self-propelled 
diodes.[120, 121] Fluid pumping at the microscale is challenging due to the high vis-
cosity of fluids dominating at low Reynolds numbers.[4] It has been demonstrated 
previously that it is possible to induce fluid motion by external sources based on 
electrical,[122] electrochemical [123] and thermal [124] principles, for instance. An 
elegant way of pumping fluid without external pumps or sources relies on the catalyt-
ic reactions that can take place on the surfaces of the microfluidic pumps. In particu-
lar, electrokinetic pumping based on the catalytic decomposition of hydrogen perox-
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ide into oxygen and water was recently realized on planar bimetallic surfaces.[125, 
126, 127, 128] In comparison to previously reported catalytic pumping above planar 
surfaces, tubular catalytic micropumps offer compact fluid pumping as well as easy 
integration into Lab-on-a-Chip devices and self-propelled micromachines. The inte-
gration of non-catalytic rolled-up microtubes into microfluidic devices was previous-
ly demonstrated in our group.[129] Previously, Schmidt and Eberl have suggested to 
generate bubbles in fluids ejected from rolled-up micro- and nanotubes.[130] In the 
present approach microjet engines are fixed on the substrate and by making use of 
the catalytic reaction inside, the pumping of fluid through the hollow structure is 
achieved. The directed motion of polystyrene microparticles is demonstrated through 
the tubular micropumps, and the optimum concentration range suitable for unidirec-
tional fluid motion is studied.  
 
3.2 Results and Discussions 
 
Arrays of compact Ti/Cr/Pt micropumps were integrated on planar silicon substrate. 
Upon addition of hydrogen peroxide fuel micropumps generate bubbles which pump 
fluids. Figure 3.1 (A) shows schematic of individual array of fabricated micropumps 
prepared on a planar substrate by rolled up nanotechnology on polymers. Figure 3.1 
(B) illustrates the pumping principle consisting of a bubble nucleation, growth and 
recoil. According to the model of microjet (Chapter 1) the migrated bubbles must 
trigger the pumping of fluids.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Catalytic tubular micropumps on a planar substrate. (A) Schematic of the fabri-
cated micropumps. (B) Schematic of the pumping princple by bubbles. (C) Opti-
cal microscopy images (i-iv) of bubble migration and recoil during 180 ms (fuel 
used: H2O2 v/v 2.5 % aqueous solution, BC v/v 0.5 %). (D) Optical microscopy 
image of integrated and working Ti/Cr/Pt micropumps. Black arrow shows indi-
vidual micropump. Red arrow shows bubbles recoil and blue arrow indicates 
stripes of deposited thin film (from which micropumps rolled-up), where gen-
eration of microbubbles from a planar catalytic film is not observed. 
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Figure 3.1 (C) shows optical microscopy sequences of operating micropump during 
period of time 0 – 180 ms (i-iv). An estimated migration of microbubble in micro-
tubes has an average speed of 2 mm·s
-1
. It corresponds to Reynolds numbers in the 
range between 10
-3
 and 10
-2
 which is the regime of low Reynolds number. Subse-
quently, the flow in a microtube is laminar and such fluids are challenging to pump. 
Fig. 3.1 (D) shows several micropumps with 100 µm length. Arrow shows Ti/Cr/Pt 
thin film deposited on Si (from which micropumps rolled-up). Since no bubbles re-
coil was observed from such thin catalytic films on surface, it is clear evidence that 
molecular oxygen diffuses out of surface without the nucleation of bubbles. It proves 
that catalytic microtubes represent gas collecting cavities. For instance, planar depos-
ited Ti/Cr/Pt (Pt top layer) films, i.e., the same layers from which the micropumps 
were shaped, microbubbles are not generated, Fig. 3.1 D. Detail analysis of micro-
pumps activation, lengths, bubble recoil and fuel conditions are considered in the fol-
lowing pages. 
 
3.2.1. Pumping and Sorting of Particles  
 
For demonstration of micropumps catalytic microtubes were fabricated on silicon 
substrate. As a representative example, Figure 3.2 A (left) shows an optical micros-
copy image of a 100 µm long Ti/Cr/Pt micropump immersed in an aqueous solution 
of hydrogen peroxide (1 % v/v H2O2, 0.5 % v/v BC).  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2:  Catalytic pumping of polystyrene particles by Ti/Cr/Pt microtubes. (A) Left: opti-
cal microscopy image showing a rolled-up micropump on a silicon substrate 
sucking in a small microparticle. Right: sketch showing the nucleation and re-
lease of microbubbles out of the micropump. (B) Left: optical microscopy image 
showing large microparticles absorbed at the mouth of the micropump. Right: 
sketch of the process taking place. Grey arrows indicate the direction of the flu-
id flow. 
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The platinum surface at the inside of the micropump initiates the catalytic decompo-
sition of H2O2 solutions inducing the motion of fluid. The direction of the fluid is 
governed, in principle, by the slight asymmetry of the tube geometry, causing the 
fluid to move towards the larger opening which is visualized in Fig. 3.2 A by the 
transport of polystyrene microparticles. As a result, particles with a diameter smaller 
than the microtube, i.e. dp < dt, are sucked into the micropump, Fig. 3.2, A. A slow 
oscillation of the microparticles near the mouth of micropump. It is attributed to the 
growth and recoil of microbubbles within the micropump. At time t1, the particle fol-
lows the fluid streamlines, then comes into the micropump body (t2) and finally is 
pumped out (t3). 
The motion of the particles is synchronized with the growth and migration of 
microbubbles which displaces fluids within the micropump. Fig. 3.2 B left shows an 
optical microscopy image of the polystyrene microparticles with 7 µm diameter, 
which are larger than the mouth of the micropump, dp > dt. In this scenario, particles 
are absorbed at the entrance of the micropump while the micropump is still active. 
Fig. 3.2 B, right, shows a schematic diagram of the absorbed particles at the micro-
pump mouth. These large microparticles do not block completely the entrance of the 
tube as can be confirmed by the continuous generation of microbubbles coming out 
from the opposite opening. The micropumps are capable to move particles into and 
through their body. Since the diameter of the microtubes can be tailored, the tubular 
micropumps could be used for sorting of particles with different sizes. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3:  Sequence of optical images of a tubular micropump which moves microparticles 
through its hollow body. Arrows show a tracked individual polystyrene micro-
particle with a diameter of 1 μm. At the time t = 0 (A), the particle comes into 
close proximity of the micropump mouth, at 135 ms it approaches entrance (B), 
at t = 170 ms it is sucked inside (C) and after 580 ms it is pumped out (D). Large 
black spheres exiting the micropump are oxygen microbubbles. 
 
 
A more detailed study regarding the pumping of particles is shown in Fig. 3.3 
where a microparticle can be visualized and tracked through the micropump. For this 
purpose, a micropump with length 40 µm and diameter 5.6 µm was selected, i.e., 
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with an aspect ratio of 7. Figure 3.3 (A–D) shows the pumping of an individual poly-
styrene microparticle with a diameter of 1 µm accomplished over 580 ms. This mi-
cropump operates at an average frequency of 7 bubbles sec
-1
 (fuel: 1.0 % v/v H2O2, 
0.5 % v/v BC) measured over 15 seconds. At the time t = 0 sec, the particle is located 
in close proximity to the mouth of the micropump. 
When a bubble inside the micropump migrates and finally recoils at t = 135 ms, 
the tracked microparticle moves immediately closer to the mouth. Afterwards, the 
motion of the next microbubble through the tube sucks more fuel bringing along the 
particle into the micropump where it remains until t = 580 ms when it is released to-
gether with the next microbubble. Another micropump with the same length operates 
at an average frequency of 40 bubbles s
-1
 (fuel: 4.0 % v/v H2O2, 0.5 % v/v BC). 
Therefore, an increase of the peroxide concentration leads to a higher pumping activ-
ity. It was previously hypothesized that mainly a change of the microtube diameter 
(conical shape) leads to an asymmetric release of bubbles only from the larger tubu-
lar opening. However, a clear conical shape is not always detectable by optical mi-
croscopy, as shown in Fig. 3.3 and additionally a generation of bubbles in both direc-
tions has been observed. 
 
3.2.2. Optimization of the Fuel Concentration 
 
It is of particular interest to pump fluid in unidirectional fashion. Indeed, for practical 
applications, the fluidic micropump remains a useful device only if it is not ‘over-
loaded’, i.e., when bubbles recoil and a fluid is pumped only in one direction. Hence, 
it is important to investigate and control the conditions in which the microtubes can 
generate microbubbles at one or both ends. Fig. 3.4 illustrates the change in direc-
tionality of the pumping depending on the concentration of H2O2 for 100 µm long 
Ti/Cr/Pt micropumps. Fig. 3.4 A-B shows optical microscopy images (bottom) and 
schematics (top) of the ‘unidirectional’ (Fig. 3.4 A) and the ‘overloaded’ (Fig. 3.4 B) 
pumping regimes. To obtain statistical data 20 different micropumps per silicon sub-
strate were tested. The data showed reproducible results for different samples. For 
concentration of the peroxide below 3 v/v % H2O2, Fig. 3.4 C left y axis, not all cata-
lytic micropumps are activated. However, by increasing the fuel concentration up to 
3 v/v %, an activation of all micropumps was achieved. Interestingly, when the con-
centration of peroxide is above 0.5 % v/v, the unidirectionality of the bubbles recoil 
is broken, Fig. 3.4 C right y axis. The number of micropumps which remain pumping 
in one direction decreases dramatically from 100 % at 0.5 %  H2O2 to 40 % at 1 % 
H2O2. However, when all the tubes are active (i.e. at 3 % H2O2), only 15.5 % of them 
are pumping unidirectionally. At 1 v/v % of H2O2 approximately 60 % of the micro-
pumps experienced overloading, however not all of them were activated (76 % re-
mained inactive). To explain this phenomenon, it is hypothesized that in the region 
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above 0.5 v/v % peroxide, the catalytic generation of microbubbles is so high that 
there is a limitation of physical space inside the tubular micropump. At lower con-
centrations, a steady-state of directional flow is created when bubbles moving within 
the tube draw new peroxide from one end (see Scheme in Fig. 3.2 A). Since the mi-
gration of bubbles within the tube is slower than the generation of new bubbles, they 
may collide inside the micropump causing the bubbles to eventually move towards 
the opposite direction thus exiting from both tubular openings. Similarly, the accu-
mulation of bubbles in a microtube at higher peroxide concentration was also ob-
served for self-propelled microjets, which was transferred to a saturation plateau of 
their speed upon an increase of the peroxide concentration.[23]  
 
 
Figure 3.4:  Characterization of the microbubbles recoil for the pumps with length of 100 
μm. Optical microscopy image and schematic diagram of (A) the unidirectional 
and (B) the overloaded fluid flow. (C) Percentage of activated micropumps and 
unidirectional flow regime with different concentrations of the hydrogen perox-
ide. The inset shows inactive and activated micropumps. Red arrow indicates 
the direction of flow within the tubes. 
 
 
 The effect of hydrogen peroxide concentration on the bubble frequency and 
size for 100 µm long micropumps was studied (Fig. 3.5). The bubble frequency in-
creases upon increasing the fuel concentration, i.e., from 2 to 25.8 Hz. Thus, at high-
er peroxide concentrations, the required time for bubble nucleation and release is 
shorter than at lower concentrations. It was observed that the bubbles which remain 
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connected to the tube longer times can acquire larger radii. For example, at 4 % H2O2 
they are ejected after 0.052 sec while at 0.5 % H2O2 the bubbles are released every 
0.35 sec. As a consequence, the bubble radius diminishes from 17.3 µm to 9.7 µm, 
correspondingly.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.5:  Bubble frequency and radius at different concentrations of hydrogen peroxide. 
Micropumps have a fixed length of 100 μm. 
 
3.2.3. Optimization of the Micro- Pump Length 
 
Because of the versatility of rolled up nanotechnology on polymers technique, it is 
possible to tailor the micropump sizes easily from 20 to 1000 µm length (Figure 3.6). 
The length tunability allows for a full identification of the effective pumping work-
ing area (micropumps activitity without overload) for each determined size. The re-
gion (i) in Figure 3.6 represents inactive pumps where no microbubbles are observed, 
(ii) indicates an area where micropumps are active with unidirectional pumping, and 
(iii) shows the overloaded area (here at least one  pump generated bubbles from two 
openings). Micropumps of 1000 µm length require the lowest concentration of hy-
drogen peroxide to be active (0.009 v/v % H2O2) which is 750 times lower than the 
20 µm long micropumps. However, their range of unidirectional pumping remains 
only up to 0.2 v/v % H2O2 limiting their applicability. Micropumps of 100 µm length 
require peroxide fuel (0.062 % 20 H2O2) 16 times lower than for 20 µm micropumps, 
but their unidirectional pumping can be only extended up to 0.5 % H2O2. A full 
working region of unidirectional pumping is shown in the inset table of Figure 3.6. 
Each point represents an average measurement from 20 to 50 different micropumps. 
It is clearly observed in Fig. 3.6 that shorter tubes, e.g., 20 – 40 µm long, maintain 
their directional fluid motion (unidirectional pumping) for larger concentration rang-
es than longer tubes with, e.g., 60 – 1000 µm length, 260 micropumps located in 2 
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different samples were studied. Figure 3.7 A depicts the population of activated mi-
cropumps with lengths ranging from 20 to 1000 µm soaked in three different concen-
trations of hydrogen peroxide of 0.5, 3 and 5 v/v %. At 0.5 v/v % H2O2, only 3 % of 
the 60 µm long pumps, 15 % of the 80 µm pumps, 29.1 % of the 100 µm pumps and 
100 % of the 1 mm long are activated. While increasing the H2O2 concentration up to 
3 v/v %, 8.3 % of the 40 µm pumps start to generate fluid motion by the generation 
of bubbles, 12.5 % of 60 µm long pumps, and 75 % of the 80 µm long pumps are ac-
tive. Thus, shorter tubes need higher concentration of peroxide to be catalytically ac-
tive. Finally, at 5 v/v % H2O2 all population of micropumps from 60 – 1000 µm long 
but only 27.7 % of 40 µm pumps are active. 
 
 
Figure 3.6:  Activity regimes for variable Ti/Cr/Pt micropump lengths ranging from 20 to 
1000 μm as a function of hydrogen peroxide concentration. Yellow region rep-
resents working area for the unidirectional microbubbles recoil. Inset table 
shows details for data points shown in the graph, indicating a threshold perox-
ide concentration and unidirectional pumping range. Dashed horizontal lines 
show ranges of the peroxide concentrations suitable for unidirectional pump-
ing. 
 
 
 As discussed in Fig. 3.6, 20 µm long micropumps require substantially higher 
concentration of the hydrogen peroxide fuel for catalytic generation of microbubbles. 
However, they are not overloaded even at higher peroxide concentrations which are 
in agreement with our previous hypothesis regarding the limitation of physical space 
for microbubbles within the microtube. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 reveal that the length of 
the microtube contributes significantly to the catalytic generation of oxygen mi-
crobubbles and consequently to the fluid motion inside the micropumps. Longer mi-
cropumps contain inherently a larger Pt catalyst surface area than shorter ones. For 
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example, micropumps with length 1000 µm contain up to 125 times larger inner sur-
face area of the catalyst than the 20 µm micropumps. Therefore, the inactivity of 
short micropumps, Fig. 3.7 A–B, at substantially high concentrations of the hydrogen 
peroxide shows that the rate of oxygen formation is limited by the surface area of the 
micropump. Furthermore, it has been shown before that microbubbles nucleate better 
if the catalytic surface contains defects or cavities which reduce significantly the 
bubble nucleation energy barrier.[111] It is thus expected that longer tubes with larg-
er catalytic surface area may contain more defects than shorter microtubes.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.7:  (A) Population of activated micropumps in different concentrations of the hy-
drogen peroxide fuel. (B) Optical images of the catalytic micropumps with dif-
ferent lengths. Black rounds are microbubbles and arrow bars show lengths of 
the micropumps. 
 
3.3 Summary 
The rolled-up tubular catalytic micropumps are demonstrated. Depending on applica-
tions different parameters for micropumping of fluids can be used. The micropumps 
require low concentrations of hydrogen peroxide, 0.05% v/v to be activated and start 
the generation of oxygen microbubbles. However, longer micropumps require even 
lower concentration of hydrogen peroxide to start pumping fluids in comparison to 
shorter micropumps. Longer micropumps can not generate bubbles in unidirectional 
manner over a wide range of hydrogen peroxide concentrations. They are easy “over-
loaded” and microbubbles start recoiling from both tubular openings, which does not 
lead to an efficient unidirectional pumping. A better understanding of key parameters 
such as the catalyst turnover rate, catalyst surface area, concentration of the fuel, and 
existence of surface defects will permit the construction of more efficient micro-
pumps. In future studies it will be interesting to model the interplay between reaction 
and diffusion processes in microscale tubes, that leads to the formation of bubbles. 
This process must represent the major factor of micropumps activation. This may 
enable the design of more energy efficient microengines. For instance, it can be a 
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bottle-like microstructure, where tubular openings are smaller than the diameter of 
tubular body. The restriction of the diffusion of reaction products can lead to more 
efficient saturation of gas molecules, nucleation of microbubbles with air-liquid in-
terface stabilized by surfactants. It is proposed that the pumping principle can be 
elaborated in not too distant future into lab-in-a-tube analytical systems [131] and 
self-propelled “roving micropumps”, which can potentially convert toxic elements in 
rivers and lakes into environmentally friendly products. 
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4  Autonomous Motion of Catalytic Micro-Jet 
Engines 
 
 
Microjet engines made of Ti/Cr/Pt and Ti/Fe/Au/Ag catalytic microtubes move au-
tonomously in solutions of hydrogen peroxide. Concentrations of surfactant and hy-
drogen peroxide are optimized to achieve more efficient motion. Microjets' stepwise 
motion is reported and leads to deterministic propulsion, where microengines speed 
can be approximated as a product of bubbles radius and frequency. Different trajecto-
ries of motion are observed and can be divided manly into straight, circular and heli-
cal motion, represented in Scheme 4.1 (parts of this Chapter were adapted from 
refs.[20, 31, 32]). 
 
 
 
Scheme 4.1:  Self-propelled microjet engines, located in the fuel solution of hydrogen per-
oxide. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Autonomous man-made machines represent machines which are capable to accom-
plish tasks without human guidance. One example of such machines are autonomous 
robots,[132] which include abilities to cope with their environment, process infor-
mation, operate for a substantial period of time and move. So far, autonomous ma-
chines at the micro- and nanoscale are challenging to achieve. One approach consists 
in the exploration and identification of emerging behaviour of self-powered ob-
jects.[80] For instance, the group of Sen reported non-biological chemotaxis and 
phototaxis of autonomous nanomotors.[78] To realize such goals, first of all, contin-
ues and effective motion of micromachines must be achieved. In recent years, sub-
stantial efforts has been dedicated to developing and understanding the autonomous 
motion of catalytic micro- and nanomotors,[17] involving compositions and shapes 
of catalysts,[91, 92, 94] the design of micromotors [41, 76, 81, 98] and fuels to pow-
er them.[115, 116] However, up to date there was no report about effective autono-
mous motion of microjet engines, which can be orders of magnitude faster than state 
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of the art systems. Here, autonomous microjet engines are shown, their conditions 
and kimenatics are characterized. 
 
4.2 Results and Discussions 
 
Arrays of Ti/Cr/Pt and Ti/Fe/Au/Ag microjet engines were prepared on silicon sub-
strates. Microjets were immersed in water containing surfactants and located in lo-
cated in Petri dish. Microjets were released from surfaces using addition of hydrogen 
peroxide (high concentration: 30 % v/v droplet of H2O2) on top of the samples. Fig-
ure 4.1 A–C shows optical microscopy images (top) demonstrating the method of 
microjets activation and release from the surface. Figure 4.1 A–C shows schematic 
of this process. Alternatively microjets can be mechanically scratched from the sur-
face, e.g. by plastic tweezers.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Microjet engines 'take off' from the silicon surface. (A) A static array of fabricat-
ed catalytic microengines, located in solution of water with surfactants, (B) a lo-
cal addition of the 30 % v/v hydrogen peroxide fuel (gradient propagates from 
right to left) activates microengines, leading to their (C) release from the sur-
face. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Optical image of individual moving microjet engine. Microengine location, 
length and the direction of movement is indicated by the arrow. 
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Figure 4.2 shows individual autonomous microjet, that self-propelled at the speed 85 
µm·s
-1
 and left behind a long microbubble-tail. Figure 4.3 (i to iv) shows sequence of 
optical microscopy images of self-propelled microjet during 100 ms. The schematic 
insets of Figure 4.3 explains how the fuel pumps into the microjet (i), a bubble nu-
cleates upon the decomposition of H2O2 in a contact with internal Pt catalyst (ii), the 
O2 bubble starts to grow and moves to one tubular opening of the microjet (motion is 
indicated by the black arrow) (iii), and finally the bubble recoils from the microjet 
(iv). Both bubble migration (iii) and recoil (iv) induce microjet motion into the oppo-
site direction with respect to moving/recoiling bubble.  
 
 
Figure 4.3:  Propulsion mechanism of the microjet engine by the recoil of bubbles: i) at the 
beginning solution/fuel fills tubular microjet by capillary force, shown by arrows 
ii) H2O2 decomposition takes place in the microjet, followed by the nucleation 
of O2 bubble, iii) growth and migration of the microbubble take place, it induces 
pumping of fluid and the motion of microjet, iv) the recoil of microbubble, that 
further propels the microjet. 
 
4.2.1. Optimization of Surfactants for the Motion 
 
An addition of surfactant is crucial for the motion of microengines, since it reduces 
surface tension of the fuel solution (for instance, 10 wt % aqueous solution of H2O2 
equal 73 mJ·m
−2
). Influence of both concentrations of hydrogen peroxide and surfac-
tant were studied and shown in Fig. 4.4. Although a common soap can be routinely 
used in experiments, here a study of Benzalkonium Chloride (BC) concentration is 
presented (adapted from ref. [21]). The inset in Figure 4.4 represents the average mi-
crojet speeds as a function of surfactant concentration using a constant concentration 
of 15 wt % of H2O2. Each data point was taken as an average speed of five self-
propelled microjets. Figure 4.4 depicts the speed of the microjets at different fuel 
(hydrogen peroxide) concentrations using a constant concentration of 0.005 wt % of 
BC. The speed increased with hydrogen peroxide concentration up to 15 %, reaching 
a maximum speed of 275 µm·s
−1
 (5.5 body lengths per second), and it levelled-off at 
higher concentrations. The plot shows similar features to a traditional Langmuir ad-
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sorption isotherm, which relates the adsorption of molecules on a solid surface to the 
concentration of the medium.[133] 
 
 
Figure 4.4:  Speed of microtubes with different concentrations of hydrogen peroxide con-
taining constant amount of surfactant (0.005 wt % BC) and 1 v/v % of isopropa-
nol. The inset shows the speed of the microtubes with different concentrations 
of surfactant (5×10−5 to 20 %) at 15 wt % of H2O2. 
 
It is hypothesized that the maximum speed is limited by i) the surface area of 
the Pt catalyst layer and ii) the intrinsic turnover rate of the catalyst at high analyte 
concentrations. The concentration in the range 0.005 - 0.5 wt % of BC was selected 
as the optimum for further experiments with microjets as it reduced the surface ten-
sion without inhibiting the catalytic reaction. For previously reported catalytic syn-
thetic nanomotors their maximum speed was reached at different concentrations of 
H2O2: the bimetallic nanorods fabricated by Sen reached a maximum speed at 3.7 wt 
% of H2O2. Wang reported similar results using carbon nanotubes (CNTs)-modified 
nanomotors but their highest speed was reached at 15 wt % of H2O2.[91] Gibbs and 
Zhao observed maximum speeds of their microsphere-based motors at 2 wt % of 
H2O2.[82] In addition, we observed that there is a limited amount of space inside the 
microcavity at a high frequency of microbubbles generation (f = 38 Hz), that is at 
higher concentrations of hydrogen peroxide. At lower concentrations, the frequency 
of bubbles is lower (f = 8 Hz), resulting in a lower speed of the microjets. This ob-
servation supports microjets motion with respect to the fuel composition. These re-
sults reveal that a surfactant concentration beyond a certain threshold is required to 
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activate the motion of the microjets. However, the speed of the microjets is reduced 
by further increasing the surfactant concentration. Moreover, the surfactant can form 
micelles that occupy the chemically active sites of the Pt catalyst film and, therefore, 
the observed speed of microengines can be reduced at higher concentrations of sur-
factant.  
 
4.2.2. Kinematics of Motion 
 
Graph 4.5 A shows velocity of individual Ti/Fe/Au/Ag (here Ag catalyst is used in-
stead of Pt, however application of Ag was found un-efficient due to rapid degrada-
tion) microjet engine with a length of 100 µm recorded during 2 seconds of motion. 
Black circles represent moments of time when microbubbles recoil. Between these 
intervals only Brownian motion (fluid diffusion) affects the displacement of the mi-
crojet (indicated as grey dots). One can see that due to relatively large size of the mi-
crojet (50 µm length) and high length/diameter ratio the Brownian diffusion is negli-
gible in comparison to the direct propulsion of microjets.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5: (A) Velocity of individual Ti/Fe/Au/Ag microjet engine during 2 seconds of mo-
tion. (B) Optical microscopy sequences of self-propelled microjet. Arrows show 
recoil of microbubbles. 
 
 
 Figure 4.5 A shows a clear stepwise motion of the microjet engine. Figure 4.5 
B shows optical microscopy frames, indicating moments of time when microbubbles 
recoil. Additional (Fe) layer allowed an external remote control of the micromachine 
by magnetic field. It is not shown here (considered in Chapter 6). Fig. 4.6 illustrates 
how steps of microjets change with the bubble radius (error bars are calculated as 
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standard deviation of 20 microbubbles recoiled from individual microjets). It is clear-
ly seen that the microjets do not drift, but immediately stopped by a high viscosity of 
fluids. The stepwise motion is deterministic and can be well approximated as a prod-
uct of average size and frequency of bubbles.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.6:  Experimental data of microjets' moving steps as a function of bubble radius. 
Inset sketch shows schematic of simplified forces acting on the microjet. Here, 
drag force of migrating/recoiled bubble is higher than the drag force of the 
tube. Acting forces were considered in details in Chapter 1.    
 
 
 For small radii of bubbles (less than 7 µm), the average moving step is almost 
equal to that of each bubble radius. However, when the bubble radius increases, the 
moving steps become larger than the bubble radius. It can be explained from the 
Stokes drag force Frecoil acting on the microbubble (Fdrag–bubble), which becomes larger 
than the drag force Fdrag acting on the microengine (Fdrag–tube). When larger mi-
crobubbles are generated (larger than 7µm), longer moving steps were observed. It is 
important to note, in case of higher bubbles frequencies bubbles can form "bubble-
tails" and collide with each other at the end of microjets. This collision of bubbles 
increases moving steps of microjets. By this, the stepwise motion of microengines 
mimics the stepwise motility of some pathogens, like listeria, which are self-
propelled by  actin polymerization. Listeria makes 4.5 nm long step, determined by 
the size of the actin.[134] Speeds of microjets can be determined by the multiplica-
tion of the bubbles average frequency and radius. Fig. 4.7 shows experimental data 
points of microjets' speed. Straight line represents a linear fit to experiment points. 
Deviations from the linear dependence are attributed to some propulsion cases of mi-
crojets when irregular recoil of bubbles is observed. In this case, the motion are ruled 
out by non- deterministic collisions of bubbles. Microjets which self-propelled in 
various trajectories and left different micro bubbles traces behind are well observed 
in Fig. 4.8. 
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Figure 4.7: Microjets' speed as a function of microbubbles radius and frequency. Straight 
line represents a linear fit to experimental points. 
 
 
 Asymmetry of rolled-up tubes lead to straight, circular and helical trajectories 
of motion. Maximum recorded speed of microjets was 2 mm s
-1
 achieved at room 
temperature. It corresponds to 50 bl s
-1
. Recently, our groups showed microjets ac-
celeration up to 200 bl s
-1
 at physiological temperature.[48]
 
 
4.2.3. Trajectories of Motion 
 
Figure 4.8 shows trajectories of autonomous motion of Ti/Cr/Pt microjets, indicating 
schematic (on the left side) and optical microscopy images (on the right side). Fig. 
4.8 A demonstrates straight motion. The motive force of microjets is indicated by red 
arrow, that is parallel to the long axis of tubular symmetry. Observations show that 
microjets, which move in straight can have single or multiple "microbubble tails". 
Fig. 4.8 B indicates circular or orbital type of motion. This motion can be explained 
by considering torque. Magnitude of torque equals the multiplication of the magni-
tude of the driving force, the length of the level arm (distance between center of rota-
tion and the force applied) and the angle between the force vector and the level arm. 
Particularly, one can see from Fig. 4.8 B that circles of motion can be smaller, it is 
due to the larger torque acting on microjets. Furthermore, it is postulated that such 
two-dimensional circular motion can be possible due to confinement of microjets at 
the air-liquid interface. Fig. 4.8 C shows clock-like motion of microjets, in this case 
microjets move clockwise or counter-clockwise and their level arms are equal to the 
lengths of microjets. Fig. 4.8 D shows 3-d helical motion. Here, in addition to the 2-d 
torque the other torque is added, which rotates microjets. It is proposed that these 
trajectories are due to unique combination of bubble recoil and fluid pumping into 
mouth of microjets. Investigation of trajectories is the subject of future studies.  
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Figure 4.8:   Autonomous movements of microjets in different trajectories: (A) straight, (B) 
circular, (C) clock-like, D) three-dimensional helical. Schematics on the left indi-
cate driving forces and torques acting on microjets. 
 
4.3 Summary 
 
A generic approach to release tubular microjets into solution was developed. Analy-
sis of their motion showed that microbubbles nucleate, grow and recoil in catalytic 
microtubes. Concentrations of surfactant and hydrogen peroxide were optimized to 
achieve higher speeds. Bubble recoil leads to the determenistic stepwise motion 
where microjets speeds can be approximated by the multiplication of frequencies and 
average radiuses of bubbles. High speeds of self-propelled microjets as high as 2.1 
mm·s
-1
 (50 body length per second) are reported at room temperature. It leads to 
more powerful micromachines in comparison to state-of-the-art catalytic micromo-
tors. Microjets self-propel in different trajectories can be divided mainly into straight, 
circular and 3-d helical motions. Different trajectories observed experimentally 
might originate from assymetry in the rolled-up layers, that forms tubes with reach 
parameters. In future specific trajectories can be potentially "programmed" by the 
proper design of geometry of rolled-up microjets. For instance, when triangular na-
nomembranes are used, it is expected to have only circular type of motions. Once, 
the shape of parallelogram is used one may observe helical type of motion. 
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5  Autonomous Motion of Biocatalytic Micro-
Jet Engines 
 
 
Biocatalytic Ti/Au/(SAM)/Catalase microjet engines, which contain catalase en-
zymes as catalysts, self-propel in the solution of hydrogen peroxide.[41] Catalase 
enzyme was covalently bound to Au in the cavity of rolled-up Ti/Au microtubes, 
shown in Scheme 5.1. The high efficiency of these hybrid microengines allowed 
them to move at a lower concentration of the hydrogen peroxide fuel in comparison 
to platinum based microjets. Furthermore, the dynamics of hybrid microengines in-
teracting with bubbles is considered (parts of this Chapter were adapted from ref. 
[41], scheme of biocatalyst immobilization and experiments were done in collabora-
tion with Dr. S. Sanchez). 
 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 5.1: Scheme showing the cross section of biocatalytic microjet. (A) Open view of 
the microengine, (B) surface modification of the inner Au layer with enzyme. 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
Catalase is a common enzyme found in nearly all living organisms. Catalase has the 
function to decompose hydrogen peroxide into water and oxygen.[135] Hybrid mi-
cromachines, which couple catalytic biomolecules such as enzymes and artificial 
nano/microdevices, are a promising alternative to the first generation of catalytic mi-
crojets with Pt metal as a catalyst towards the finding of higher efficiency conver-
sion, versatile configurations, more physiological conditions and biocompatible 
fuels. Only a few hybrid nanomotors were reported where mainly biosystems were 
employed to perform tasks [136, 137]. More recently, the use of enzymes for loco-
motion was used by Mano and Heller to propel a carbon fiber (cm scale) at the air-
glucose interface.[115] Feringa reported the covalent attachment of enzymes to mul-
tiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) propelled by a bubble generation,[116] but 
their trajectory was strongly affected by both the Brownian diffusion and the uncon-
trolled position of the enzymes on the MWCNTs. Sen and Mallouk [87] reported en-
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zyme-Au/polypyrrole nanorods. However, only Brownian motion was observed for 
this nanomotors and no further investigations have been performed. Herein, the effi-
cient locomotion of biocatalytic microjet engines is shown.  
 
5.2 Results and Discussions 
 
Scheme 5.1 A shows an open view of Ti/Au microtube where the inner Au layer was 
functionalized with a SAM of 3-MPA (Scheme 5.1 B). The carboxylic terminal 
groups of the SAMs were converted to amine-reactive esters by the coupling agents 
1-Ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl]carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and N-
hydroxylsulfo-succinimide (Sulfo-NHS) to covalently bind the protein (i.e. catalase) 
via carbodiimide reaction. The hybrid microtubes (Ti/Au-SAM-catalase) showed au-
tonomous motion when immersed in peroxide solution, due to the highly active en-
zyme that decomposes peroxide into water and molecular oxygen; which, in turn, 
propels the microengine.  
 
 In a representative example, Figure 5.1 shows the tracking trajectories of 
physically adsorbed Ti/Au-catalase (Fig. 5.1 A) and covalently modified Ti/Au-
SAM-catalase microengines (Fig. 5.1 B) during a period of 12 s in 1.5 wt % H2O2. A 
dramatic increase in the mobility of the hybrid microengines was observed for those 
functionalized with thiol groups (Fig. 5.1 B), where the continuous thrust of bubbles 
exerts a force which propels the microjet at an average speed of 
 
226.1 ± 21.1 µm·s
-1
 
for n = 7 data points.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Tracking trajectories of a 25 μm long Ti/Au hybrid microengine with (A) physical-
ly adsorbed catalase (B) and Thiol-Catalase in 1.5 % H2O2. 
 
 In contrast, the catalase-adsorbed microengines move at speeds of 40 µm·s
-1
 
halting shortly after their activation (approximately 1 minute). Additional control ex-
periments, performed with Ti/Au microjets in the same fuel conditions resulted into 
static microjets. Thus, this evidence clearly indicates that the generation of oxygen 
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bubbles into the microjets arises from the biochemical decomposition of the peroxide 
by the enzyme catalyst. Contact angle measurements confirmed the gold-thiol bond 
given that the contact angles changed from 73.3 ± 3.2 to 53.2 ± 1.3 degrees when a 
volume of 0.75 µL of H2O was dropped onto Ti/Au and Ti/Au-SAM surfaces respec-
tively (several measurements were done for statistics, n = 6). The samples became 
even more hydrophilic after incubating the Ti/Au-Thiol sample with catalase, denot-
ed by the decrease in the contact angle to 24.3 ± 2.4 degrees (n = 6). These results 
prove the successive functionalization and therefore the coupling of the enzyme to 
the Au surface. 
 
 
5.2.1. Quantification of the Speed and Angle of Rotation 
 
Bubbles forming at the mouth of the microengines, i.e. front-side bubbles, are ob-
served for the enzyme-modified microengines. The dynamics of the biocatalytic mi-
croengines is influenced by the variable viscous drag force exerted by the front-side 
bubbles which creates a torque and leads to turns and circles.  
Figure 5.2 shows dynamic steering and full rotation of a Ti/Au-Thiol-catalase 
microengine by the generation of front side bubbles. Similarly, the angle of rotation 
is reduced inducing a dramatic change of direction providing an autonomous steering 
mechanism. Figure 5.2 shows a full rotation of a 25 µm long microjet during a period 
of 3.5 seconds while creating and releasing two consecutive front-side bubbles. The 
bubbles emerged during the first 0.5 seconds and they moved to the left side of the 
microengine.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2:  (A) Optical microscopy sequences, stochastic change of the motion due to in-
teraction with microbubbles. (B) Schematic of variable friction control by the 
attached microbubble. Here blue arrow indicates the direction of motion and 
red line simulates the curve trajectory of the microengines. (C) Competition of 
forces involved in the motion and rotation of the hybrid microengines is illus-
trated. Here h is the distance between the long axis of symmetry of microtubes 
and the geometrical centre of the front-side-bubble (level arm). This distance is 
important for microjet rotation due to appearance of torque.
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Immediately after, the microtube starts to change its direction and thus rotates coun-
ter-clockwise (CCW) as well as reducing its velocity. While rotating, the oxygen 
bubbles are continuously growing and thereafter 2.5 s they detach. After being freed 
from the extra drag force exerted by the bubbles, the microjet experiences a dramatic 
acceleration (Figs. 5.2 – 5.3). Therefore, the analysis of the motion regarding the size 
of the front-side bubbles is crucial for understanding the autonomous steering of hy-
brid microjets. Two different parameters were measured to show that the radius of 
the front-side bubble is a crucial parameter on the dynamics of the microengines. The 
first parameter is the angle of rotation, defined between the direction that a microen-
gine was pointing just before and after releasing the front-side bubble. When the val-
ue is 180º means no change on the direction of motion, whereas 120º indicates an 
abrupt change in direction (Figure 5.2 B). The second parameter, speed, is calculated 
as the displacement of the microengine over a 0.2 s interval when pushing microbub-
bles from 3 to 15 µm of diameter.   
In the present study, the speed diminished linearly with increasing bubble di-
ameter. The microengine experiences an average speed of 226.1 ± 21.1µm·s
-1
 (for n 
= 7) data points when it is free of front-side bubbles. The microengine pushing small 
bubbles, e.g. 3 µm of diameter, does not change significantly its direction and like-
wise its speed is only slightly reduced. Therefore, the generation of bubbles from the 
front side with diameter equal or smaller than the microtube diameter, does not alter 
the motility mode of the microengine. In contrast, when the bubble released from the 
front side is larger than the diameter of microtube, e.g. from 4 to 12 µm of diameter, 
the speed decreases linearly. The angle of rotation is also reduced inducing a striking 
change of direction. 
 Figure 5.2 C depicts the competition between the driving and the drag forces 
caused by the front-side-bubble. Torque depends on lever arm and on the forces in-
volved in the motion. Large distance between the long axis of symmetry of the tube 
and the geometrical center of the bubble (large lever arm) produces a small radius of 
torque. However, bubbles with diameter larger than 10 µm, do not provoke a higher 
rotation angle so the radius of the torque is also limited by size itself of the front-
side-bubble. The drag force depends linearly on velocity at low Reynolds numbers 
and is calculated using Stokes drag formula (considered in Chapter 1). The Stokes 
drag force calculated for bubbles from 4 to 15 µm diameter gives a force 16.44 ± 
0.75pN (n = 7). Figure 5.3 shows the velocity of a 50 µm long hybrid microengine 
with the time while releasing a bubble of 10 µm diameter from the front edge of the 
tube. Each data point represents the speed in intervals of 0.5 s taken from sequences 
of 10 frames. The microengine reaches a minimum speed of 38.2 µm·s
-1
 while push-
ing oxygen bubble and it acquires a maximum speed of 167.4 µm·s
-1
 when free of 
bubble. The increase on the drag force exerted by the front-side bubble makes the 
microengine to reduce its velocity while the bubble is growing.  
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Figure 5.3:  Variation of the speed of a 50 μm long Ti/Au-SAM-Catalase microengine during 
10 seconds in the presence of 1.5 wt. % hydrogen peroxide fuel and 0.02 % SDS. 
Insets show superimposed optical images of Ti/Au-SAM-Catalase microengine 
for a period of 2.6 s in both cases.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.4:  (A) Speed and (B) acceleration of a 25 μm long Ti/Au-SAM-Catalase microengine 
over 16 seconds. (C) Superimposed optical images of the same microengine in 
two different situations: a) releasing a bubble, accelerating upon new front-side 
bubble is growing and thus the speed decreases; b) growing of new bubble and 
decelerating at same time as the microengine rotates because front-side bub-
ble moves to the side wall of the tube. 
 
When the bubble migrates to the back edge through the wall of the tube, the 
microengine slightly increases its velocity. Finally, a dramatic acceleration is ob-
served, changing its speed from 69 to 167 µm·s
-1
 when it is completely detached. 
These deceleration/acceleration cycles are continuously repeated and because of that, 
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the speed decreases again after 8 s. The change on the speed and the acceleration was 
studied for a 25 µm long hybrid microengine during 16 s of recorded video (Fig. 5.4 
A-C). Fig 5.4 A plots the speed of microengine every 0.2 s interval. The speed 
decreases both when bubbles are growing from the front-side and when the 
microengine turns. It can be observed in Fig. 5.4 A peaks of maximum velocities 
corresponding to microengines free of front side bubble. Thereafter, a generation of 
new front-side-bubbles makes the speed to decrease upon a minimum speed, when 
the bubble is released. Immediately after releasing, the speed increases reaching also 
a maximum acceleration typically after ca. 0.6 s as shown in Fig. 5.4 B. 
Two sequences are chosen as example of the variable dynamics of the 
microengines, specifically the rotation and acceleration. The superimposed optical 
images of periods about 0.6 s are shown in Fig. 5.4 C (a, b) corresponding to the 
regions a and b in Fig. 5.4 B. Whithin the interval a, the microengine releases two 
consecutive front-side bubbles and thereafter experiences a dramatic acceleration as 
plotted in Fig. 5.4 A and Fig. 5.4 B. Shortly after, a new bubble increases the drag 
force and thus, the speed starts to be reduced again. Moreover, a rotation of the mi-
croengine was observed and further quantification will be discussed in next section. 
In the interval b, the microengine was initially free of front-side-bubble and while 
generating a new one, it rotates counter clock-wise as well as diminishing its speed.  
 
 
Figure 5.5:  Influence of the bubble diameter of the front-side bubble on the speed and the 
rotation angle of Ti/Au-SAM-Catalase microjets. The error bars represent the 
standard deviation. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 plots the quantitative analysis of the angle of rotation (50 µm long 
microjet) and speed with the diameter of the front-side bubble. Briefly, when releas-
ing small front-side bubbles, i.e. 3 µm in diameter, the microengines do not change 
significantly their direction and likewise their speed is only slightly reduced. This 
scenario can be reproduced by adding small amounts of common soap (Fit Gmbh) to 
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the fuel solution. In contrast, when these front-side bubbles are larger than the diame-
ter of microtubes (i.e. from 4 to 12 of diameter) the speed decreases linearly follow-
ing the Stokes law. The hybrid microengines exhibit a force of 16.44 ± 0.75 pN, 
which is 4 times higher than found for 50 µm long Pt based microengines, indicating 
that larger cargo particles could be transported by these hybrid microengines.  
 
5.2.2. Dynamics altered by Front Side Bubbles 
 
Figure 5.6 (A-D) shows the optical images of a hybrid microengine releasing small 
front-side-bubbles during a period of 3 seconds. The Ti/Au-SAM-catalase microen-
gine was immersed in a 1.5 wt % H2O2 fuel and 0.02 % SDS surfactant as in all pre-
vious experiments. However, in this experiment small amounts of common soap (Fit 
Gmbh) were added to the fuel solution in order to reduce the surface tension and con-
sequently the radius of all the released bubbles (front and back side). This change in 
the surface tension leads to such small bubbles that neither the speed of the microen-
gines nor the direction of motion is affected by the size of those front-side-bubbles as 
observed from the blue arrows in Figure 5.6. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Straight motion of hybrid microengine in 1.5 % H2O2 fuel solution containing 
common soap. Blue arrow indicates the direction of motion and pink arrows 
point the "tail" from the small front-side bubbles. 
 
5.3 Summary 
A novel hybrid biocatalytic microjet engine was designed based on enzyme catalase. 
An inner layer of microtubes was functionalized by biocatalyst. Catalase can convert 
millions of molecules of hydrogen peroxide to water and oxygen each second. This 
novel approach leads to faster, more powerful and efficient engines compared to 
those based on a Pt catalyst as well as the use of lower concentration of hydrogen 
peroxide fuel. At concentration 1.5 wt % H2O2 the hybrid microengines move at 10 
bl·s
-1
 compared with 1 bl·s
-1
 from the Pt based-microengines.[23] However, im-
portant to note that due to degradation of enzymes the Pt based microjets can work 
during longer time than biocatalytic microjets. These hybrid biocatalytic microen-
gines can pave the way to other chemical configurations to induce motion and to-
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wards the finding of biocompatible fuels. Such specific functionalization of the inner 
layer of microtubes with molecules can lead to other configurations to generate mo-
tion from different chemical energy sources. Coupling glucose oxidize in the same 
system with catalase would allow transforming of glucose fuel into motion. Howev-
er, for real biomedical applications the reaction products of a possible glucose-
powered micromachine must be removed or consumed by an organism. In any case, 
the ultimate goal is the development of very efficient micro- and nanomachines with 
efficiency close to biological motors. On the other hand, if micromachines can be 
powered and controlled by external fields, a fuel-free propulsion can be achieved.. 
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6  Magnetic Control of Microjet Engines and 
the Delivery of Cargo 
 
 
The motion of Ti/Fe/Pt microengines can be controlled by external magnetic field to 
load, transport and deliver cargo-microobjects in solution. Since ferromagnetic (Fe) 
layer is integrated into the body of microjets external magnetic field is used to con-
trol the directionality of microjet engines motion or even confine them into dynamic 
circular "micro-docks". Conceptually, a microfactory is realized, where microjets can 
capture, transport and deliver particles, thin solid films and biological cells, shown in 
Scheme 6.1. When injected into microfluidic channels microengines are able to move 
and carry microcargo, along and against flowing fluidic streams. It shows a potential 
of being integrated with versatile Lab-on-a-Chip systems (parts of this Chapter were 
adapted from refs. [23, 24, 42]). 
 
 
 
Scheme 6.1: Schematic of microfactory, where micro-cargo is transported, assembled and 
delivered into desired locations using remote controlled microjet engines. 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
Man-made factories use macroscale machines for the transportation and assembly 
line production. It is of interest to miniaturize factories, where new products can be 
fabricated or synthesized at lower cost.[138] Even at lower scale, main inspiration of 
nanofactory comes from biology. A working instrument of "biological nanofactories" 
is the ribosome, consisting of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and protein machines. To-
gether they read messenger RNAs and translate the encoded information to a protein 
machine.[7] It is not known how to make a similar synthetic nanofactory and the de-
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sirable first step consists in the controllable transportation and assembly of cargo ob-
jects. Sen's and Wang's groups demonstrated remote control of catalytic electropho-
retic nanomotors.[22] These nanomotors were used to transport cargo particles. For-
mer advances of these nanomotors were handicapped by two drawbacks, i) extra 
functionality was required either to the nanomotor or to the cargo (e.g. magnetic or 
electrostatic interactions, chemical modification) [15, 139, 140], or ii) low power mi-
cromachines could load only one particle at time.[140] However, practical applica-
tions require higher towing forces and simple mechanisms to bind and un-bind dif-
ferent types of cargo in a controllable way. To date, the realization of these tasks was 
not known. Here, effective and remotely controlled microjet engines are used for the 
transportation, delivery and assembly of multiple inorganic and organic cargo mi-
croobjects. Easy mechanisms of binding and release of cargo by pumping/capillary 
force is shown.[23, 24, 42] 
 
6.2 Results and Discussions 
 
Figure 6.1 shows the remote controlled rolled-up Ti/Fe/Pt microjets by external 
magnetic field (a permanent NdFeB magnet located underneath of microjets is used). 
External magnetic field is used to turn or rotate individual catalytic microjet, as 
shown in optical microscopy sequences of Figure 6.1 A.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Magnetic control of 50 µm long catalytic microjets using external magnetic field. 
(A) Changing the directionality of motion and rotation of individual microjet (di-
rectionality of motion is indicated by yellow arrows). (B) Alignment of several 
microjets along external magnetic field. Window width is equal 420 µm. 
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Figure 6.1 A, left-side image, shows catalytic microjet moving in straight without 
magnetic field. When a static magnetic field is applied, moving microjet changes its 
direction (Fig. 6.1 A, middle-side image), and rotates when a rotating magnetic field 
is applied (Fig. 6.1 A, right-side image). Figure 6.1 B shows several self-propelled 
microjets, which move in straight trajectories. Interestingly, even microjets which 
moved in circular or helical trajectories without magnetic field, turned into straight 
motion in magnetic field. When rotational magnetic field is applied (using magnetic 
stirring plate), microjets start localizing in circular trajectories, i.e. dynamic "micro-
docks". Figure 6.2 A, black curve, shows fit to experimental points of how the locali-
zation radius of microjets depends on the rotating frequency of magnetic field at con-
stant linear velocity 305 µm·s
-1
. The highest sensitivity of localization radius was 
found at a lower frequency of rotational magnetic field. Fig. 6.2 A, blue line, shows 
experimental points how the localization radius changes with increased linear veloci-
ty of microjets at constant frequency of rotational magnetic field, f (B) = 0.3 Hz. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2:  Confinement of self-propelled microjets into circular trajectories using external 
rotational magnetic field. (A) Localization radius as a function of magnetic field 
frequency at the constant linear velocity (black curve is exponential fit) and a 
dependence of localization radius on the mean linear velocity at constant rota-
tional magnetic field (blue line is linear fit). (B) Optical microscopy images of 
different microjets moving at different linear velocities but located in the same 
frequency of magnetic field, i.e. linear speeds are written on top of individual 
images. Yellow drawings with attached blue arrows show schematic of micro-
jets and the directions of their velocity vectors. Round black circles illustrates 
the direction of rotational magnetic field. 
 
 
 According to kinematic equation, localization radius can be described as a 
function of the linear velocity and frequency of rotation r = υ/(2π fB), where υ is the 
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linear velocity of microjet and fB the frequency of body rotation. Using average value 
of linear velocity (305 µm·s
-1
) and substituting values of magnetic field frequencies 
in the range of 0.3–3.3 Hz, the equation is plotted (black curve) in Fig. 5.2 A. It illus-
trates that frequency of magnetic field is synchronized with the rotation of microjet. 
According to these results, the localization radius has a linear dependence on the ve-
locity. However, at higher frequencies of magnetic field microjets start hitting their 
own tails, it leads to fluctuations of the linear and angular velocities. Subsequently, 
tunable "micro-docks" of microjets can be achieved which are well controlled by ex-
ternal magnetic field. 
 
6.2.1. Remote Delivery and Assembly of Cargo  
 
Magnetic control of self-propelled catalytic Ti/Fe/Pt microtubes is used to perform 
selective loading of multiple particles by microengines. Suspended polystyrene mi-
croparticles (5 µm in diameter) were dispersed in a fluid and moved by Brownian 
diffusion. The poles of the magnet were slowly moved into the desired direction to 
perform a specific task (rotation should be slower than around 1 rev s
-1
). Once the 
magnet (and the tube) is turned at an angular speed larger than one revolution per 
second the particles are delivered. Cargo loading works in the following way, the 
suction of the fluid into the tubular microjets induces inward fluid motion which 
streamlines near the entrance of the tubes, dominating over the Brownian diffusion of 
the particles. Therefore, when the particles are located close enough to the microjets, 
they remain absorbed at the entrance of the tubes. The suction is inhibited and that 
allows the Brownian diffusion of the particles away from the tube to take effect so 
that the particle is not tightly locked. This movement, in turn allows more fuel to en-
ter the tube restarting the pumping. This process repeats in a cyclic behaviour. 
Figure 6.3 A shows a sequence of optical microscope images of the microjet 
transporting (i) 3, (ii) 27, (iii) 44, and (iv) 58 polystyrene particles. Figure 6.3 B pre-
sents a quantitative study of the microjet speed as a function of the number of loaded 
particles in 5 % v/v  peroxide solution. As expected, there is a decrease of the speed 
from 80 to 18 µm·s
-1
 due to the increased drag force, when a larger number of mi-
croparticles are absorbed. The drag force of a single microparticle depends linearly 
on velocity at low Reynolds numbers and is calculated using Stokes drag formula. 
The Stokes drag force for one particle moving at a velocity 80 µm·s
-1
 is calculated to 
be 3.77 pN, and a transport of up to 60 particles was achieved. Gibbs and Zhao 
measured a driving force of Si/Pt microsphere-based motor equal to 0.07 pN.[141] It 
is remarkable that the microjet loading such a large number of particles can over-
come the high viscosity of fluid at low Reynolds number. Different types of cargo 
can be delivered by the directed transportation, assembly and reorganization of 
Ti/Fe/Pt nanoplates (25 nm thick and 50 µm wide) at the air-liquid interface.  
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Figure 6.3:  Transportation and delivery of polystyrene microparticles of 5 µm diameter. (A) 
Optical microscopy images of individual microjet loading and transporting i) 3, 
ii) 27, iii) 44, and iv) around 58 microparticles. The insets show an average 
speed of the microjet. (B) Plot shows the speed of the microjet depending on 
the number of loaded microparticles. The red arrow bar shows the direction of 
microjet motion with particles. Fuel solution used: hydrogen peroxide (5 % v/v) 
and 0.005 % BC, 1 % v/v isopropanol. 
 
 
Figure 6.4:  Remote assembly of metallic thin films, i.e. "nanoplates", in a raw by microjets. 
(A) A number of plates, i.e. surface area of transported nanoplates influences 
the microjet speed. The insets show schematic of the microjet moving one na-
noplates and acting forces, schematic of the transportation of several plates. 
(B) Optical microscopy images of individual microjet which carried nanoplates, 
images correspond to experimental points (i–v) in (A). The fuel solution: hydro-
gen peroxide (5 % v/v), 0.005% surfactant and 1 v/v % of isopropanol. 
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Plot in Figure 6.4 A shows self-propelled microjet engine transporting from 1 to 4 
nanoplates (i-v). Thin Ti/Fe/Pt plates are anchored at the air-liquid interface because 
of their hydrophobic properties. The microjet is filled with oxygen gas that also 
moves it to the air-liquid interface (schematically shown as inset in Fig. 6.4 A) due to 
the buoyancy force. The nanoplates contain ferromagnetic (Fe) layers for an easy 
alignment towards the moving microjets, i.e., the magnetic field causes rotation but 
not a linear displacement of the nanoplates. Once a single nanoplate was captured, 
the microjet was directed to other nanoplates until the loading of four consecutive 
objects was achieved. An inverse exponential behaviour of the speed was observed 
as the surface area of the transported plates’ increases. Figure 6.4 B shows optical 
images of the microjet loading, transporting and assembling nanoplates, which corre-
sponds to the experimental points (i-v) in Fig. 6.4 A.  
Different assembly of nanoplates were accomplished by the remote microjets, 
illustrated in Figure 6.5 (A-F). After loading of 3 consecutive objects (Fig. 6.5 A-C), 
the microjet was turned so that the nanoplates could change their configuration (Fig. 
6.5 D). Figure 6.5 F shows four nanoplates assuming a square shape. It indicates re-
mote assembly of microscale cargo into desired configurations. 
 
 
Figure 6.5: Optical microscopy images of the remote controlled microjet that transported 
and assembled nanoplates into different configurations (A-F). Fuel solution: hy-
drogen peroxide (5 % v/v), 0.005% BC and 1v/v % isopropanol. 
 
6.2.2. Delivery of Multiple Mammalian Cells 
 
Multiple neuronal CAD cells (Cathecolaminergic cell line from the central nervous 
system) were loaded, transported and delivered by the catalytic microjets.[24] The 
described methodology of micromachine enabled task was followed by the group of 
Wang to isolate and capture cancer cells using microjets.[29] Fig. 6.6 A shows SEM 
and optical (Fig. 6.6 B) images of individual fabricated microjet with absorbed CAD 
cell (CAD cell was located near the microtube after supercritical drying). Details of 
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CAD culture preparation are provided in the Appendix. Experiments were done in the 
following way. The microengines were directed towards the suspended cells (Fig. 6.7 
A), where cells were loaded and delivered (Fig. 6.7 B-C) into the desired location. In 
the optical sequences, shown in Fig. 6.7, the microjet moves along pushing the cells 
over a period of about 9 s and after releasing them it can return to re-load new cells. 
A long working time of catalytic microjets allows their operation for several hours.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.6: Microjet with CAD cells. (A) SEM and (B) optical images of Ti/Fe/Pt microjet with 
one individual cell. 
 
 
Figure 6.7: Remote controlled microjet loading, transporting and delivering CAD cells in the 
solution of hydrogen peroxide. By a rapid turning of the magnet the cells can be 
delivered into desired place. 
 
Figure 6.8:  Speed of the microjet (left y axis, black circles) and the angle of rotation (right y 
axis, blue line) during loading, transportation and delivery of CAD cells. Back-
ground colours: yellow - microjet free of cells; grey – transporting two cells; or-
ange – delivery of cells. 
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Fig. 6.8 illustrates the microjet speed and angle of rotation during the loading, trans-
portation and delivery of the CAD cells. The microjet is self-propelled in 4 % v/v 
peroxide containing 0.005 v/v % of benzalkonium chloride and 25 % of cells medi-
um. The initial speed, i.e., before loading cells, is 130 µm·s
−1
 and it is reduced to 60 
µm·s
−1
 right after the loading of CAD cells (Fig. 6.8, left y axis). The main reason of 
the deceleration of the microjet speed is the increase on the drag force exerted by the 
loaded cells. During the next 8 seconds the speed does not change significantly until 
the magnetic field is abruptly turned 90° within 0.2 s (Fig. 6.8, right y axis) leading 
to the delivery of the cells (detachment) and consequently an increase of the speed up 
to 70 µm·s
−1
 is observed. It is important to note that the cells remain loosely attached 
to the wall of the microjet. Shortly after the first turn, another ‘shake’ of 40° was 
necessary to achieve the total delivery of the cells. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.3 Microengines in Microfluidic Channels 
 
Synthetic micromachines are of high interest to integrate with Lab-On-a-Chip devic-
es. In particular, only one report concerning application of catalytic nanomotors in 
microfluidic channels has been made.[140] Although the performance of microjets 
was well demonstrated, their motion in microfluidic channels and the transport of 
multiple particles have not been reported so far. Besides, the motion of the catalytic 
micromachines in the microchannels with flowing fluidic streams mimic hydrody-
namic conditions of the human circulatory system. Thus, it is of interest for medical 
applications of microjets. Here, the controlled motion of Ti/Fe/Pt microjets in the 
microfluidic channels is demonstrated, where microjets capture and transport 
polysterol particles in microfluidic channels. The motion of microjets is reported 
against and along the flowing microfluidic streams. 
 
6.3.1. Results and Discussions 
The accurate control of autonomous microjets self-propelled within polydime-
thylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic channels is shown in Figure 6.9. First, the Ti/Fe/Pt 
microjets were suspended along with polystyrene microparticles (5 µm in diameter) 
in a reservoir chamber (1 cm
2
) containing hydrogen peroxide solution (8.75 % v/v) 
and a common soap (Fit Gmbh, 5 % v/v). The optical images in Fig. 6.9 A-C show a 
microjet moving and being directed from the wide microfluidic channel (Fig. 6.9 A) 
toward the narrower working areas (Fig. 6.9 B, C), wherein microparticles were 
loaded and transported. It is important to note that in the case of microfluidic chan-
nels a high concentration of common soap (5 % v/v) was used to reduce the size of 
the bubbles, which otherwise would expand and block the channels. At a higher con-
centration of soap, microbubbles are small enough and microjets can easy overcome 
them. 
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Figure 6.9:  Remote controlled motion of microjets in microfludic channels. (A−C) Optical 
microscopy sequence of the microjet moving in the microchannels of a PDMS 
chip. The blue arrows represent the direction of the magnetic field and yellow 
arrows show the direction of the microjet motion. (D) Scheme of the fabricated 
microfluidic chip which was used to study microjets motion in channels.
 
 
 
The microjet faced the entrance of the microchannel (Figure 6.9 B) and then 
followed a straight trajectory achieved while the magnetic field was kept stationary 
(Figure 6.9 C). As an example, a microjet moved against flow (with speed 73 
µm·s
−1
) at 78 µm·s
−1
 for 13 s. Tracer polystyrene particles with diameters of 5 µm 
were used to correlate the flow rate. The multiple and individual steering of micro-
jets, either in free bulk solution and/or in microchannels with spatial precision is pos-
sible.  A reduction in the speed of nanomotors propelled in the PDMS microchan-
nels relative to that of nanomotors in free solution was previously reported. The au-
thors hypothesized that lower speeds were caused by absorption of the stationary 
H2O2 into the PDMS matrix.[140] To overcome the possible absorption of fuel, a 
flow of hydrogen peroxide solution was introduced into the microchip chamber that 
allows at the same time a continuous supply of the fuel to the microjets. In order to 
study whether our microjets were able to produce enough propulsion power by them-
selves without further alterations, they were directed against flowing streams, as 
shown in Figure 6.10 A. The laminar flow in the microchannels had a parabolic pro-
file [45] (i.e., the flow is faster at the center than at the edges). This phenomenon can 
be observed in the motion of the particles.  
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Figure 6.10:  Microjets moving (A) against and (B) along the continuously induced flow of 
fuel in the microchannels. The plots at the bottom depict the speed of the 
tracer particles (n = 5) and the microjets in absolute values. 
 
 
Thus, all of the represented data points in Fig. 6.10 correspond to particles 
moving near the microjet in the center of the microchannel. Also, the microjet was 
navigated to the center of the channels to obtain either the maximal propulsion or the 
maximal drag force. As expected, the increase in the flow rate (and thus a higher hy-
drodynamic drag force) induced a reduction in the motion of the microjets, whose 
speed dropped from 50 to 30 µm·s
−1
 as the flow rate increased from 80 to 100 µm·s
−1
 
in the opposite direction (Figure 6.10 A). In addition, a microjet moving along, i.e. in 
the same direction, as the flow accelerated, acquiring speeds ranging from 140 to 180 
µm·s
−1
 (Figure 6.10 B).  
The loading of microparticles into microchannels was studies, as represented in 
Figure 6.10. The speed of the microjet decreased with the number of particles loaded; 
nevertheless, the microjet was able to load two consecutive particles, one after an-
other. The microjet moved at a speed of ~160 µm·s
−1
 when free of cargo and decel-
erated linearly as more particles were loaded. The pickup of the first particle is 
shown in Figure 6.11 A–B. At this point, the speed was reduced from 125 µm·s
−1
 
with one particle loaded (see zoomed image in Figure 6.11 B) to 72 µm·s
−1
 when 
transporting two particles (zoomed images in Figure 6.11 B, C). The reduction in 
speed is attributed to two reasons: (i) the increase in the drag force with increasing 
number of particles transported and (ii) the partial blocking of the entrance of the 
tube by the loaded particles, which might reduce the fluid pumping and therefore the 
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propulsion. The equivalent microjet force for pushing a single 5 µm diameter particle 
was calculated to be 7.3 pN. 
 
 
Figure 6.11:  Catalytic Ti/Fe/Pt microjet loading and transporting 5 μm diameter polysty-
rene particles in microfluidic channels. The plot shows the dependence of the 
microjet speed on the number of particles loaded. (A) Moving microjet sorting 
a residual bubble into a 150 μm wide microchannel in a PDMS microchip. (B, 
C) Zoomed images of the microjet loading (B) one and (C) two microparticles. 
(D, E) Microjet transporting (D) one and (E) two microparticles in the micro-
channels. 
 
 
6.4 Summary 
 
The integration of ferromagnetic (Fe) layer into the body of microengines enabled 
the remote control of their motion. Moving trajectories can be controlled by external 
magnetic field, which can lead to the motions in straight lines or circular "micro-
docks". These results show that the peroxide fuel is pumped into the front end of the 
microjet engines, while microbubbles are generated at the opposite end. The loading 
of particles was facilitated by the pumping of fluid into the microtubes via catalytic 
reaction. The movement control of the microengines by external magnetic field 
helped to accurately load and deliver cargo into desired places. Thus, microengines 
have enough power to carry many particles without any magnetic or chemical modi-
fication of the cargo-microjet system. Different kinds of materials, such as polymer, 
metallic and biological cargo microobjects were transported. Important to note, bio-
logical cells which were loaded at the front end of the microjets do not halt the sup-
ply of fuel and therefore the motion does not stop. Demonstrated motion of microjet 
engines in microfluidic channels show high potential of microjets for Lab-on-a-Chip 
devices.   
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7  Light-Controlled Power of Micro-Jet En-
gines 
 
The tuning of the propulsion power of Ti/Cr/Pt catalytic microjet engines is demon-
strated through illumination of solution with a white light source, shown in Scheme 
7.1. Light suppresses the generation of microbubbles, produced by the catalytic mi-
croengine, stopping the microengines if they are fixed or self-propelled above a plat-
inum-patterned surface. The microengines are re-activated by switching off or de-
creasing the intensity of the light source that illuminates the fuel solution. The influ-
ence of local fuel conditions, wavelengths and intensities of light in the visible spec-
trum (500–750 nm) on the generation of microbubbles are investigated (parts of this 
Chapter were adapted from ref. [25]). 
 
 
 
Scheme 7.1: New method of microjet control by a white light source is shown. Optical mi-
croscopy images (bottom) show individual self-propelled (left) and stopped 
(right) microengine right after it was illuminated using a white light source. 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
The control over the power of machines is essential for real applications. Particular-
ly, it is important for micro- and nanotechnology. Consequently, a versatile machines 
should be able to be turned on and off on demand. Although external magnetic field 
can be used to turn the directionality of microjets motion, it has no influence on the 
catalytic reaction, i.e. the power of the microjet engine. Recently, the use of a light 
source has been implemented to propel particle-based micromotors,[142] which gen-
erate force by self-diffusiophoresis. Despite of this demonstration, the motion of the-
se micromotors is limited rigorously by the dissolution of the motor own material or 
to the ultra-violet (UV) spectrum of light.[143] Up to date, a reversible method to 
start and stop self-propelled micromachine by means of a visible light source has re-
mained a challenge. A new method to control the power of catalytic microjet engines 
by a white light source is described in the following pages.[25] 
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7.2 Results and Discussions 
Microjet engines are self-propelled above platinum patterned silicon surface in aque-
ous solution of H2O2 (2.5 % v/v) and BC surfactant (0.5 % v/v). A white light source 
is used to stop the motion of microjet engines. At concentrations of both chemicals 
above a certain threshold, the generation of microbubbles is started. Conditions when 
microengines start moving by microbubbles allow to investigate a concentration re-
gion close to the bistable state, i.e. when the probability of stopping the generation of 
microbubbles is high. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1: Light-controlled motion of individual catalytic microjet engines. (A) Optical im-
age of a self-propelled Ti/Cr/Pt μ-engine moving above a platinum patterned sil-
icon surface. Inset: local illumination of the fuel solution containing the micro-
jet. (B) Tracked trajectory of a microjet stopped after 12 seconds of illumination 
above a Pt-patterned Si surface. The time interval between two spots in the plot 
is 0.5 s. Inset: optical image of the mobile microjets self-propelled above the 
patterned surface. Rolled-up Ti/Cr/Pt catalytic tubular microengines with diame-
ters of 5–10 μm and a length of 50 μm were prepared as described in the Ap-
pendix. 
 
 
Fig. 7.1 A shows an optical microscopy image of a self-propelled µ-engine 
above a Pt patterned silicon substrate (1 nm thick Pt layer) placed in a Petri dish (~50 
mm diameter) under the illumination from a tungsten lamp (inset in Fig. 7.1 A). The 
microjets moving within the illuminated area rapidly reduce their speed and stop af-
ter a few seconds, as shown in Fig. 7.1 B (each point represents the position of the µ-
engine after every 0.5 s). As a control experiment, the motion of microjets above un-
patterned silicon and glass substrates was studied. Their speed does not decrease with 
time despite an illumination for more than 1 min (shown in Fig. 7.5) indicating that 
the presence of a Pt substrate has an important effect on the generation of microbub-
bles.  
Figure 7.2 shows the analyzed deceleration of a microengine which was 
switched ‘off’ (Fig. 7.2 A) and switched ‘on’ (Fig. 7.2 B). Both studied µ-engines are 
navigating above a Pt-patterned silicon surface. First, the power of the light source is 
turned to maximum (Fig. 7.2 A) which leads to a full stop of the microjet after a time 
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lapse of 12 seconds (from 65 to 0 µm·s
-1
). This phenomenon is also reversible since 
by dimming the light source, a static µ-engine activates and accelerates from 0 to 55 
µm·s
-1
 as the light intensity is further decreased. In both studied cases, i.e. start and 
stop, the phenomenon is not immediate and thus it requires a few seconds to either 
fully stop or to acquire maximum speed. The speed of the microjets is directed to the 
concentration of available hydrogen peroxide.  
 
 
 
Figure 7.2: Switching the propulsion of individual microjets “off” (A) and “on” (B) using a 
white light source. (A) The microjets decelerate and stop after a 12 s exposure 
of the maximum white light power. The insets show a microjet moving (left in-
set) and stopped (right inset). (B) Starting of the self-propulsion of a microjet 
while decreasing the intensity of light. 
 
 
The decomposition of H2O2 under visible and UV light is accompanied by the 
generation of highly reactive oxygen species such as -OOH and •OH radicals.[144, 
145, 146] Response to visible light by photo-catalysts can also be increased due to Pt 
loading into semiconductor structures.[147] This can create reactive radicals with an 
addition of hydrogen peroxide solution.[148] Surfactants degradation by an addition 
of peroxide while illumination with light, have been well studied in cases of the pho-
to-Fenton process,[149, 150] and photocatalysts.[151, 152] The wetting of the inside 
of the microengines is very sensitive to the surface tension of the fuel, which is regu-
lated by the surfactant.[23] Thus, a small decrease in its concentration will lead to a 
reduction of the speed and to the formation of larger bubbles. Insets in Fig. 7.2 A 
show a difference in bubble size before and after illumination, which indicates that 
the surfactant and hydrogen peroxide concentration has been modified during the ex-
posure of light.  
Microbubbles study at different peroxide and BC concentrations at low intensi-
ty of white light is presented in Figure 7.3. Here, it is important to note that the mi-
crojets are only stopped when they are self-propelled directly above the Pt-patterned 
substrates, confirming the in situ decomposition of peroxide enhanced by Pt in the 
presence of visible light. 
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7.2.1. Influence of White Light Power, Surfactant and Fuel 
 
Since the continuous motion of self-propelled microjets complicates a thorough 
study, the influence of the light illumination on microjets attached to a Pt-patterned 
Si substrate was investigated [This experiment was carried out in collaboration with 
Dr. E. J. Smith]. Figure 7.3 A shows the influence of the H2O2 concentration on the 
bubble generation at different light intensities while maintaining a constant BC con-
centration (5 v/v %). A transition from 2 % to 3 v/v % of H2O2 changed the initial 
bubble frequency from 1.5 Hz to 7.25 Hz (intensity of 140 arb. u.). This jump in fre-
quency is 4.2 times higher in comparison to a jump from 3 % to 4 % peroxide con-
centration.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3: Bubble frequency of fixed microjets at different intensities of white light while 
varying the (A) H2O2 and (B) BC concentrations. The insets show optical micro-
graphs and schematic of the microbubble recoil from a microjet, before (left) 
and after (right) being stopped by light. Error bars in both figures represent sta-
tistical data of microbubble generation from individual microjets over 4 se-
conds.  
 
 
 Despite the different initial peroxide concentration, the bubble frequency de-
creases in all cases when the intensity of light reaches 190 arb.u. Beyond this intensi-
ty, no more bubbles are released from the tubes (yellow region on the plots). Fig. 7.3 
B shows data of microjets by varying the BC concentration from 0.05–5 v/v %, while 
maintaining a constant concentration of hydrogen peroxide (4 v/v %). Reducing the 
BC concentration by one order of magnitude from 5 to 0.5 % does not produce an 
enormous change of the bubble frequency. However, decreasing it to 0.05 %, reduces 
the frequency to half of the initial (from 8.2 Hz to 4.1 Hz). Consequently, it is clear 
that the release of bubbles is sensitive to both components of the fuel and to the light 
intensity. A reversible switching ‘off’ and ‘on’ of microjets is achieved by an in-
crease and decrease of the white light intensity. This effect is local and it takes place 
only in the illuminated region. For instance, if the illuminated area is moved along 
the surface with the fixed microjets, the no-longer-illuminated regions activate im-
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mediately after, while the microengines under the illuminated region are stopped. It 
is hypothesized that the reactivation of the microengines is due to fluid diffusion 
from the nonilluminated surroundings (i.e. replenishment of un-degraded peroxide 
and surfactant, allowing for a recovering of the initial propelling conditions).  
 
7.2.2. Influence of Laser Light Wavelength and Power 
 
A supercontinuum white light laser source in conjunction with a monochrometer is 
used to determine the spectral and intensity influence of visible light on the frequen-
cy of microbubbles [This experiment was carried out in collaboration with Dr. E. J. 
Smith]. For this purpose a laser spot, emitted from a fiber output of the monochrome-
ter, illuminates the sample surface. Experimental setup consisting of the laser, mono-
chrometer, and a 50:50 beam splitter for in situ monitoring of the intensity of light 
illuminating the sample (the setup is described in Chapter 2). This setup allows per-
forming in situ monitoring of the microbubble frequency in response to a predefined 
intensity and wavelength (wavelength resolution 2 nm full width at half maximum). 
 
 
 
Figure 7.4: Dependence of bubble frequency on the individual wavelengths from a white 
light laser. Straight lines represent a linear fit to experimental points, extrapo-
lated to the point where the microengines are not active. The inset plots the ex-
trapolated points corresponding to the power required to switch ‘off’ the micro-
jets depending on the laser wavelength. Below this curve, the microbubbles are 
switched ‘off’. 
 
 
 Fig. 7.4 shows a quantitative analysis of µ-engines illuminated by the laser 
spot at different wavelengths and intensities (here 1 arb.u. ≈ 1 µW) immersed in a 2 
v/v % H2O2 and 0.5 v/v % BC aqueous solution. The graph in Fig. 7.4 shows linear 
fits to the experimental points, representing the change in microbubble frequencies at 
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different laser power and wavelengths with interval steps of 50 nm. The linear plots 
are extrapolated to the point of zero bubble frequency in order to determine the con-
ditions of the light intensity and power to stop the microengines. The inset graph of 
Fig. 7.4 shows a logarithmic fit to the extrapolated points. The region below the 
curve reveals an area where a µ-engine is switched ‘off’ and the region above the 
curve is where it is switched ‘on’. This data clearly shows that the sensitivity of mi-
crobubble generation is highest at shorter wavelengths. Nevertheless, it is possible to 
fully stop the generation of microbubbles at longer wavelengths by increasing the 
intensity of the light. The energy of a photon depends on its wavelength (λ) and 
equals E = h·c/λ, where c is the speed of light and h is Planck’s constant. Subse-
quently, light with higher energy, corresponding to shorter wavelengths (i.e. for λ = 
500 nm E = 2.48 eV, and λ = 750 nm E = 1.65 eV) degrades the H2O2 more rapidly. 
Error bars here were calculated as the standard deviation of 20 to 100 (depending on 
available data points) independent measurements of microbubble generation. 
 
7.2.3.  Non-Stoppable Propulsion 
 
Motion of the catalytic microjets was studied under white light above planar Si sur-
face using the same solution, which is sample from the same batch, described for Fig. 
7.1. Fig. 7.5 displays an individual self-propelled Ti/Cr/Pt µ-engine which did not 
decrease its propulsion power with time under maximum intensity of white light (il-
luminated by 100 W bulb 10x ocular of Zeiss Microscope).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.5: Tracked trajectory of an individual microjet engine self-propelled above bare 
silicon surface during 12 seconds. Insets show self-propelled microjet with 
length of 50 µm in solution with schematics, showing the light beam illuminat-
ing the µ-engine (note: micrograph picture was actually a top view, here it is 
represented as side view to understand better the location of microjet). Each 
point represents microengine position every 0.5 s. 
 
  
 The initial average speed 190 µm·s
-1
 was not affected after 66 seconds of il-
lumination. The crossed square shows an initial position of the microjet and the 
schematic microjet shows its final pos tion over longer period of time. The investiga-
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tion of several microengines confirmed ition. The trajectory was tracked over 12 se-
conds which demonstrates microjets mo that it is not possible to stop generation of 
oxygen microbubbles and consequently the propulsion of catalytic microjets above 
Si or glass surfaces. 
 
7.2.4. Optimization of Surfactant and Hydrogen Peroxide Con-
centrations 
 
Figure 7.6 shows how bubble radius depends on the surface tension of the fuel solu-
tion (adjusted by an addition of BC surfactant) and concentration of H2O2 [This ex-
periment was carried out in collaboration with Dr. S. Sanchez]. An array of microen-
gines integrated on Si substrate (containing Pt patterned surface) was studied. To 
avoid influence of white light and understand better how solution affects micro-
bubbles diameter we kept white light at the lowest possible intensity.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.6: Study of different solutions, which effect generating bubble radius at a low in-
tensity of white light, (A) different concentrations of hydrogen peroxide (1–3.5 
v/v %) and constant concentration of surfactant BC (0.5 v/v %) and (B) different 
concentration of BC (5·10-3 – 5 v/v %).  
 
 
Every point in plot represents an average of five consecutive bubbles from dif-
ferent microengines located on the same substrate. Graph 7.6 A shows that upon sys-
tematic decrease of hydrogen peroxide concentration, the average radius of the mi-
crobubbles increases, however below 2 v/v % H2O2 the generation of microbubbles 
is stopped. A similar trend, shown in Fig. 7.6 B, is observed upon the decrease of BC 
concentration. However, at very low concentrations of surfactant, the microbubbles 
do not disappear – they grow and reach sizes of about 190 µm of radius and bigger. It 
is indicated that by the blue circle and arrow bar at concentration 5·10
-3
 v/v %. It is 
expected that if only surfactant is degraded by light, which must increase local sur-
face tension, microbubbles would not disappear  upon exposure to light. Because mi-
crobubbles do disappear during illumination we conclude that peroxide degradation 
must also take place which can influence a local surface tension as explained in the 
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main text. In addition, the study of surface tension before and after exposure to light 
confirms that degradation of surfactant must be mediated by reactive species created 
during the illumination of hydrogen peroxide. 
 
7.2.5. Cyclic Voltammetry 
 
By means of electrochemical measurements the generation of oxidizing species from 
a H2O2 solution was investigated after illumination with white light. Fig. 7.7 depicts 
the Cyclic Voltammetry measurements, showing that the oxidation peak at 0.8 V (vs 
Ag/AgCl) increases after illumination, meaning that ionic species are generated in 
the solution [This experiment was carried out by Dr. S. Sanchez and Dr. C. C. Bof 
Bufon]. All cyclic voltammetric experiments were performed using an electrochemi-
cal analyzer µ-Autolab type III potentiostat/galvanostat (Ecochemie, Utrecht, the 
Netherlands) connected to a computer. Electrochemical experiments were carried out 
in a 5 mL voltammetric cell at room temperature (25 °C), using a three-electrode 
configuration.  
 
 
 
Figure 7.7:  Cyclic voltammetry in PBS solution pH = 7 of 5 mM H2O2 before (red) and after 
(blue) the illumination with white light to the solution and (green) after illumi-
nating a solution containing a wafer sputtered with Pt thin film. 
 
 
A platinum electrode served as an auxiliary electrode and an Ag/AgCl elec-
trode as a reference and glassy carbon electrodes (3 mm diameter). All values of 
electrochemical potential reported in this work are stated vs. Ag/AgCl. Cyclic volt-
ammetric experiments were carried out at a scan rate of 100 mV·s
-1
 using Phosphate 
Buffer Solution (PBS) pH 7.0. The effect of platinum as catalyst in the electrochemi-
cal oxidation of hydrogen peroxide has been broadly reported in literature. The cyclic 
voltammograms (Fig. 5.18) show that the oxidation peaks of 5 mM hydrogen perox-
ide (red line) starts at +0.9 V. When a white light source illuminates the peroxide so-
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lution for 1 min, the intensity of the voltammetric signal increases in the current re-
sponse (blue line). Next, a Pt-patterned Si wafer was placed in close contact to the 
electrodes, enhancing the decomposition of H2O2 in an electrochemical cell as clear-
ly seen in the increase of the oxidative current (green line). All the depicted voltam-
mograms correspond to the third voltammetric cycle. Such response clearly shows 
that light influences the electrocatalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide at Pt 
surfaces. The reactions describing the hydrogen peroxide decomposition have been 
previously reported in the literature.[153] The H2O2 can decompose into O2 and ·OH 
radicals which might lead to an increase on the anodic current while illuminating the 
solution in the presence of Pt catalyst. These oxidative species might lead into de-
composition of the surfactant molecules in the close vicinity of Pt surface, in similar 
manner as reported before.[154] Although the electrochemical experiments are not 
conclusive by themselves, the analysis on surface tension to confirm this hypothesis 
was performed. 
 
7.2.6. Measurement of Surface Tension 
 
Surface tension measurements confirm that the combination of light and Pt surfaces 
degrades the surfactant, increasing the surface tension of the solution, as shown in 
Table 7.1 [This experiment was carried out in collaboration with Dr. S. Sanchez]. 
Surface tension of the working solution, i.e. H2O2 2 v/v % and BC from 0.5–0.05 % 
v/v was measured before and after exposure to white light. Results are shown in Ta-
ble 7.1. Surface tension measurements were performed by evaluating the drop profile 
for each surfactant in a computer controlled KSV CAM101- optical contact angle 
and surface tension meter. A 150 W white lamp was used for the light exposure.  
 
 
 
Experiment 
 
BCl, 0.5 % 
 
 
BCl, 0.05 % 
 
Solution before exposure to light (mN/m) 
 
 
32.4 
 
 
35 
 
 
Solution after exposure to light, Si surface 
(mN/m) 
 
 
33.6 
 
 
41.7 
 
 
Solution after exposure to light, Pt patterned 
on Si (mN/m) 
 
 
35.3 
 
 
54.9 
 
 
Table 7.1: Solution surface tension measured before exposure to white light, probed from 
Si surface and Pt patterned Si surfaces. 
 
 
 In comparison to initial value, the results of BC 0.5 v/v % and H2O2 2 v/v % 
clearly indicate an increase of surface tension on 3 % after switch on of white light 
over Si surface and on 9 % if Pt patterned surface is used. For BC 0.05 v/v % and 
H2O2 2 v/v % this difference is even increased. The surface tension after light expo-
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sure over Si surface is 19 % higher and 57 % higher than the initial value if a Pt pat-
terned Si surface is used. The results indicate that a degradation of the surfactant is 
taking place, enhanced by the presence of light and Pt layers. 
 
7.3 Summary 
 
The control over the propulsion of microbubble-driven Ti/Cr/Pt microjet engines 
with a white light source is demonstrated. Light induces a local concentration de-
crease of both the hydrogen peroxide fuel and the surfactant. An implemented white 
light source was used to switch “off” and “on” the microjet power/speed on demand 
during timescale of seconds. This process was mediated through the illumination of 
the fuel solution above platinum patterned silicon surfaces. Although white light can 
be used to switch off microengine propulsion, shorter wavelengths suppress the gen-
eration of microbubbles more rapidly in comparison to longer wavelength. It was 
shown that an interior of microjets, i.e., generation of microbubbles, is very sensitive 
towards change of surface tension and concentration of the hydrogen peroxide mole-
cules. A local illumination of the Pt patterned silicon substrate creates highly reactive 
oxygen species from hydrogen peroxide. It was hypothesized that these reactive spe-
cies cause the degradation of surfactant which indicate measurements of solution sur-
face tension. Electrochemical measurements support this finding. In future the role of 
Pt patterned surface has to be determined. It can have additional effect due to possi-
ble interaction with light, like in case of semiconductor materials, where additional 
charges can appear (electron-hole pairs). These results open the door towards many 
practical applications including full remote control over the power of micro- and na-
nomachines. 
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8  Self-Propelled Nanotools based on the 
Nano-Jet Engine 
 
Nanoscale tools are described in the form of autonomous and remote controlled cata-
lytically self-propelled InGaAs/GaAs/(Cr)Pt tubes. These rolled-up tubes with diam-
eters in the range of 280 – 600 nm, move in hydrogen peroxide solutions with speeds 
as high as 180 µm·s
-1
. The effective transfer of chemical energy to translational mo-
tion has allowed these tubes to perform useful tasks such as the transport of cargo. 
Furthermore, it was observed that asymmetrically rolled-up nanotubes move in a 
corkscrew-like trajectories allowing these tubes to drill and embed themselves into 
fixed cancer cells, shown in Scheme 8.1. These observations suggest that the shape 
and asymmetry of nanomaterials can be utilized to direct the motion of catalytic 
nanojets and enable mechanized functions at the nanoscale (parts of this Chapter 
were adapted from ref. [26]). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 8.1: Optical microscopy (top) and SEM images (bottom) of self-propelled nanotube 
which drilled autonomously cancer cells material. 
 
8.1 Introduction 
 
The mimicry of mechanized macroscale functions at the nanoscale is important for 
nanomanufacturing and nanorobotics.[1, 18] However, even simple macroscopic 
tasks are extremely challenging at these small scales, since it is hard to achieve and 
control nanoscale actuation reproducibly, reversibly and especially in a wireless 
manner. It is noteworthy that versatile methods to roll-up nanomembranes into func-
tional tubes have been previously demonstrated.[31, 130, 155, 156, 157] Among the-
se methods, roll-up nanotechnology on polymers, described througout this disserta-
tion. However, these methods do not allow the reduction of tubular diameter to na-
noscale. Here, catalytic nanotubes, representing "the smallest man-made jet engine", 
are fabricated by using heteroepitaxial layers.[158, 159] Furthermore, it was found 
that the asymmetry in the shape of the rolled-up heteroepitaxial nanotubes is im-
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portant for trajectories of their motion and that it can be utilized to enable functional 
nanotools. The use of rolled-up tubes as nanomechanical tools, such as nanodrillers, 
was motivated by the proposal made over ten years ago by Schmidt, Eberl,[130] and 
recently demonstrated miniaturized mechanical surgeons.[160, 161, 162] Here, the 
proof-of-concept of nanotools realization is provided. 
8.2 Results and Discussions 
 
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) was utilized to deposit thin films of InGaAs/GaAs 
on sacrifical AlAs layers and bulk GaAs substrate. Considerable strain in such het-
eroepitaxial layers cause them to roll up into tubes with nanoscale diameters upon 
release from the substrate, as previously demonstrated.[163, 164] In order to create 
self-propelled tubes it was necessary to deposit a catalytically active platinum (Pt) 
layer. Even with this Pt layer, it was observed that the strain in the MBE membranes 
was high enough so that catalytic nanotubes with diameters approximately 20 times 
smaller than previously reported rolled-up catalytic microjets [20, 23, 24]. Conse-
quently, results about the smallest man-made catalytic jet engines are described here. 
Using these smaller tubes, several important questions were addressed. Can nano-
tubes overcome Brownian diffusion and move along a specific trajectory? Can the 
shape be utilized to alter their trajectories and as a result permit new functionalities? 
Can the power derived from such motion be used to perform useful tasks? 
To create catalytically active roll-up tubes, the successive growth of the sacri-
ficial AlAs layer (20 nm) and the strained In0.33/Ga0.67 As/GaAs bilayer (3/3 nm) by 
Molecular Beam Epitaxy on a GaAs (001) substrate was followed by magnetron 
sputtering of different thicknesses of Pt layers. After the deposition of metals, 
trenches were defined for under-etching, by scratching the samples. The selective 
etching of the AlAs layer was achieved using an 8.3 % (v/v) HF solution for 30 se-
conds, which induced the roll-up process by strain relaxation. Samples were fabricat-
ed with different thicknesses of Pt layers from 0.5 nm to 2 nm and observed that a 
thicker Pt film leads to an increase in the diameter of the nanotubes from 280 up to 
600 nm (Fig. 8.1). This increase is attributed to the increase in the overall layer 
thickness, as has been discussed before.[164, 165, 166]  
 
8.2.1.  Fabrication of Nanotools 
 
The fabrication process is depicted in the lower inset of Fig. 8.1, showing the roll-up 
of the heteroepitaxially grown InGaAs/GaAs/Pt nanomembranes. The upper inset of 
Fig. 8.1 shows a Focused Ion Beam (FIB) cut SEM image of a cross-section of an 
individual nanotube consisting of InGaAs/GaAs/Pt (3/3/0.5 nm) films.  
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Figure 8.1: Scalability of the diameter of rolled-up nanotubes consisting of hybrid heteroep-
itaxial catalytic InGaAs (3 nm)/GaAs (3 nm)/Pt thin films. Bottom inset shows 
the rolled up fabrication process by selective under-etching of the sacrificial 
AlAs (20 nm) layer. Top inset depicts a SEM image containing a focused-ion-
beam (FIB) cut of an individual tube composed of InGaAs/GaAs/Pt (0.5 nm).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.2:   Motion and speeds of cylindrical catalytic rolled-up nanotubes (nanojets) in 
different concentrations of fuel solution. (A) SEM image of hybrid heteroepi-
taxial catalytic InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt (3/3/1/1 nm) nanotube with average diame-
ter 600 nm. (B-D), optical microscopy images of catalytic nanojets self-
propelled in 6, 16 and 20 % v/v H2O2, recorded during 1 second. Arrows shows 
the velocity magnitude at different fuel conditions. Scale bar in B-C is 15 µm 
and in D is 30 µm. 
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In order to enhance the stability and mechanical rigidity of the tubes for reproducible 
nanotools, Cr (1 nm) as an additional adhesion layer was sandwiched between the 
InGaAs and Pt layers. The rolled-up thin film stack of InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt (3/3/1/1 
nm) had an average tube diameter of 600 nm. This number is similar to the diameter 
achieved when 2 nm of Pt is deposited in a thin film system of InGaAs/GaAs/Pt, as 
can be seen from Fig. 8.1. Cylindrical or asymmetrically rolled tubes can be obtained 
by scratching the thin films in different directions. Fig. 8.2 A shows an SEM image 
of an InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt nanotube with a slightly conical-like geometry of 10 µm 
length. Platinum coated rolled-up tubes move autonomously as nanojets when they 
are immersed in a solution of hydrogen peroxide. The catalytic nanojets are powered 
by the decomposition of H2O2 into molecular oxygen which accumulates in the small 
cavity and eventually gets released from one end of the nanotube as visible bubbles 
(Fig. 8.2 B-D). Figure 8.2 B-D illustrates the motion and trajectories of In-
GaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt (3/3/1/1 nm) nanojets immersed in different concentrations of per-
oxide fuel. The depicted nanojets move at speeds of 12, 84, and 110 µm s
-1
 for 6, 16, 
and 20% v/v H2O2, correspondingly. These results demonstrate that bubble driven 
catalytic nanojets can indeed overcome Brownian diffusion as well as the high vis-
cous forces of the fluid at low Reynolds numbers.[4] To reduce the high surface ten-
sion inside the small tubes, 10% v/v of surfactant was added into the fuel solution. 
Since at 20 % v/v H2O2 the nanojets acquire high speeds and yet controllable direc-
tionality, we selected those fuel conditions as ideal to demonstrate the capabilities of 
these jets as nanotools.  
 
8.2.1.  Kinematics of Nanotools 
 
While a few tubes rolled-up into cylinders (Fig. 8.3 A), the vast majority of tubes 
rolled up at an angle, mainly due to the substrate orientation since layers favor rolling 
along the (In)GaAs <100> direction. As a result, many of the fabricated nanotubes 
present a sharp tip, clearly seen in Fig. 8.3 A (b-c). The release of bubbles from these 
rolled-up structures is asymmetric in nature, thus the catalytic nanojets move in 
curved trajectories (Fig. 8. 3 B, b and c). As a comparison, nanojet (a) which has a 
straight opening self-propels linearly at 50 µm s
-1
 during 2.2 seconds, whereas nano-
jet (b) moves in a circular trajectory at speed of 63 µm s
-1
 during 3 seconds. Nanojet 
(c) containing a sharper tip moves in circular trajectories with a larger radius at a 
speed of 68 µm s
-1
 during 5.2 seconds and at the same time it performs a corkscrew 
movement. To achieve that specific type of motion, the front end of the nanojet (c) 
propagates in a straight line along its long axis of symmetry while the back end of 
the tube performs a helix-like motion. The screw-like motion is observed only for 
this type of nanojets (Fig. 8.3. A (c)), and it has never been reported either for previ-
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ous microscale engines,[20, 23] nor for electrophoretic nanowire-based nanomotors. 
Fig. 8.3 C shows a schematic of the nanotools’ (a) circular, (b) straight and (c) 
screw-like motions. Straight arrows indicate the direction of motive force and circu-
lar arrows show torques (τ) acting on the nanojets. The magnitude of torques depends 
on the driving force, the length of the lever arm, and the angle between the driving 
force vector and the lever arm. In the case of straight motion (nanojet (a)), the driv-
ing force acts along the long axis of symmetry and it propels the tube in a straight 
line. In contrast, the origin of a torque in the z-x plane (τzx) leads to a circular motion, 
shown in Fig. 8.3 C (b). If an additional torque (τzx) is present due to a further asym-
metry at the edge of the nanotube, it can rotate the tube around its long axis and con-
sequently lead to a cork-screw like motion, shown in Fig. 8.3 C (c). 
 
 
 
Figure 8.3:  SEM images of rolled-up nanotubes with cylindrical and asymmetric geometries 
and their autonomous trajectories in 20 % v/v H2O2 and 10 % v/v surfactant. (A) 
SEM images of rolled up InGaAs/Cr/Pt layers forming (a) straight cylindrical 
opening and (b-c) asymmetric “sharp tip” like structures. (B) tracked trajectories 
of self propelled nanotools following (a) straight (b), circular and (c) corkscrew-
like trajectories. (C) Schematic of the trajectories with forces represented by 
straight yellow arrows and torques represented by circular yellow arrows. 
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In order to serve as practical tools, guidance from long distance could also be 
achieved by incorporation of a ferromagnetic layer. The deposition of a thin iron (Fe, 
10 nm) layer on the top of the rolled-up tubes allowed steering the nanojets using a 
small external magnet placed underneath the working solution. Fig. 8.4 A demon-
strates the remote magnetic control over the directionality of the motion of the self-
propelled nanotools as reported previously for microjet engines.[23] Yellow arrows 
indicate the direction of nanojet propulsion whereas white arrows show the direction 
of the external magnetic field (B). It is clear that a small change in the direction of 
the magnetic field is enough to alter the direction of the nanojets. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.4: Remote magnetic guidance of InGaAs/GaAs/(Cr)/Pt nanotools. These nanojets 
were sputtered with a 10 nm thick layer of Fe after rolling-up, to enable mag-
netic guidance. (A) image sequences showing that the nanojets are aligned in 
the direction of the external magnetic field. (B) Image sequences illustrating the 
use of self-propelled nanotools for loading, transport and delivery of multiple 
yeast cells. Scale bars in A and B correspond to 15 and 10 µm. 
 
 
 The capabilities of the nanotools as shuttles of yeast cells were exploited. Fig. 
8.4 B illustrates the pick-up, transport and delivery of multiple yeast cells by a cata-
lytic nanotool in 20 % v/v H2O2. In the absence of attached cells, the nanotool pro-
pels within a region crowded with yeast cells at a speed of 125 µm s
-1
. The nanotool 
could be guided to specific cells to be loaded (Fig 8.4 B central panel); when loaded 
with three yeast cells, the tool decelerated down to a speed of 25 µm s
-1
. It is note-
worthy that even though the nanotool has a length of 10 µm, a dimension similar to 
the diameter of the three transported cells, it moves at 2.5 body lengths s
-1
 while 
transporting the cells, illustrating the high power output of the catalytic nanojets.  
 Since functionalization with antibodies was not used, it is believed that the 
cells were attached to the outer surface of the nanotool by van der Waals type inter-
actions. The loaded cells were transported over a period of 25 seconds from a 
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“crowded” area to a “clean” area enabling the transport of cells in solution by self-
propelled and remotely controlled nanotools. The continuous rotation of the nanotool 
and the drag force weakens the attachment of the cells to the tube, so that they are 
eventually released. We observed that the release of the cells lead to an acceleration 
of the nanotool reaching speeds of about 180 µm s
-1
. Note that this speed is higher 
than the initial speed in the “crowded” area, where the nanotool collided with several 
yeast cells, slightly reducing its velocity. Although the transport of cells by larger 
catalytic microjets was previously reported in Chapter 6 [23] and by Wang’s group 
[29] the jets utilized here are much smaller, and yet powerful enough to transport 
cells. 
 
8.2.2.  Drilling of fixed Cancer HeLa Cells 
 
The corkscrew propulsion was exploited of the nanojets to drill into biomaterials 
such as those constituting HeLa cells, which are an immortal cell line derived from 
cervical cancer [Dr. W. Xi prepared cells in this experiment].  
 
  
 
Figure 8.5: Cork-like movement of nanotools. (A) Autonomous corkscrew-like motion of a 
single InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt (3/3/1/1 nm) rolled-up nanotool. Arrows indicate rel-
ative motion of the nanojet between panels and the schematic inset shows this 
type of motion. (B) Optical microscopy image of an active nanotool drilling into 
a crosslinked biomaterial – a paraformaldehide-fixed HeLa cell. Scale bar 10 µm.  
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It should be noted that paraformaldehyde was utilized to fix the cells prior to the 
drilling experiments for two reasons: (a) to remove the influence of any chemically 
induced deformation of the cell during drilling in the H2O2 fuel, (b) these fixed cells 
represent a cross-linked version of a realistic cellular biomaterial, so it was rational-
ized that if the nanotools could generate enough force to drill into fixed cells, they 
would likely have more than enough force to drill into uncrosslinked cells. The type 
of motion needed for drilling is clearly shown in Fig. 8.5 by optical microscope se-
quences of an individual nanojet which self-propels in a screw-like motion during 
200 ms at a rotational frequency of 10 Hz (fuel composition: 20 % v/v H2O2, 10 % 
v/v surfactant). Straight arrows in the images indicate the linear displacement of the 
nanojet during the studied time. The inset of Fig. 8.5 A depicts a schematic of the 
rotation of the nanojet during translation. The optical image in Fig. 8.5 B displays a 
single nanotool which self-propels and embeds itself into a fixed HeLa cell. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.6: Rolled-up nanotool drillers. (A, C) Representative secondary electron SEM imag-
es of tubular nanotools which were autonomously embedded into a biomaterial 
(fixed Hela cells). (B, D) Corresponding backscattered SEM images showing the 
bright contrast of the embedded nanotool compared to the soft cellular materi-
al [Prof. Dr. D. H. Gracias provided these SEM images]. 
 
 
Once the cellular boundary is reached, the nanotools stick to it and start drill-
ing the cellular biomaterial over several minutes. To gain insight into the drilling 
phenomena, SEM study was performed using a secondary (Fig. 8.6 A, C) and 
backscatter (Fig. 8.6 B, D) detector which show individual nanotools drilled into 
HeLa cells. The contrast in the back scatter images Fig. 8.6 B and D is due to differ-
ent atomic masses and allows us to clearly differentiate between the metallic tubes 
and the paraformaldehyde fixed cells. They show that the metallic nanotools were 
indeed embedded into these fixed HeLa cells. The yellow arrows indicate an initial 
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direction of nanotools drilling into the cells. We also observed this drilling via opti-
cal microscopy and observed that once the nanotools reach the fixed cells, they insert 
a repetitive motion at a frequency above 40 Hz for the studied fuel conditions. Since 
a smooth rotational motion was sometimes impeded by the roughness of the object 
surface, a translational or impulse motion was observed. Subsequently, once bound 
to the target cell each nanotool asserted this repetitive force over two thousand times 
a minute which facilitated their penetration inside the fixed cell. 
 
8.3 Summary 
 
In summary, the application of self-propelled catalytic nanojets fabricated by the 
roll-up of thin films deposited by molecular beam epitaxy was demonstrated. MBE 
growth of ultra-thin heteroepitaxial layers allows the reduction of the tube diameter 
down to 280 nm, representing the smallest jet engine reported to date. The particular 
asymmetry of the tubular structures provides a screw-like motion which was em-
ployed for drilling into fixed cells. When a ferromagnetic layer was deposited on top 
of the rolled-up nanojets, an additional remote control over the motion of such 
nanotools enabled their directed guidance. Despite the small size, the nanotools are 
able to pick up and transport multiple yeast cells to desired targets. Although the fuel 
employed for self-propulsion is still toxic to sustain viable cellular functions, alterna-
tive mechanisms of powered motion and working conditions foresee the use of this 
concept in diverse applications such as biomedical engineering, biosensing and bio-
physics. While hydrogen peroxide may be acceptable for applications in nanomanu-
facturing and nanorobotics, biocompatible fuels need to be developed for live-cell 
applications. Nonetheless, due to the reduced dimensions but yet the high propulsion 
power, these results suggest strategies of using shape, size and asymmetry of catalyt-
ic nanostructures as tools to realize mechanized functions at the nanoscale. 
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9  Self-Organization of Micro-Jet Engines at 
the Air-Liquid Interface 
 
 
Autonomous catalytic Ti/Cr/Pt microjet engines with diameter 5 – 10 µm, buoyed by 
oxygen microbubbles, act as catalytic microstriders at the air-liquid interface of the 
solution fuel. Microengines, buoyed and self-propelled by oxygen bubbles, are at-
tracted to solid edges and islands by the meniscus climbing effect, which is one of 
the main features found in the behaviour of biological water striders. Scheme 9.1 
shows schematic of self organization of microengines into bistable swarm, consisting 
of multiple microengines. Here, a balance between the microengines attractive capil-
lary and repulsive driving forces sets self-organization of catalytic microjets (parts of 
this Chapter were adapted from ref. [27]).  
 
 
Scheme 9.1: Schematic of microengines activation and self-organization at the solution fuel 
surface of hydrogen peroxide mixture in propylene carbonate (PC). 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 
Self-organization play a fundamental role in biology, it concerns multiple fundamen-
tal functions ranging from molecular proteins and biological cells to multicellular 
organisms.[167] However, biosystems are difficult to study because of their high 
complexity. Physical models with dissipation/conversion of energy and simple com-
peting interactions can help both to understand better fundamental principles of self 
organization and engineer materials and devices with emerging properties, such as 
more complex micro- and nanomachines.[70, 80, 99, 103, 107] Besides, microscale 
systems have an advantage that their research does not require any sophisticated 
methods – all interacting components of such systems can be easy fabricated and 
simultaneously studied by optical microscopy methods with integrated video camera. 
One of such systems represent the meniscus-climbing effect, that is well-known for 
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biological water striders. Striders walk on the surface of water, climb onto solid edg-
es and self-organize into colonies.[105, 168] Furthermore, there is great interest to 
build artificial water-walking devices.[169, 170, 171] Although static attractive bub-
bles at the air-liquid interface are well known, to date there has been no report on the 
use of dynamic bubbles to demonstrate the meniscus-climbing micromachines and 
their self-organization.  
 
9.2 Results and Discussions 
 
Catalytic microengines consisting of Ti/Cr/Pt layers with diameters of 5 – 10 µm and 
length of 50 µm were fabricated and used in these experiments. To demonstrate the 
"strider behaviour" of microengines at the air–liquid interface, a thin aqueous film 
was created by adding a drop of 30 % v/v H2O2 aqueous solution on propylene car-
bonate (PC), which was intermixed with catalytic microjets. After fuel addition, 
H2O2 diffused into PC [172] and activated/lifted the catalytic microengines to the 
solution surface due to the buoyancy force of oxygen microbubbles generated by mi-
croengines. 
Microengines moved at the aqueous surface (air-liquid interface) for minutes 
until the H2O2 fuel was consumed. The microengines position at the fuel surface is 
explained by a higher acting buoyancy force (microengines considered in Chapters 
2–8 were in the H2O2 solution with an addition of surfactant. Although buoyancy 
force in those solutions can be high enough to bring microengines to the air-liquid 
interface, however it is not strong enough to induce the meniscus climbing effect). 
Thus, if half of the microengine with a 5 µm diameter and a 50 µm length is full of 
O2 gas, the induced buoyancy force is around 5 pN in propylene carbonate (PC) or 
water. The buoyancy force in PC is 1.2 times larger than that in water. However, the 
weight of a microengine with the same diameter is around 2.5 pN for the Ti/Cr/Pt 
(5/5/2 nm in thickness) composition. Since the buoyancy force depends on the gas 
generated in the microengine, it is possible to derive the filling volume of gas in the 
microengine. Because PC with a slightly higher density (1.205 g/ml) can lift the mi-
croengine but water can not, the buoyancy force in water is smaller than the weight 
of the tube, but that in PC is bigger. Thus, it can be deduced that the buoyancy force 
in water and PC should be very close to the weight of 2.5 pN, which is roughly the 
buoyancy force generated in one quarter of the tube. As a result, the filling volume of 
gas in the tube is around one quarter of the body volume of our catalytic striders, 
which is enough to take the microengines to the air–liquid interface.  
It was found that catalytic microengines firmly attached to bubbles can attract 
each other at an aqueous fuel surface and self-organize into colonies due to the me-
niscus-climbing effect, as sketched in Figure 9.1 A. Bubbles pull attached microen-
gines together and form self-organized structures of microengines (a colony in Figure 
9.1 A and a danymic array in Figure 9.1 B). The microengines are well aligned in 
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certain directions and pile up in abundance (Figure 9.1 B). Once the existed mi-
crobubbles break, the microengines separate but sometimes return, depending on the 
balance between the attractive capillary due to new generated bubbles and repulsive 
driving forces. Such a balanced system offers an intriguing way to study self-
organized systems. By tuning the surface tension of the fuel, the attaching and de-
taching times of bubbles to and from microengines can be adjusted for a controllable 
self-organization. For example, one can completely mix PC with H2O2 aqueous solu-
tion (up to 1:5 v/v) as a fuel since PC is soluble to large extent in water (20 wt 
%).[172] This mixture still easily powers the micromachines, but the bubbles break 
immediately after ejection from the microjet ends. Hence, the catalytic microjets run 
independently at the fuel surface without attraction.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.1: (A) Schematic illustration of microjets' meniscus-climbing effect and self-
organization. The individual arrows represent the repulsion forces due to the 
bubble recoiling mechanism, while the arrows within the dashed circle denote 
the meniscus-climbing effect (attraction), initiated by capillary forces. (B) Opti-
cal image of self-organized microtube array, where 100 µl 30 % v/v H2O2 fuel 
was added into 200 µl PC. (C) The Meniscus-climbing microtubes (i-iii) rushing 
towards a glass capillary. The lines and solid circles show the corresponding 
trajectories for each microjet. (D-F) Selected video frames for the individual 
microtubes in (C). The arrows show directions of moving microjets. 
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It is noticed that with a pure aqueous H2O2 solution with surfactants, the catalytic 
microjet machines run independently in bulk solution but not at the surface.[20] It is 
deduced that bubbles in PC generate a stronger buoyancy force compared to that in 
water, and thus drives the catalytic microtubes to the surface, since the density of PC 
(1.205 g/ml) is higher than that of water. 
The attracting capillary force induced by the meniscus-climbing effect was 
studied by inserting a glass capillary into the surface to anchor the microjets. As dis-
played in Figure 9.1 C, a glass capillary is inserted into a fuel surface. Several cata-
lytic micromachines moving around previously rush spontaneously towards the ca-
pillary at the liquid surface. Individual images for three microjets are shown in Fig-
ure 9.1 D–F, which correspond to the tubes (i-iii) shown in Figure 9.1 C, respective-
ly. As schematically shown in the inset of Figure 9.1 C, a generated bubble with a 
connected tube is pulled towards a micro-object (here glass capillary) by the capil-
lary force (Fc), while the buoyancy force (Fb) from the bubbles lifts the microjet to 
the fluid surface. Such a landing or climbing behavior of our artificial micromachines 
is similar to that of water-walking insects like Mesovelia, Hydrometra and the Beetle 
larva.[105] In addition, we described the blocking effect of catalytic engines by bub-
bles in ref. [20] It can also support the self-organization of microjets by ceasing the 
catalytic reaction. In this case closely packed microengines can decrease their fuel 
supply, leading to closely packed assembly shown in Figure 9.1 B. 
 
9.2.1. Analysis of Dynamic Colonies 
 
The capillary force among water-walking insects enables them to attract each other 
and to self-organize into a colony,[173] which is similar to the behaviour of catalytic 
microjets. Interestingly, the self organizaiton of microjets reveal a dynamic charac-
teristic, which mainly depends on the fuel concentrations. As shown in the top image 
of Figure 9.2 A, several catalytic micromachines have gathered into a colony after 
adding a drop of H2O2 solution. The resultant trajectories of several microjets within 
one second are shown in the bottom image of Figure 9.2 A. However, after several 
seconds these powered catalytic microjets disassemble due to their reduced power 
since the fuel is being consumed. As revealed in Figure 9.2 B, the micromachines are 
dispersed in 10 seconds after Figure 9.2 A is recorded. The gradual separation of all 
microtubes is revealed by their trajectories (bottom image of Figure 9.2 B). The tubes 
do not aggregate again until fuel is refilled by an addition of a new droplet of hydro-
gen peroxide. It is noted that as long as sufficient fuel is provided, a cyclic behaviour 
was observed of self-assembly and self-disassembly of the catalytic microjet engines. 
A statistical analysis of the disassembly behaviour described above was carried out. 
Figure 9.3 A shows examples of microjets self-organization when a droplet of hy-
drogen peroxide was added locally and diffuses into bulk PC solution.  
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Figure 9.2:  (A) Top, optical image of self-organizing microjets into a colony after adding a 
drop of the hydrogen peroxide solution (20 µl 30 % v/v H2O2) into 100 µl PC. 
Bottom, recorded trajectories leading to the top image within one second. (B) 
Top, optical image of powered catalytic microjets dis-assembled after several 
seconds. Bottom, recorded trajectories leading to the top image within five 
seconds. Notice that the final position in (A) is not the initial position in (B). 
There are several seconds between (A) and (B) without recording. 
 
 
 
Figure 9.3:  (A) Top, optical image of propylene carbonate (PC) liquid containing rolled-up 
microtubes. Most of them are sitting at the bottom due to sedimentation. 
Bottom, optical image of powered catalytic microjets organizing into a colony 
(blue circle) after adding a drop of hydrogen peroxide solution (20 µl 30% 
H2O2) into 100 µl PC. (B) Top, optical image of catalytic microtubes moving in-
dependently at the surface of the mixed PC/H2O2 (v/v 5/2) solution. Bottom, 
the resultant trajectories starting from the top image within one second reveal 
no attraction effect.  
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One-second videos were chosen when the microjets change from the self-organized 
state to the dispersed one. In contrary, microjets in the mixture of peroxide with PC 
did not self-organize. The average bubble radius as a function of time is shown in 
Figure 9.4 A. The bubble radius reduces with time, while the micromachines separate 
more and more (sketched in the insets). Basically, two major conditions influence the 
bubble size. One is the fuel concentration, where higher concentrations lead to small-
er bubbles.[20] The other is the surface tension of the fluid. The micromachine ve-
locity was tested in a constant H2O2 concentration but with various ratios of water in 
PC (fully mixed), which slightly changes the surface tension.[174] As presented in 
Figure 9.4 B, the bubble radius becomes smaller when decreasing the ratio of water 
in PC, while the micromachine velocity increases even with a constant fuel concen-
tration. Hence, one can explain why powered catalytic microtubes disassemble with 
time in the case of adding a drop of H2O2. 
 
 
 
Figure 9.4:  (A) Bubble radius as a function of time. The data is taken from the video, which 
corresponds to Fig. 9.3 A. The insets sketch the self-organization and disas-
sembly behaviors of the microengines for the indicated time. (B) Bubble radius 
and velocity of catalytic microengines as a function of ratio of water in PC (v/v) 
at a constant concentration of H2O2 (10%).  
 
 
When the tubes become disperse, the bubble radius reduces (Figure 9.4 A) and 
thus the attracting force decreases. However, the velocity still could rise due to the 
evaporation of water because of Figure 9.4 B, which means the drag force responsi-
ble for dispersion is enhanced. Therefore, the micromachines disassemble with time. 
9.2.2. Dynamics of Individual Microengines  
 
The velocity and bubble size play a critical role for the assembly of microjets. As 
shown in Figure 9.5 A, three typical microjet engines are selected for analysis with 
bubble sizes of around 5, 12, 21 µm (microtube #1, #2, and #3, respectively). Con-
nected circles in Figure 9.5 A mark their trajectories, #1 moves away from the huge 
central bubble, #2 moves in a dynamic equilibrium, while #3 runs towards the big 
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bubble. This observation confirms the explanation of Figure 9.4, where small bub-
bles tend to lead to disassembly behaviour. Further analysis in Figure 9.5 B and C 
discloses the kinematic characteristics of the three microjets including travelling dis-
tance and velocity with time. The distance and velocity along a trajectory away from 
(towards) the huge central bubble are treated as a positive (negative) value. The mi-
cromachine #1 generating small bubbles (below 5 µm) runs away from the huge cen-
tral bubble, which is indicated by a positive and increasing travel distance (B) as well 
as a positive velocity (C). The micromachine #3 with big bubbles (21 µm) is rushing 
into the huge central bubble, which is reflected by a negative and increasing travel 
distance as well as a negative velocity. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.5:  Analysis of individual microjets at the air-liquid interface interacting with a col-
ony containing one big bubble. (A) Optical image showing dynamics of three 
microengines (#1, #2, and #3), where #1 is leaving away from the bubble and 
colony; #2 is in oscillating state; while #3 is running to the bubble. Kinematics: 
(B) travelling distance and (C) velocity with time of three individual microen-
gines. 
 
 
 The micromachine #2 with mediate bubbles (12 µm) finds itself in a oscillat-
ing state, and walks forth [labelled as (i)] and back (ii) for several times. This effect 
is generated by the balance between the attractive capillary and repulsive motive 
forces. Generally, water striders in nature can attract neighbours over a distance 
comparable to the capillary length.[173] Grzybowski group have described a two-
spheres system (with center-to-center distance L) with a capillary force Fc҃ γR2/L 
(explained in details in Chapter 1), where γ is the surface tension of the applied liquid 
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and R is the radii of the spheres.[99] So the attractive capillary force increases with 
the radii of the spheres. If this principle is applied to the considered system, big bub-
bles (with bigger radii) can supply a higher capillary force for attraction and small 
ones produce a relatively weak force. The driving force of microengines is due to 
continuously generated microbubbles with a certain frequency and size. However an 
attraction originates from the generated bubbles connected to a microengine. The 
connection time between the bubbles and microengines is relatively short (maximum 
estimated tens of milliseconds) for bubbles in mixture of hydrogen peroxide and pro-
pylene carbonate. Thus, as long as the generated bubbles are connected to microen-
gines they attract them, but when bubbles break away, the attraction ceases and strid-
ers move apart. Hence, if the driving force is higher than the weak attraction force 
between small bubbles, the microengines move away from the positive menisci cur-
vature created by a glass capillary. The attraction force leads to capture of the cata-
lytic microengines. Based on the equation of lateral capillary force, one could deduce 
that the capillary force (i.e. attraction force) reduces with the decrease of the bubble 
size.[99] The striders in the same system have similar driving force, but smaller bub-
bles lead to a weaker capillary attraction force compared to the driving force.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.6: A reproducible demonstration of the meniscus-climbing microtubes (highligh-
ted by yellow circles) rushing towards a glass capillary. (A) The microengines 
move randomly at the air-liquid interface without the glass capillary. (B) The 
microengines attached to the immersed glass capillary; microjets are high-
lighted by the dashed yellow circles. (C) Once the glass capillary is removed, 
the microjets run away in random directions.  
 
  
 Hence, the striders with smaller bubbles leave the glass capillary, which is 
exactly the behaviour of the #1 microjet in Figure 9.5. Moreover, a micro-object was 
introduced to replace the huge central bubble as shown in Figure 9.6. The catalytic 
micromachines can still move around and climb “attacking” the defined object at the 
fuel-air interface, which thus strengthens the above interpretation.  A reproducible 
demonstration of the meniscus-climbing effect has also been revealed. At first the 
glass capillary is positioned above the liquid surface, and random motion of the cata-
lytic microengines (highlighted by yellow circles) is observed in Figure 9.6 A. Once 
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the glass capillary is immersed into the liquid fuel, the microengines run towards the 
capillary and attach to it (Figure 9.6 B). The black area in the center (close to the ca-
pillary tip, highlighted by yellow circles) is populated by the attached microjets. 
When the capillary tip is removed from the liquid, all striders (highlighted by yellow 
circles) still stay at the air–liquid interface but move away randomly. The bubble 
tails reveal their trajectories. This demonstration has been reproduced six times and 
proves the concept of catalytic microstriders at the air–liquid interface. 
 
 
 
Figure 9.7:  Microengines attraction to a microscale object. Left, optical image of catalytic 
microstriders moving around and climbing on the microobject. Right, tracked 
trajectories of the microengines during 3.5 s.  
 
 
Figure 9.7 shows additional experiment, on the left side of Fig. 9.7 optical mi-
croscopy image of several microjets "attacking" microobject is shown. Microobject 
is located at the air-liquid interface. Figure 9.7 on the right demonstrates tracked tra-
jectories of microjets motion during 3.5 seconds, indicating that microengines stay 
near boundaries of the microobject.  
 
9.3 Summary 
 
Microjet-based water striders and their self-organization was well demonstrated due 
to low weight of catalytic microtubes in solution and high buoyancy force, which 
brings them to the air-liquid interface. When capillary interaction between microen-
gines overlaps and exceeds the driving force of microengines they self-organize into 
colonies or swarms. If local peroxide fuel/water diffuses into bulk solution of propyl-
ene carbonate it leads to a decrease of an average bubble size, generated by microen-
gines, and subsequently, to the decrease of capillary attraction. In this case microen-
gines are dispersed and self-propelled independently. Immersed microcapillary al-
lows in some way a "fishing" of microengines as they rush immediately towards the 
capillary. This principle can be used for micromachines climbing onto objects. Be-
sides, it is of interest for future studies to investigate how microengines can repel and 
avoid objects, e.g., if negative meniscus or hydrophobic objects are used. 
In conclusion, Table 6.1 shows several examples of self organized systems in 
comparison to microjet engines. These examples show particles which form spatio-
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temporal patterns in space. These patterns depend on the supply or conversion of en-
ergy. Examples shown in Table 6.1 include: a) autonomous millimeter-scale Pt-boats 
in the solution of hydrogen peroxide.[80]; b) magnetic millimeter-scale spinners, 
which form dynamic patterns controlled by the frequency of external magnetic field 
(ω ) [175]; c) light-driven AgCl particles swarming in water, induced by light [142]; 
d) autonomous nanorotors in solution of hydrogen peroxide [176]; e) biological spe-
cies Anurida which form colonies [177], f) catalytic microjets, demonstrated 
throughout this dissertation. Interestingly, both biological species (e) which can be 
considered as “complex machines” and microjets which are “simple machines” (f) 
self-organized by the same meniscus-climbing effect. In future studies it will be of 
high interest to consider other energy sources and interactions to engineer self-
organized systems. 
 
 
 
 
Table 9.1: Examples of self-organization of different objects. Synthetic components (a-d, f) 
and biological water-striders (e). Microjets (f) use meniscus-climbing effect simi-
lar to Anurida (e). Inset images (a, b, c, d, e) are copied from the corresponding 
refs. [80, 175, 142, 176, 177]. Note that light, temperature or magnetic field is 
not really a "fuel source" of patterns. It changes interactions between particles 
and the formation of patterns depends on it. 
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10  Outlook 
 
 
 
This dissertation showed effective catalytic microjet engines, methods of their re-
mote control and applications towards specific tasks. Some of goals require biocom-
patible fuels, e.g. nanomachines enabled fight with cancer in vivo. It is expected that 
when more "intelligent" micromachines are created we will be able to solve human 
problems not only at the small scale but at global one. Several ultimate goals and 
preliminary results of what can be done next are discussed in the following pages. 
 
Can microjets be more efficient and powerful?  
It was shown that microjets require a certain threshold concentration of hydrogen 
peroxide fuel (0.05 % v/v H2O2) at room temperature. Estimated energy conversion 
efficiency of microjet engines is on the order of 10
-10
 %, it is comparable to values 
calculated by Paxton for catalytic nanomotors.[86] In contrast, biological nanomotors 
efficiency is often higher than 50 % due to their ability to couple motions of molecu-
lar architectures with the transport of single ions or fuel molecules. Firstly, this prin-
ciple can be used in the design of future microengines. Secondly, better understand-
ing of reaction and diffusion processes at the microscale can lead to more efficient 
microjets. It is proposed to design a microjet with smaller tubular openings than the 
diameter of the body of an engine. This geometry can restrict the fast diffusion of 
reaction products (oxygen) out of the tubular openings and provide an accumulation, 
i.e., nucleation of bubbles at a lower concentration level of hydrogen peroxide. Al-
ternatively, a higher power/speed of microjets was already demonstrated by increas-
ing the temperature of working solution to physiological values.[48] 
 
Can technology lead to smaller microjets? 
It was found that only 1 nm of Pt-catalyst is enough for nanoengines to operate and 
thus, it is feasible to fabricate even smaller nanojets. Rolled-up nanotechnology al-
lows the reduction of diameter of heteroepitaxial tubes to 20 nm.[33] However, it is 
unlikely that such nanojets can be driven by nanobubbles because of bubbles insta-
bilities at a smaller size, i.e., due to a very high Laplace pressure. In this case other 
motive mechanisms have to be found, for instance, reactions of polymerization used 
by the nanojet driven bacteria. 
 
Can more complex "intelligent" micromachines be made of microjets?  
It is of high interest to build more complex micromachines to increase machines' 
functionalities. At the moment microjets can be considered as "simple machines". 
One way to create more complex machines consists in the integration of other func-
tional units with microjets, illustrated in Fig. 10.1 A (for details see ref. [32]). In this 
approach other machine's parts can be miniaturized and integrated, such as actuators, 
sensors, computer controllers, logic, battery, antenna. These units are currently under 
development in our group. On the other hand, it is interesting to consider that several 
processes which take place, such as the interplay between the reaction and diffusion, 
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conversion of chemical energy into movement are used by both: biological systems 
and microjet engines. 
 
Can microjets sense chemical gradients?  
Chemotactic behaviour is widespread in nature and consists in the complex ability of 
biological organisms to orient in chemical gradients and particularly, to find their 
source of food. Sen's group reported about non-biological chemotaxis of electropho-
retic Au/Pt nanomotors. These nanomotors elongate their trajectories of motion when 
they approached a higher concentration of the hydrogen peroxide fuel, i.e., nanorods 
were "attracted" to the hydrogen peroxide soaked gel by the active diffusion mecha-
nism.[78] It is important to note that it does present a real biological chemotaxis, but 
this observation can have important practical applications. However, the power of the 
former nanomotors was too low, particularly, nanomotors required many hours to 
reach their target. Since microjets are in two orders of magnitude faster than electro-
phoretic nanomotors it is of high interest to find conditions for chemotaxis of micro-
jets. Fig. 10.1 B shows schematic of the desired goal, where individual microjet is 
"attracted" towards a pathogen, while carrying drugs along with it to support "friend-
ly cells".  
 
Can microjets self-propel without µ-bubbles?  
Propulsion of microjets without bubbles are important for biomedical and on-chip 
applications. Fig. 10.1 C shows preliminary result of one individual microjet (yellow 
line shows tracked trajectory) moving without bubbles in the mixture of hydrogen 
peroxide and propylene carbonate. The propulsion speed is as high as 200 µms
-1
, that 
is comparable to the fastest electrophoretic nanomotors. At the moment it is not clear 
what is the mechanism of motion. Future studies will determine its origin, that is ex-
pected to be self-electrophoresis or self-diffusiophoresis. 
 
Can microjets self-propel in environments other than fluid ones?  
It was demonstrated that microjets can self-propel only in fluids. Although foam con-
tains fluid, it is a mixture of gas and a fluid. Fig. 10.1 D shows preliminary results of 
individual microjet moving through a dense foam of bubbles, which are composed of 
hydrogen peroxide, water and amphiphilic soap molecules. Interestingly, such micro-
jets are not blocked by bubbles and they are able to move through the foams and 
even can be remote controlled using magnetic field (not shown). This study may help 
in the design of microjets which can travel at high speeds in 3-d foams or overcome 
clogged channels in microfluidic devices. 
 
Can microjets be useful in medicine?  
Minimally invasive medicine based on dynamic micro- and nanomachines (rather 
than medicine based on static nanoobjects/drugs) can advance the field of medicine. 
Recently the group of Gracias showed enzymatically-triggered and tetherless ther-
mobiochemically actuation of miniaturized grippers and tools.[178, 179, 180]. Nel-
son discussed recent advantages of microbots with a small size, which can adopted in 
the near future for a possible medical use in the circulatory, the urinary and the cen-
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tral nervous systems.[181] Particularly, to operate in body the size of machines must 
be smaller than the diameter of capillaries of the cardiovascular system, which can be 
as small as 8 µm. The rolled-up nanotechnology allowed the fabrication of such 
small tubes. At the moment an application of micro- and nanojets in medicine re-
quires the development of biocompatible fuels. As alternative to this we performed a 
"fuel free" motion and drilling of animal liver by microtubes in vitro, shown in Fig. 
10.1 E. In this experiment by increasing the frequency of the magnetic field micro-
tubes changed their rotation from the planar to the vertical position, i.e., they can 
stand up on the surface and walk towards the center of rotational magnetic field. 
Figs. 10.1 E inset shows optical microscopy sequences and SEM image (i) of the 
embedded microtube in the liver tissue and the hole left (ii) after the microtube was 
removed (SEM images were taken by Dr. W. Xi and Prof. Dr. D.H. Gracias).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 10.1:  Outlook and several promising results of microjet engines (A) Schematic design 
of a more complex micromachine, where tweens–microjets can be integrated 
with other functional units, described in details in ref. [32]. (B) Schematic of 
the desirable experiment of non-biological chemotaxis of catalytic microjet 
engines, which could attract towards pathogens, while delivering drugs to 
"friendly cells". (C) Preliminary result, optical microscopy image showing mo-
tion of microjet without bubbles. (D) Preliminary result, optical microscopy 
image of motion of microjet through foam, consisting of bubbles. (E) Prelimi-
nary result of the fuel-free propulsion of magnetic microjets, driven by exter-
nal magnetic field to drill liver tissue in vitro. Tubes rotate at a lower frequen-
cy (f1) and start drilling tissue at a higher frequency (f2) of magnetic field. SEM 
images (i-ii) showing individual embedded microtube in the liver and the hole 
left after the microtube was removed (experiment of liver drilling in vitro was 
done in collaboration with Dr. W. Xi, Dr. S. Sanchez and Prof. Dr. D. H. Gra-
cias). 
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Appendix 
 
Photolithography and electron-beam deposition: 
 
- Microtubes, such as Ti/Cr/Pt, Ti/Au, Ti/ Fe/Cr/Pt, Ti/Fe/Au /Ag were fabricated by e-beam 
deposition of thin metallic films on lithographically patterned photoresist layers. Square or 
circular photoresist patterns with sizes 10–1000 µm were prepared on 1.5-inch silicon wa-
fers or glass substrates; 
- Samples were cleaned in acetone bath (ultrasound) for 1 min followed by the rinsing in 
isopropanol and drying in nitrogen; 
- Photoresist AR-P 3510 was spin-coated on samples at 3500 rpm for 35 s, followed by 1 
minute of baking using hotplate at 90o C; 
- Samples were exposed during 5 seconds to UV light using Karl Suss MA56 Mask Aligner 
(410-605 nm), followed by the development of structures in a 1:1 AR300-35:H2O during 45-
60 s and rinsing in pure water for 1 minute; 
- Angular deposition of materials by e-beam. Layers with a total thickness from 5 to 15 nm 
were used (detected by quartz crystal microbalance). Layers were deposited at angles from 
60 to 75 degrees from horizontal line. Note: for different machines tooling factors of mate-
rials depositions must be optimized for the e-beam, the described parameters give diame-
ters of microtubes from 5 to 10 micrometers. When magnetron sputtering is used, the 
thickness of Pt should not exceed 1 nm to avoid the coverage of photoresist shadow win-
dows; 
- By underetching of sacrificial photoresist layer in acetone (thin films roll-up into micro-
tubes). In some cases if tubed did not roll in aceton another solvent N-Methyl Pyrrolidone 
(NMP) was used. The rolled-up process in this case can take several days; 
- To avoid microtubes collapsing in the air they were kept in a liquid or supercritical point 
drying method was used. 
 
Catalytic microengines for different applicaitons: 
 
Tubular micropumps 
 
Fabrication of rolled-up micropumps: Rolled-up microtubes consisting of Ti/Cr/Pt thin films 
(10/10/1 nm) were prepared according to photolithography procedure, described above. 
Ti/Cr layers of 10/10 nm were prepared in Edwards thin film systems machine at evapora-
tion rates of 2.0 and 1.5 Å s-1 respectively. Initial chamber pressure of 5·10-7 mbar was used. 
Pt was sputtered by using MTD 450 DCA instruments machine with a total thickness of 1 nm 
at 4.4 nm min-1. Samples deposited by e-beam were tilted to an angle of 75 degrees from 
horizontal line. A flat sputtering (0 degrees) was done for the Pt deposition. In order to acti-
vate the micropumps, the fabricated arrays of microtubes were immersed into hydrogen 
peroxide solution containing Benzalkonium Chloride (BC) at 0.5 v/v %. The surfactant con-
centration was kept constant during all experiments. The concentration of the hydrogen 
peroxide was varied from 0.009 to 11 v/v %. Polystyrene microspheres (Duke Scientific 
Corp., 1 % Solids) with diameters of 1 μm and 7 μm were used in the experiment for parti-
cle pumping. 
 
Autonomous motion 
 
For demonstrations of autonomous motion Ti/Cr/Pt (5/5/1 nm) microtubes were used. Pt 
was prepared by magnetron sputtering, 1 or 2 nm. For autonomous motion of nanotubes, 
heteroepitaxial layers have been used, described below.  
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Magnetic control of motion 
 
Ferromagnetic material was incorporated in tubular layers which allowed magnetic remote 
control of self-propelled microjets. Different materials combinations have been successfully 
used, including: Ti/Fe/Ag/Pt, Ti/Fe(Co)/Au/Pt, Ti/Fe/Co/Pt, Ti/Fe/Cr/Pt. However, the re-
mote control study was concentrated on Ti/Fe/Cr/Pt microtubes. Fuels: aqueous solution of 
hydrogen peroxide in mixture with different concentration of surfactant or a common soap 
were used. 
 
Meniscus-climbing effect and self-organization 
 
Microtubes consisted of Ti/Cr/Pt (5/5/1 nm) layers were used. Application of propylene 
carbonate (PC) gives a stronger meniscus capillary force than in other cases. There was no 
any surfactant in the fuel. In some cases, to create a local gradient of the fuel and the sur-
face tension, a droplet of hydrogen peroxide was added into the bulk PC to activate micro-
tubes and bring them to the air-liquid interface. Fuel: propylene carbonate in mixtures with 
water and hydrogen peroxide.  
 
Preparation of synthetic micro-cargo 
 
Polysterene microparticles (Duke Scientific Corp., 1 % solids) with the diameter 7 µm has 
been used for transportation and delivery of cargo. Other objects included square thin 
films, i.e. "nanoplates" with a width of 50 µm. Nanoplates consisted of thin hydrophobic 
metallic films, usually made of Ti/Fe/Pt (10/5/1) prepared by the e-beam without tilted an-
gle. Magnetic (Fe) layer was used for an easy alignment of nanoplates towards remote con-
trolled moving microjets. Nanoplates were under-etched in acetone followed by rinsing in 
isopropanol and released in the hydrogen peroxide fuel. Around 50 % of nanoplates were 
floating on the solution surface due to hydrophobic effect. Because of planar surface of Pt 
no bubbles were observed and thus the cargo was well suitable for transportation. Nano-
plates float stochastically on top of solution of hydrogen peroxide or, due to contained 
magnetic layer, they could align the rotation degree according to the direction of external 
magnetic field. 
 
Preparation of biological micro-cargo
 
The murine CAD cells were grown in DMEM/F-12 medium (Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Me-
dium) supplemented with 10 % FCS (Fetal Calf serum) and 1% penicil lin/streptomycin (cells 
and procedure were provided by S. Schulze). The cells were incubated in a humidified at-
mosphere with 5% CO2 and were passaged every 3–4 days by trypsination and centrifuga-
tion at 4400 rpm for 5 min. After determination of cell numbers with a hemocytometer, 
CAD cells were plated at 105 cells per plate. A small amount of CAD cells (10 μl of 105 cells 
per ml) was suspended in 1.2 ml of the working solution containing the microjets and the 
chemical fuel to actuate them.  
 
Supercritical point dryer 
Rolled-up tubes have thin walls and are easy collapse when solutions dry. To avoid this su-
percritical point drying method was used. In preparation process, acetone was used at first 
to remove the photoresist layer. Wet sample then has been transported to SPD machine. 
Fluids suitable for supercritical drying included carbon dioxide (critical point 304.25 K at 
7.39 M Pa or 31.1 degrees Celsius at 1072 psi). The acetone is then washed away with high 
pressure liquid carbon dioxide. The liquid carbon dioxide is then heated until its pressure 
goes beyond the critical point, at this point the pressure can be gradually released and 
leave a dried microtubes.  
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Software for the analysis 
 
Video Software (Virtual Dub, Image J) was used for analysis of videos. Virtual Dub software 
has been used to cut, change rate and edit videos. With ImageJ a detailed investigation of 
bubbles frequencies and speed of microtubes was done. Additionally, the quality/colour 
contrast of videos was improved in Image J. 
 
Microjets control via Labview interface 
 
Labview interface allows a simple control over the motions of microjets via serial and NI-
Visa runtime engine and Labview runtime engines. A program was written to control the 
different position of a magnet with a joystick. Figure A1 shows a screenshot of the front 
panel where all parameters including speed and rotation angle of the motor can be read 
and controlled. Stepping motor PD2-110-42 was used and it was connected to computer via 
serial port. Such motor allowed setting of rotational angle precisely (1.8o accuracy). Motor 
needs ~25 V to operate that is why an additional power supply has been used for it (note: 
driver for USB serial port should be additionally installed). 
 
 
Figure A1:    Snapshot of Labview interface for the control of microjets using magnetic field. Speed of 
stepping motor is set in the program for the rotational control of motor with a perma-
nent magnet. Delivery speed shown here indicates a programmable button to rotate 
microjets at a higher speed of 1700 rps to deliver cargo [this code was written by J. R. 
Schröter]. 
 
 
Fabrication of PDMS microfluidics 
 
PDMS was mixed with cross-linking agent and poured over glass master on a casting mold 
to get a negative bias-relief [provided by S. Harazim]. SU–8 photoresist master was fabri-
cated by photolithography on a glass substrate. It followed by the baking on a hotplate for 
30 min at 140o C degrees to harden PDMS. Then PDMS was cooled down to room tempera-
ture and peeled off a glass master. To activate surface PDMS and bare glass substrate were 
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inserted into oxygen RF plasma for 30 seconds. After plasma an immediate bonding of 
PDMS side with imprints on the glass was performed. To stabilize bond samples were left 
under contact with a mechanical load for 10 minutes. After that, the glass was sealed to the 
PDMS containing microfluidic channels. 
 
PDMS procedure (Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer): 
- Mix 10g of Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer (Base) and 1g (10% weight) of Sylgard 184 Sili-
cone Elastomer (Curing Agent) in a beaker; 
- Degas for 15 minutes in a desiccator (to remove the gas from the PDMS); 
- Pour the PDMS in a casting mold with the structure on the bottom; 
- Bake it for 30 minutes at 120°C (time depends on the thickness of PDMS). After baking and 
cooling down one can peel off the PDMS from substrate. 
 
 
Fabrication of the SU-8 master stamp 
 
The resist SU8-10 gets spin coated on a glass or silicon substrate for 30 s at 1500 rpm then 
baked first at 90° C for 10 min on the hot plate, plus 10 min cooling down in the air. The 
resist gets exposed in the MA56 mask-aligner for 20 s after the microchannel mask has 
been aligned. A second baking step at 90° C for 5 min in the oven with 10 min cooling down 
takes place to cross-link the exposed structures. Then the resist is developed in mr-DEV 600 
for 90 s. The development reaction is stopped in isopropanol. 
 
Biocatalytic catalase-based miroengines 
 
Ti/Au rolled up microtubes were incubated into a 20 mM solution of 3-MPA for 45 min 
[Protocols are pvovided by Dr. S. Sanchez]. After washing with isopropanol for 5 min, the 
tubes were immersed in a 1 ml solution which contained the coupling agents EDC (0.05 M) 
and Sulfo-NHS (0.015 M) and catalase (2 mg ml-1). This incubation was carried out overnight 
at 37 o C and thereafter rinsed with PBS pH 5.5 and SDS 0.05 wt % for 15 min at each step. In 
a comparative experiment, the Ti/Au microtubes were incubated overnight at 37o C with a 
catalase solution (2 mg ml-1) to physically adsorb the enzyme into the microtube.  
 
Modification with thiol groups: An inner Au layer from the Ti/Au microtubes was function-
alized with a Self Assembled Monolayer (SAM) of 3-mercaptopropionic acid (3-MPA). A so-
lution of 20 mM of 3-MPA was prepared in Isopropanol, where the rolled-up tubes were 
immersed for 45 min [Protocol of Dr. S. Sanchez]. After rinsing the tubes with isopropanol 
for 5 min, they were placed in the eppendorf beaker (total volume 1 mL) containing: i) the 
coupling agents 1-Ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl] carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and 
N-hydroxylsulfosu-ccinimide (Sulfo-NHS) at 0.05 M and 0.015 M respectively, and ii) the 
enzyme catalase (2 mg mL-1). This incubation was carried out overnight at 37o C and there-
after rinsed with PBS pH 5.5 and SDS 0.05 wt % for 15 min at each step. Physical adsorption 
of catalase in the Ti/Au microtubes: A similar piece of Si substrate containing the Ti/Au mi-
crotubes was taken and incubated at 37o C with 1 mL of catalase solution (2 mg mL-1) over-
night and rinsed with PBS pH 5.5 and SDS 0.05 wt % for 15 min at each step. Reagents: all 
chemicals were provided by Sigma Aldrich (Germany). Contact angle measurements were 
carried out using a CAM 101 goniometer from KSV Instruments Ltd (Helsinki, Finland). 
 
Heteroepitaxial semiconductor/catalyst nanotubes 
 
The fabricated rolled-up nanotubes consisted of MBE grown [samples were provided by Dr. 
C. Deneke] heteroepitaxial bilayers InGaAs/GaAs/(Cr)/Pt where metals (Cr)/Pt were sput-
tered on top of semiconductor surface. The semiconductor bilayers were grown by MBE on 
a smoothed GaAs substrate following the protocol well described in Ref. [164]. On top of a 
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GaAs (001) substrate a 200 nm GaAs buffer was grown to smooth the surface, followed by 
the growth of 20 nm AlAs sacrificial layer. The last MBE deposition step included In0.33 
Ga0.67As/GaAs bilayer with the thickness 3/3 nm. After MBE growth the samples were 
stored in a desicator with coated photoresist to pretect the oxidation of surface.  
Magnetron sputtering of Cr/Pt and e-beam deposition of Fe layers: After MBE growth In-
GaAs and InGaAs/GaAs wafers were cut and prepared for Cr and Pt sputtering. Magnetron 
sputtering was realized by MTD 450 DCA instruments machine. A total Cr/Pt layers consist-
ed of 0.5–2 nm at typical sputtering rate 4 nm min−1 for Cr and 4.4 nm min−1 for Pt. For the 
remote magnetic control Fe/InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt (2/3/3/1/1 nm) nanotubes were prepared. 
Tubes at first were rolled up without ferromagnetic layer, Fe was deposited on top of rolled 
up tubes by the e-beam. Subsequently, only half of tubes contained deposited Fe layer, it 
allowed keeping constant diameter of nanoscale tubes. Fe was sputtered at 1 A·s-1 at initial 
pressure 10-7 m bar.  
 
 
 
Preparation of nanotubes for applications as nanotools 
 
After deposition of metals the samples were immersed in HF solution for 30 seconds that 
under-etches selectively sacrificial AlAs layer and consequently the rolling-up of thin metal-
lic films into nanotubes takes place. The used solution was composed of: 5 ml of a 10 % v/v 
HF solution with 1 ml of BC surfactant (2 ml 50 % HF diluted in 50 ml water). Final HF con-
centration was 8.3 % v/v. After mechanically creating trenches along the (In)GaAs <100> 
crystal direction hydrofluoric acid (HF) was used to under-etch the AlAs sacrificial layer and 
induce the nanomembrane to roll-up. This is due to the fact that the etching rate is faster in 
this direction and on the other hand it can be attributed to a minimum of the elastic mod-
ule of the (In)GaAs. For the self-propelled nanotools experiment the mechanical stability of 
the InGaAs/GaAs/Pt nanotubes were enhanced by including a 1 nm thick Cr layer sand-
witched between the InGaAs and Pt layers. The material composition of InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt 
(3/3/1/1 nm) led to tubes with an average diameter of 600 nm. 
 
  
 
 
Figure A2. Schematic of individual parallelogram-like element consisting of hybrid catalytic/hetero-
epitaxial In0.33Ga0.67As/GaAs/Cr/Pt thin film. Inset image shows one side tubular opening 
where a sharp tip is formed due to asymmetric rolling of layers. 
 
 
 Figure A2 shows schematic of a single parallelogram element consisting of hybrid 
catalytic/heteroepitaxial In0.33Ga0.67As/GaAs/Cr/Pt thin films. The fabricated elements have 
a parallelogram-like structure and are formed by the mechanical scratching of sample sur-
face (using sand paper) at a certain shifted angle α∠ . For the fabrication of tubular 
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nanotools scratching of the sample surface was done two times, indicated by trenches #1 
and #2 in Fig. A2. Scratching opens access for the under-etching of sacrificial AlAs layer in 
8.3 % v/v HF solution. The rolling process of heteroepitaxial films is highly influenced by the 
anisotropy of Young’s modulus. Due to crystallographic orientation the layers have a ten-
dency to roll along the InGaAs <001> direction, which is the direction parallel to trench #2, 
i.e. 45o angle between the trench #2 and edges of the sample. Since shallow etching tech-
nique was not used, solution under-etches sacrificial AlAs layer from all sides, and a compe-
tition between torques aτ and bτ  is formed. Due to a difference in length of the discussed 
element, i.e. b > a, the torque bτ  is higher than aτ .  This difference defines the preferred 
direction of tube rolling, shown as inset of Fig. A2. In such case the asymmetry of rolling, 
which is defined by the layer rolling in InGaAs <001> direction, determines the formation of 
a tubular “sharp tip” with the angle defined by α∠ . Subsequently, by fixing the trench #2 
to 45o (angle between trench #2 and sample edges) and by changing the angle α∠  of 
trench #1 a controllable fabrication of tubular layers is achieved. As a result for the for-
mation of sharper tips a smaller angle α∠  between trenches #1 and #2 must be used. 
 
Nanotubes release from a substrate  
 
After tubes rolling up nanojets samples were immersed into working solution containing 
hydrogen peroxide, cells and common soap (Fit Gmbh) followed by mechanical scratching 
of tubes from substrate using plastic tweezers. Common soap contained 5–15% anionic 
tenside (5–15%), amphoteric tenside (<5%), bronopol, benzisothiazolinone, methylisothia-
zolinone. Soap concentration was optimized to 10 % v/v for the purpose to stabilize mi-
crobubbles. 
 
HeLa cells culture 
Before culturing HeLa cells on glass cover slips, the glass cover slips were sterilized by expo-
sure to oxygen plasma for approximately 30 min (procedure provided by Dr. W. Xi and Prof. 
D. H. Gracias). To ensure the attachment of cells, the slips were modified by phosphonic 
acids according to the protocol previously reported. Briefly, the glass cover slips were im-
mersed in 50 µM 11-phosphonoundecanoic acid in toluene for 12 hrs, then rinsed with tol-
uene and dried at 90o C. The fibronectin was covalently attached to phosphonic acid func-
tionalized glass cover slips by activation of the –COOH group using EDC and NHS. Phosphon-
ic acid modified slips were dispersed in 1 ml of PBS containing 0.02 M EDC and 0.01 M NHS 
for 2 hours to activate the –COOH group. 20 µl fibronectin solution (1mg/ml) was then add-
ed to the –COOH-activated cover slip solution and left over night at 37o C. The activated –
COOH group bound with the –NH3 group of fibronectin, resulting the formation of covalent 
CO-NH amide bond. HeLa cells were dissociated by treating with trypsin (0.25 %, 5min, 37o 
C), then diluted in DMEM/10 % FBS supplemented with 0.5 mM L-glutamine and 1 % Peni-
cillim/Streptomycin, and plated onto the cover slips at low density (104 cells/cm2). The 
samples were flooded with freshly made medium and incubated for 24 hours to allow the 
cell spreading. After that the cell culture was briefly fixed in 2 % paraformaldehyde for 20 
minutes and immersed into nanotube working solution (20 % peroxide and 10 % common 
soap) for the drilling experiment. In the transporting experiment, budding 
yeast cells (bakery yeast) are used. Budding yeast cells were culture in YPD medium (Casein, 
enzymatically digested 20 g l−1, Yeast extract 10 g l−1, Glucose 20 g l−1, pH-value 6.5 ± 0.2, 
Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG) overnight at 28° C. Yeast cells were then transferred into working 
solution for the delivery experiment. The concentration of the cells was controlled so that 
the substrate has a coverage of around 105 yeast cells/cm2.  
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Preparation of HeLa cells (with embedded nanotubes) for SEM imaging 
 
Prior to SEM imaging, cell culture is fixed in mixed primary fixative (3 % paraformalde-
hyde/0.1 M sodium cacodylate/0.05M CaCl2/0.05M MgCl2/2.5 % Sucrose and 1.5% glutaral-
dehyde at pH 7.4) at room temperature for 1 hour, then rinsed three times with 0.1 M so-
dium Cacodylate/2.5 % Sucrose solution. The cell culture is subsequently treated with post-
fixative of 1% osmium tetraoxide in 0.1 M Cacodylate buffer at pH 7.4 on ice for 1 hour, and 
then rinsed thoroughly with water, and dehydrated with grade series of cold ethanol (70, 
90, 100 %). The sample was then dried in critical point dryer and coated with 60 nm carbon 
for SEM imaging. 
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